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Abstract

Allocating resources optimally is a nontrivial task, especially when multiple self-

interested agents with conflicting goals are involved. This dissertation uses tech-

niques from game theory to study two classes of such problems: allocating resources

to catch agents that attempt to evade them, and allocating payments to agents in a

team in order to stabilize it. Besides discussing what allocations are optimal from

various game-theoretic perspectives, we also study how to efficiently compute them,

and if no such algorithms are found, what computational hardness results can be

proved.

The first class of problems is inspired by real-world applications such as the

TOEFL iBT test, course final exams, driver’s license tests, and airport security

patrols. We call them test games and security games. This dissertation first studies

test games separately, and then proposes a framework of Catcher-Evader games (CE

games) that generalizes both test games and security games. We show that the

optimal test strategy can be efficiently computed for scored test games, but it is

hard to compute for many binary test games. Optimal Stackelberg strategies are

hard to compute for CE games, but we give an empirically efficient algorithm for

computing their Nash equilibria. We also prove that the Nash equilibria of a CE

game are interchangeable.

The second class of problems involves how to split a reward that is collectively

obtained by a team. For example, how should a startup distribute its shares, and
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what salary should an enterprise pay to its employees. Several stability-based so-

lution concepts in cooperative game theory, such as the core, the least core, and

the nucleolus, are well suited to this purpose when the goal is to avoid coalitions of

agents breaking off. We show that some of these solution concepts can be justified as

the most stable payments under noise. Moreover, by adjusting the noise models (to

be arguably more realistic), we obtain new solution concepts including the partial

nucleolus, the multiplicative least core, and the multiplicative nucleolus. We then

study the computational complexity of those solution concepts under the constraint

of superadditivity. Our result is based on what we call Small-Issues-Large-Team

games and it applies to popular representation schemes such as MC-nets.
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1

Introduction

Allocating the right amount of something in the right place is an important decision

to make in many areas. For example, a big company has to allocate human and

capital resources to different departments. A small startup has to divide shares

among founders. A researcher has to split time among different research topics. A

student has to distribute study time among multiple courses. A nation has to deploy

its defense forces to many locations.

Sometimes, there is a clear objective for which the allocation should be optimized.

But when multiple self-interested parties are involved, it becomes more challenging

as each party has its own objective and these may be in conflict with each other.

For example, each founder of a startup may want to maximize her own share. The

effectiveness of a defense allocation usually depends on that of the attacker, who

often has the opposite objective as the defender.

Game theory provides great tools for solving problems with multiple self-interested

agents. In this dissertation, we use noncooperative game theory and cooperative

game theory to study two broad classes of allocation problems respectively: allocat-

ing resources to catch evaders, and allocating payments to stabilize the cooperation
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of a team. Aside from discussing what allocations are optimal from a game-theoretic

perspective, this dissertation also studies their computational aspects: how to effi-

ciently compute them, and what computational hardness results can be proved.

Efficient algorithms are crucial for practical usages of such game-theoretically

optimal allocations. For example, there are sometimes hundreds of locations to

which one can allocate defensive resources (Jain et al., 2013); and even if the number

of locations is small, there might be many types of attackers to consider. As for

allocating payments, some teams may have thousands of members (e.g., all employees

of a big company like Google).

In the rest of this chapter, we will introduce two classes of problems: allocating

resources to catch evaders, and allocating payments to stabilize teams. Meanwhile,

we also briefly introduce some game theory concepts that will be used. Finally we

finish this chapter by highlighting our contributions.

1.1 Allocating Resources to Catch Evaders

Many games in our daily life are cat-and-mouse games where one player (the cat)

tries to catch the other (the mouse) who is evading. We call those players catchers

and evaders (rather than cats and mice). Example catcher-evader pairs include the

goal keeper versus the shooter (in soccer games), the cop versus the fleeing criminal,

and the security force (defender) versus the terrorist (attacker). The latter example is

known as “security games” which have recently drawn much attention from artificial

intelligence researchers. Its applications include airport security (Pita et al., 2009a),

the assignment of Federal Air Marshals to flights (Tsai et al., 2009), scheduling Coast

Guard patrols (An et al., 2012), scheduling patrols on transit systems (Yin et al.,

2012b), and many others.

Tests like TOEFL iBT, final exams, and driver’s license tests are another family

of cat-and-mouse games that occur quite often. In some sense, the tester is the

2



catcher who tries to catch the test taker who has not mastered the knowledge. In

another sense, the test taker is the catcher who tries to capture the questions that

will be tested so he can prepare for them beforehand for a better result. (Indeed, we

will show that the roles of catcher and evader can be swapped.)

A strategy in such games corresponds to a way of allocating resources to multiple

targets. For instance, in security games, the defender’s strategy is how to allocate

defense resources (e.g., checkpoints, canine units) to multiple locations; the attacker’s

strategy is how to allocate terrorists or attacks to those locations. In test games,

the tester’s strategy is to choose which questions to ask. Since asking a question

either costs time in an interview or space in a written test, that is equivalent to

allocating time or space to potential questions. Lastly, the test taker’s strategy is

how to allocate effort on preparing for those questions.

1.2 Noncooperative Game Theory

Noncooperative game theory is arguably the default branch of game theory, and we

will use it extensively for allocating resources to catch evaders. Many well-known

games such as rock-paper-scissors and the prisoner’s dilemma, as well as the famous

solution concept Nash equilibrium (see, e.g., the textbook by Osborne and Rubinstein

(1994)) all fall into this branch. First, let us see how a noncooperative game is

represented.

1.2.1 Game Representation

The key elements to specify a game are players, actions, and utilities. Let there be n

players where the i-th one has action space Ai and utility function ui : A1ˆA2ˆ . . .ˆ

An Ñ R. A game is then an activity in which every player i chooses an action ai P Ai

and receives a utility ui that depends on all players’ joint action a “ pa1, a2, . . . , anq.

Hence representing a game is all about specifying utility functions ui (whose domain

3



Table 1.1: Normal-form of the rock-paper-scissors game

rock paper scissors
rock 0, 0 -1, 1 1, -1

paper 1, -1 0, 0 -1, 1
scissors -1, 1 1, -1 0, 0

implies players and their joint action space A1 ˆ A2 ˆ . . .ˆ An).

When the number of actions |
Ť

iAi| is finite, which is the case for most games

studied in this dissertation, we can map each joint action a to a cell of an n-

dimensional table, and write down n numbers u1paq, u2paq, . . . , unpaq in that cell.

That is the normal-form representation of the game.

Take rock-paper-scissors as an example. It is a 2-player game so the table is

2-dimensional as shown in Table 1.1. Each player has 3 actions: A1 “ A2 “

trock, paper, scissorsu; thus the table is 3 ˆ 3. Let the player whose action cor-

responds to the row dimension be the row player, and the other one be the column

player. Then the two numbers in a cell of Table 1.1 respectively are the utility of the

row player and that of the column player. Specifically, the winner receives 1 utility

and the loser gets ´1; in case of a tie, everyone receives 0.

For simple games like rock-paper-scissors, writing down the table of normal-form

representation is convenient, and we will do so for most example games in this chap-

ter. However, the size of that table grows rapidly as the number of actions increases.

Thus for more involved games, we will directly specify functions ui.

1.2.2 Strategies

Given a game, the most interesting thing to study is probably its strategy: the way

that one plays it. The simplest type of strategy is a pure strategy, which corresponds

to a single action. By adopting a pure strategy σi “ ai P Ai, player i is going to

always take action ai without randomization.

A pure strategy, however, can often be easily exploited by the opponent. For
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example, in rock-paper-scissors, if one player always plays rock, the other could play

paper for a guaranteed win.

Therefore in most cases, we are interested in a mixed strategy σi : Ai Ñ r0, 1s,

which is a probability distribution over all possible actions Ai. If the number

of actions—|Ai|—is small, we often write down σi as an |Ai|-dimensional vector

pσipaiqqaiPA. For example, p1{3, 1{3, 1{3q denotes a mixed strategy of playing rock,

paper, scissors with equal probability.

In this dissertation, when multiple players are using mixed strategies, we assume

that their randomizations are independent.1 That is, if xi is the random variable

indicating player i’s action and x “ px1, x2, . . . , xnq is the random joint action, then

Prpx “ aq “
ś

i Prpxi “ aiq “
ś

i σipaiq.

With that, we can extend the utility function ui to take mixed strategies as input

and output the expected utility over the randomized joint actions. Formally, let

σ “ pσ1, σ2, . . . , σnq be a strategy profile (joint strategy), then uipσq “ Epuipxqq “
ř

a uipaqPrpx “ aq “
ř

a uipaq
ś

i σpaiq. For example, if both players are playing

p1{3, 1{3, 1{3q in rock-paper-scissors, the utility would be uipσq “ 1 ˆ 1{9 ˆ 3 `

p´1q ˆ 1{9 ˆ 3 ` 0 ˆ 1{9 ˆ 3 “ 0: there are 9 equally-probable joint actions; 3 of

them are winning, 3 of them are losing, and 3 of them are tying.

1.2.3 Solution Concepts

Not all strategies are equal. Some are better than others. To solve a game, we want

to find the optimal strategy that either best predicts the outcome of a game, or helps

a specific player as much as possible.

Best responses are key to such solution concepts. Given a strategy profile σ, player

i’s best responses BRipσq are the set of strategies that maximize her utility, assuming

that everyone else plays according to σ. That is, BRipσq “ tσ1i | @σ
2
i , uipσ

1
i, σ´iq ě

1 There is also correlated equilibrium in which they are not independent (Aumann, 1974).
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Table 1.2: The game of prisoner’s dilemma in normal-form representation

cooperate defect
cooperate 1, 1 -1, 2

defect 2, -1 0, 0

uipσ
2
i , σ´iqu where pσ1i, σ´iq “ pσ1, . . . , σi´1, σ

1
i, σi`1, . . . , σnq.

When everyone is playing a best response, that strategy profile forms a Nash

equilibrium, which is probably the most prominent solution concept in game theory.

Definition 1 (Nash Equilibrium). A strategy profile σ is a Nash equilibrium if and

only if for every player i, her strategy σi is a best response: @i, σi P BR
ipσq.

For example, in rock-paper-scissors, both players playing p1{3, 1{3, 1{3q consti-

tutes a Nash equilibrium because no player can unilaterally change the strategy and

increase her own utility (hence she is best responding).

Pure strategies can also constitute a Nash equilibrium. Consider the famous

prisoner’s dilemma, whose normal form is shown in Table 1.2. It has a unique Nash

equilibrium in which both players (prisoners) play a pure strategy: defect.

Another widely used solution concept, especially in the security domain, is the

Stackelberg strategy. In a Stackelberg model, one player is the leader. Let it be player

1 without loss of generality. A leader can commit to a strategy σ1, even if it turns

out not to be the best response.

Definition 2 (Stackelberg Strategy2). A strategy profile σ is a Stackelberg strategy

(with respect to the leader—player 1) if and only if every player except the leader is

playing a best response: @i ą 1, σi P BR
ipσq.

One game could have many Nash equilibria and Stackelberg strategies. Hence we

sometimes want to find the optimal Nash equilibrium or Stackelberg strategy.

2 In some other work, Stackelberg strategies are defined to be our optimal Stackelberg strategies
in Definition 3.
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For Nash equilibrium, however, computing the optimal Nash equilibrium for any

reasonable objective turns out to be NP-hard (Gilboa and Zemel, 1989; Conitzer and

Sandholm, 2008). (In fact, even computing any one Nash equilibrium in a 2-player

game is PPAD-complete (Daskalakis et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2009)).

For Stackelberg strategies, the natural objective is to maximize the leader’s util-

ity. This turns out to be polynomially solvable for 2-player games using linear pro-

grams (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2006b; von Stengel and Zamir, 2010) if the game is

in normal form. Finding efficient algorithms for optimal Stackelberg strategies and

applying them to real-world applications has become quite popular recently.

Definition 3 (Optimal Stackelberg Strategy). An optimal Stackelberg strategy is

σ˚ P arg maxσPSS u1pσq where SS is the set of all Stackelberg strategies. Usually, the

leader’s strategy is all that matters, hence we also refer the leader’s optimal strategy

σ˚1 as the optimal Stackelberg strategy.

By definition, the set of Stackelberg strategies is a superset of Nash equilibria

because the former requires one less constraint (the leader’s best response constraint).

Hence the optimal Stackelberg strategy always gives the leader (weakly) larger utility.

This observation is quite straightforward from mathematical definitions, but it seems

counterintuitive in words: the leader drops her best response, yet (weakly) increases

her own utility.

The following is a concrete example to illustrate such observation. The game is

described in Table 1.3. It has a unique Nash equilibrium pU,Lq, which gives the

row player a utility of 1. If the row player is the leader, pU,Lq is still a Stackelberg

strategy, but it is not optimal. Another simple Stackelberg strategy pD,Rq gives the

leaderF an utility of 2. The optimal Stackelberg strategy is playing U and D with

1{2 probability, and the column player is playing best response R, which gives 2.5

utility to the leader. (For a more detailed discussion, see Conitzer (2015).)
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Table 1.3: An example game that illustrates the optimal Stackelberg strategy

L R
U 1, 1 3, 0
D 0, 0 2, 1

One might wonder when to use Nash equilibrium or Stackelberg strategies. It

depends on whether the leadership and the commitment power exist in the game.

Luckily, there is at least one important case where the set of Nash equilibria and

the set of optimal Stackelberg strategies coincide, and they are both just the set of

maximin strategies.

That case is the 2-player zero-sum game, where u1paq ` u2paq “ 0 (or some

constant) for all joint actions a. A maximin strategy is: arg maxσ1 minσ2 u1pσ1, σ2q.

It is equivalent to the optimal Stackelberg strategy because u2paq “ ´u1paq so player

2’s best response σ2 is exactly what minimizes u1pσ1, σ2q. Nash equilibrium being

equivalent to a maximin strategy (and minimax strategy) is due to the minimax

theorem (von Neumann, 1928), which can be proved by linear programming duality.

Rock-paper-scissors is an example zero-sum game, and playing p1{3, 1{3, 1{3q (by

both players) is the unique Nash equilibrium, optimal Stackelberg strategy, and

maximin strategy.

1.3 Allocating Payments to Stabilize Teams

Distributing reward among a team of individuals is an extremely common resource

allocation problem. Examples include profit sharing among employees of a company,

credit division among members of a project, prize partitioning among players of a

sports team, and so on.

The big reward to be distributed is usually only achievable by that team coop-

erating. This is generally the reason for cooperation. However, without a proper

distribution rule, the big reward alone may not suffice to motivate the cooperation.
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For example, even if researcher A and B together could win a Nobel prize, A may

still refuse to collaborate if B gives A very little credit. Distributing reward evenly

may also prevent a cooperation from happening. Imagine that a gigantic company

A wants to cooperate with a small business B for a product that is worth 1 billion

dollars of profit. If A contributes much more than B, dividing the profit half-half

may be unacceptable for A.

So what is the right amount of reward that each individual should be allocated?

That is a question cooperative game theory seeks to answer, and much of it concerns

stability: every subset of the team is paid more than what they would have achieved

by deviating from the team and working on their own. Recently, its computational

problems have also drawn a lot of attention from computer scientists. An overview is

given by Chalkiadakis et al. (2011). Our work follows up on these lines of research.

In chapter 4, we study what allocations are optimal based on stability and noise. In

chapter 5, we study whether there is an efficient way to compute such an allocation.

1.4 Cooperative Game Theory

The cooperative games in this dissertation concern payments instead of strategies.

Hence their representations are quite different from noncooperative games.

A cooperative game is given by G “ pN, vq where N is the set of all |N | “ n

players and v : 2N Ñ R is the value function. Set N and function v are also known

as the grand coalition and the characteristic function. For any subset of players

S Ď N , vpSq specifies the value coalition S can generate on its own. Without loss of

generality, we assume vpHq “ 0.

Similar to the normal-form of a noncooperative game, the most straightforward

way of representing a cooperative game is to list 2n numbers, one vpSq for each coali-

tion S Ď N . This is again convenient for specifying simple games in our introductory

examples. However, this expression is always exponential in n so it makes little sense
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Table 1.4: An example cooperative game

coalition S value vpSq
{1, 2, 3} 30
{1, 2} 30
{1, 3} 30
{2, 3} 30
{1} 10
{2} 10
{3} 10

for computational problems. Therefore in later chapters when those problems are

studied, we will specify more compact representations.

Tabel 1.4 is an example cooperative game. The first column contains all possible

coalitions S (including the grand coalition N in the first row). The corresponding

value vpSq is listed in the second column. In this game, there are 3 players; every

single one of them can only generate value 10; but if at least 2 of them cooperate, a

value of 30 can be generated.

The goal of solving a cooperative game is to find a payment vector x : N Ñ R that

distributes the grand coalition’s value vpNq among players (so
ř

iPN xpiq “ vpNq).

For convenience, we also denote xpSq “
ř

iPS xpiq as the coalition’s payment. Like

in noncooperative games, instead of finding one arbitrary solution, we often want

to find the optimal x in some sense. In this dissertation, we mainly focus on the

stability of x.

Definition 4 (Stability). A payment vector x is stable if and only if for every

coalition S Ď N , the total payment xpSq it receives is no less than its value vpSq:

@S Ď N, xpSq ě vpSq.

The motivation for this definition of stability is that if vpSq ą xpSq for some

S, then such S can leave the grand coalition N , work on its own, and gain higher

payment xpiq` vpSq´xpSq
|S|

for each member i P S; thus the grand coalition is not stable.
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For example, in our example game, equal payment p10, 10, 10q is not stable because

coalition S “ t1, 2u has vpSq “ 30 ą xpSq “ 20.

Core is the solution concept that corresponds to all stable payment vectors.

Definition 5 (Core). The core is the set of all stable payment vectors tx | xpNq “

vpNq ^ p@S Ď Nq xpSq ě vpSqu.

It is well known that the core can be empty; even when it is nonempty, we might

like to select its “most” stable elements. The least core is an attempt to address all

this.

Definition 6 (Least Core (Maschler et al., 1979)). Let the ε-core be tx | xpNq “

vpNq and xpSq ě vpSq ´ ε for all H Ĺ S Ĺ Nu. The least core is the nonempty ε-

core with the minimum ε (which can be positive or nonpositive, depending on whether

the core is empty or not).

That is, solutions in the least core satisfy the core constraints by as large a margin

as possible (possibly a negative margin if the core is empty). It is possible to take

this reasoning a step further: sometimes, within the least core, it is possible to satisfy

the constraints for some coalitions by a larger margin (without increasing ε). Taking

this reasoning to its extreme leads to the definition of the nucleolus.

Definition 7 (Nucleolus (Schmeidler, 1969)). The excess vector of a payment vec-

tor x consists of the following 2n ´ 2 numbers in nonincreasing order: pvpSq ´

xpSqqHĹSĹN . The nucleolus is the (unique) payment vector x that lexicographically

minimizes the excess vector.

1.5 Structure and Contribution

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Our contributions in each chapter

are also summarized below.
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In chapter 2, we first propose test games. Traditionally, confidentiality is a fun-

damental requirement that most tests currently rely on. However, keeping secrets is

hard in the Internet era as test takers can easily post or view questions and answers

anonymously. As a result, we take the loss of confidentiality as a fact, and model

tests as Stackelberg games where test takers can observe the tester’s strategy (e.g.,

which questions could be asked; how likely is each question to be asked). Even with

that loss, a test can still be effective if tested questions are randomly chosen from a

large pool and test takers can only cheat on a small number of questions due to their

resource limits (e.g., time, cheat sheet size, memory capacity). For some classes of

tests, namely scored tests and 1-question binary tests, we give efficient algorithms

that compute the best random test strategy. For others, we prove computational

hardness results.

Inspired by test games, we further propose Catcher-Evader games (CE games)

in chapter 3. CE games generalize scored tests and many security games that were

studied before. They specifically help us study the Bayesian security games where the

defender is uncertain about the attacker. Although the initial work at the Los Ange-

les International Airport (Paruchuri et al., 2008) models the scenario as a Bayesian

game, few algorithms were proposed for Bayesian security games later on. We show

several insights on why Bayesian security games suddenly become much harder than

the non-Bayesian ones. With those insights, we propose an algorithm for CE games

that combines techniques from both test games and previous security games. That

algorithm can empirically solve Bayesian security games for Nash equilibrium quite

efficiently. However, despite our tremendous effort, we could only prove an expo-

nential running time bound for that algorithm; meanwhile, we also fail to find a

family of instances on which the algorithm incurs exponential running time. So the

running time of our algorithm and the computational complexity of the problem are

still open.
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In chapter 4, we study how to allocate payments such that a team of agents will

stably cooperate. Classic cooperative game theory proposed several solution con-

cepts for that purpose: the core, the least core, and the nucleolus. In some sense,

the nucleolus and the least core try to find the most stable payment inside the core.

However, without uncertainty, that intuition is hard to formalize as every payment

inside the core is 100% stable and everything outside the core is 100% unstable.

We propose the first framework to justify those solution concepts as the most sta-

ble payments under some specific noise distributions (uncertainties). Moreover, by

modifying the noise distributions to be (arguably) more realistic, we obtain several

new solution concepts as the most stable payments.

We then study the computational complexity of those stability-based solution

concepts in chapter 5. Although many hardness results have been proved before, few

of them are for games satisfying superaddtivity—an extremely common constraint

for cooperative games. We show why superadditivity poses a big challenge for con-

structing computational hardness proofs. With the guidance of that insight, a quite

involved hardness proof is given. To our best knowledge, it is the first hardness

result for several simple cooperative game representations under the superadditivity

constraint. One particular representation scheme that our result applies to is that of

marginal contribution nets (MC-nets). Such representations have become quite pop-

ular recently and we completely characterize the complexity of 16 classes of MC-nets,

corresponding to which logic operators are allowed in the representation.
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2

Test Games

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have emerged quite spectacularly and there

is much speculation about how their role in society will develop (for recent discus-

sions, see Cooper and Sahami (2013); Hew and Cheung (2014); Reich et al. (2015)).

In particular, the issue of how the students’ accomplishments can be efficiently val-

idated and certified is often discussed. One approach that is now used is to allow

students to take a proctored exam in a testing center. A potential vulnerability of

this approach is that the questions used on a test may be leaked, online or otherwise.

Certainly, this is already the case for other tests that are taken asynchronously by

many people, such as the TOEFL iBT and driver’s license tests. A similar issue

occurs for interview questions, particularly those with a “puzzle” flavor. A natural

approach to addressing this is to generate enough questions that a test taker would

be unable to memorize them all, and then to select from these questions randomly

on each instantiation of the test.

However, sampling test questions uniformly at random may be suboptimal for

several reasons. Some questions may be more effective than others at identifying

test takers that do not know the material; should these be used more often? Also,
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it may not be optimal to consider questions in isolation; it is likely better to use

two questions that test very different parts of the material than ones that are quite

similar. At the same time, choosing the test questions deterministically is obviously

fatally flawed, as this makes it easy to memorize the questions. Instead, a more

intelligent form of randomization seems desired. Game theory provides a natural

framework to determine such a randomized strategy. We can model the test as a

game between the tester, who chooses questions for the test, and the test taker, who

chooses for which questions (on material that he has not mastered) to memorize the

answers. This is the approach that we take in this chapter.

We model the test game as a Bayesian game, in which there is uncertainty about

the type of the test taker. We assume here the availability of detailed statistical data

on the different types of test takers, specifically concerning their mastery of various

material that is potentially on the test, and their ability to memorize answers. Our

primary focus is on the computational problem of, given this data, determining an

optimal mixed strategy for the tester to determine what is on the test.

While we have used exams and similar tests as motivating examples in the above,

there are other potential applications in which some entity is being examined in a

limited way. For example, a team of (say, nuclear) inspectors may be able to visit

only a limited number of suspect sites (corresponding to being able to place only a

limited number of questions on an exam). The entity being investigated may be able

to cover up illicit activity at a limited number of sites (corresponding to memorizing

the answers to selected questions), and many of the sites may not have any illicit

activity in the first place (corresponding to questions that the test taker can handle

without having to memorize the answer).
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2.1 Related Work

The computation of Stackelberg mixed strategies has recently been applied to a num-

ber of real security domains (Pita et al., 2009a; Tsai et al., 2009; Shieh et al., 2012;

Yin et al., 2012a; Fang et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014). The main reason for using a

Stackelberg formulation in these domains is that in many of them, an attacker could

observe the defender’s actions over time and thereby learn the defender’s strategy

before acting; the same can be argued for the domain that we are studying here. The

Stackelberg model also largely avoids the possible equilibrium selection problems of

a simultaneous-move model. Another advantage is that a Stackelberg strategy of a

two-player normal-form game can be computed in polynomial time (Conitzer and

Sandholm, 2006b; von Stengel and Zamir, 2010), whereas computing one Nash equi-

librium is PPAD-complete (Daskalakis et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2009) and computing

an (even approximately) optimal Nash equilibrium is NP-hard (Gilboa and Zemel,

1989; Conitzer and Sandholm, 2008). However, for Bayesian games (which we study

here), computing an optimal (or even approximately optimal) Stackelberg strategy

is NP-hard (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2006b; Letchford et al., 2009). Mixed integer

program and heuristic branch-and-bound approaches have been used to tackle this

problem and have turned out to be reasonably scalable (Jain et al., 2008, 2011).

Our approach is very different. We modify the Bayesian Stackelberg game into a

Bayesian zero-sum game by exploiting our problem’s structure, allowing us to use a

much more efficient minimax LP.

Of course, problem structure has also been exploited in previous work on security

games. Kiekintveld et al. proposed a quite general (though not all-encompassing)

model of security games (Kiekintveld et al., 2009). In it, the defender assigns re-

sources to targets (or sets of targets), and the attacker chooses a single target to

attack. The size of the normal form of these games is exponential in the natural rep-
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resentation size, but a more compact MIP/LP formulation can be given whose size

is polynomial (Kiekintveld et al., 2009). However, this formulation is correct only

under certain conditions (for example, each resource can be assigned only to a single

target), and when these do not hold NP-hardness is usually encountered (Korzhyk

et al., 2010; Letchford and Conitzer, 2013).

In our domain, when tests have binary outcomes (“pass” or “fail”), we give a

polynomial-size LP for the case where only a single question is tested, but show NP-

hardness results for multi-question tests. (Our general minimax LP has exponential

size in the natural representation of the problem.) On the other hand, when tests

have linear outcomes (i.e., agents’ utilities are linear in scores), we can solve for the

optimal test for any number of questions using a polynomial separation oracle. Hence

scored tests are relatively easy compared to binary tests. As a result, we will devote

most of the space in later sections to binary tests.

It is not surprising that there are many high-level similarities between our results

and previous results on security games. In some ways, the role of the tester is

analogous to that of the attacker (with the test-taker “defending” certain questions

by memorizing their answers). However, the tester is the natural Stackelberg leader

and in that sense resembles the defender in security games. In section 2.3, we show

that if we do make the test taker the Stackelberg leader, the zero-sum equivalence

that we demonstrate and rely on no longer holds.

2.2 Definitions and Notation

A test game G “ pQ,Θ, p, t, u1, u2q is a 2-player Bayesian game between the tester

(player 1) and the test taker (player 2). The tester has a set of potential test questions

Q “ tq1, q2, . . . , qnu.
1 The test taker has a type θ P Θ (|Θ| “ L) that characterizes

1 In common parlance, “problem” may be a better word, but this runs the risk of confusion with
our computational problems.
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which questions are hard for the test taker (i.e., which questions he would not be

able to answer without memorizing them), and how many questions the test taker

can memorize. That is, θ “ pHθ,mθq, where Hθ Ď Q is the set of questions that

are hard for θ, and mθ P N is the number of questions for which θ would be able to

memorize the answer, so that a test taker of type θ has
`

|Hθ|
mθ

˘

pure courses of action.

(W.l.o.g., mθ ď |Hθ|.) p : Θ Ñ r0, 1s is the probability distribution over types. The

tester can put t questions on the test, and thus has
`

n
t

˘

pure strategies. We use

T to denote such a pure strategy, and Mθ to denote the subset of questions that

θ memorizes. u1pθ, T,Mθq denotes the tester’s utility for type θ, and u2pθ, T,Mθq

denotes the utility of a type θ test taker.

In general, the utility functions could be very rich, depending in a complicated

way on the true type and the number (or even precise set) of questions answered

correctly. To avoid getting too deeply into the modeling aspects of this, we study

the two cases that occur most frequently in our lives.

1. Scored Tests. Each question q P Q has a score sq. If a test taker fails to solve

q, score sq is deducted. Most exams at schools fall into this category. The test

taker wants to maximize the score, which is equivalent to minimize the score

deducted. Hence the test taker’s utility is u2pθ, T,Mθq “ ´ωθ
ř

qPTXpHθzMθq
sq

where ωθ denotes how much θ cares about the test.

We also assume that the tester wants to find out as many questions as possible,

in terms of the sum of their scores, that the test takers cannot solve. Hence

u1pθ, T,Mθq “ vθ
ř

qPTXpHθzMθq
sq, where vθ is how much the tester cares about

type θ.

2. Binary Tests. The only two outcomes of a binary test are to pass or fail the

test taker. An example of this is driver’s license tests. Moreover, we assume

that the tester does not want to pass any test taker that cannot answer all
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the questions (without memorizing any). Thus, the tester will pass exactly

the agents that answer all the questions on the test correctly. Agents that can

answer all the questions without memorizing any have no strategic decisions

to make and will always pass; therefore, we do not model them explicitly as a

type in the game. (They can be thought of as adding a constant to the tester’s

utility function that is sufficiently large that the tester indeed wants to pass

agents that answer all questions correctly.)

Thus, for the explicitly modeled types θ (which the tester wants to fail), we

assume that u1pθ, T,Mθq “ 0 if TXpHθzMθq ‰ H (i.e., a question is tested that

the agent cannot answer, so the the agent fails) and u1pθ, T,Mθq “ ´vθ other-

wise (the cost of passing an agent of type θ). For the test takers, u2pθ, T,Mθq “

0 if T X pHθzMθq ‰ H, and u2pθ, T,Mθq “ ωθ otherwise.

In both cases, ωθ can be seen as θ’s perception of the test’s importance, and vθ

can be seen as the tester’s perception of θ’s importance. We require vθ, ωθ ą 0.

We believe that a Stackelberg model is most natural for our setting, where the

tester first commits to a mixed strategy, and the test takers observe this mixed

strategy and best-respond. This is because the test takers can observe and learn the

tester’s strategy over time. Arguably, however, if the test takers are not able to do

such learning, a Nash equilibrium model (i.e., no Stackelberg leadership) also makes

sense. In the next section, we show that in fact, both of these models are equivalent

to the same zero-sum game.

2.3 Equivalence to a Zero-Sum Game

For any test game G as defined above, we can modify it into a zero-sum game

G1 by substituting the following utility function for the test taker: u12pθ, T,Mθq “

vθ
ωθ
u2pθ, T,Mθq.
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Proposition 8. The set of optimal Stackelberg mixed strategies for the tester in G is

equal to the set of maximin strategies for the tester in G1. These sets are also equal

to the set of Nash equilibrium strategies for the tester in G.

Proof. From each test taker’s perspective, we just multiply their utility by a constant

vθ
ωθ

. Hence their best responses remain the same. Therefore both Stackelberg mixed

strategies and the set of Nash equilibria remain the same.

Finally, G1 is a zero-sum game, and it is well known that in a 2-player zero-sum

game, the set of Nash equilibrium strategies is equal to the set of maximin strategies

for the leader (by the minimax theorem (von Neumann, 1928)).

We note that the equivalence to this zero-sum game is not complete, in the sense

that it would not hold if the test taker is a Stackelberg leader who can commit to a

strategy (before learning his type). An example is provided below. However, since

this reversed Stackelberg model is not of primary interest to us, we proceed with the

zero-sum formulation from here on, focusing on G1 knowing that its solution will give

us a solution to our original problem.

2.3.1 Counterexample to Zero-Sum Equivalence when the Test Taker is Stackelberg
Leader

Consider a binary test where Q “ tq1, q2u, Θ “ tθ1, θ2u, Hθ1 “ Hθ2 “ Q, mθ1 “

mθ2 “ 1, ppθ1q “ ppθ2q “ 1{2, t “ 1, vθ1 “ 100, vθ2 “ 1, ωθ1 “ 1, and ωθ2 “ 100.

If the tester is the leader, then it is optimal for her place probability 1{2 on each

question (and so, by Proposition 8, this is also optimal in the zero-sum version of the

game). This results in an expected utility of 0.5 for a test taker of type θ1, and one

of 50 for a test taker of type θ2—so an expected utility of 25.25 for the test taker ex

ante.

However, if the test taker can commit to a strategy in the Bayesian game ex ante

(before learning his type), then he can commit to memorize conditionally on the type
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as follows: Mθ1 “ tq1u and Mθ2 “ tq2u. Because the tester cares more about failing

θ1, she will test q2. This results in an ex ante expected utility of p1{2q ¨ 100 “ 50 for

the test taker, which is more than the 25.25 from the strategy in the regular version.

2.4 Scored Tests

Computing an optimal Stackelberg mixed strategy in a general 2-player Bayesian

game is NP-hard (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2006b) and inapproximable (Letchford

et al., 2009); a general mixed-integer linear program formulation has previously been

proposed (Paruchuri et al., 2008). However, thanks to Proposition 8, we only need

to solve for a maximin strategy of a zero-sum game. With that, we show how to

solve scored tests in polynomial time in this section.2

Theorem 9. Finding the optimal test strategies for scored tests is in P.

Proof. Due to Proposition 8, we only focus on solving zero-sum game G1, which has

the same optimal test strategies as G. The linear program (2.1) below is essentially

a maximin LP for zero-sum game G1. It has an exponential number of constraints

but only a polynomial number of variables. In order to obtain only polynomially

many variables (rather than exponentially many), we use marginal probabilities xq

instead of pure action probabilities xT . Here, variable Vθ is the utility that the tester

receives from type θ, xq is the marginal probability of testing question q, and xT is

the probability of testing exactly the questions in T .

2 We thank Yang Cai for his helpful advice about separation oracles in general multi-row/column
zero-sum games.
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max
ÿ

θPΘ

ppθqVθ (2.1)

s.t. p@θ P Θ, @Mθ Ď Hθ : |Mθ| “ mθq

vθ
ÿ

qPHθzMθ

sqxq ě Vθ; (2.2)

ÿ

qPQ

xq “ t; (2.3)

p@qq 0 ď xq ď 1; (2.4)

Given any vector of xq, we can find out in polynomial time whether a constraint

is violated as follows. There are only a polynomial number of inequalities (2.3) and

(2.4), so checking them is trivial. For inequality (2.2), we enumerate over all types.

For each type θ, sort questions q P Hθ by sqxq, and select the top mθ questions as

θ’s best response Mθ. If inequality (2.2) holds for this Mθ, it also holds for any other

Mθ. Hence we either report violation of this constraint, or report that no violation

is found after checking all θ.

With this polynomial separation oracle, we can solve the LP and find the optimal

strategy in polynomial time using the ellipsoid algorithm.

2.5 Binary Tests

We now turn our attention to binary tests, where our algorithmic contributions will

be more involved.

2.5.1 General Linear Program (LP) Formulation

Similar to LP (2.1), the following maximin linear programming approach is stan-

dard. However, unlike LP (2.1), we have to use pure action probabilities xT instead

of marginal probabilities xq since the outcome of a test is no longer linear in the
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questions missed.

max
ÿ

l

ppθqVθ (2.5)

s.t. p@θ, @Mθ Ď Hθ : |Mθ| “ mθq

ÿ

TĎQ:|T |“t

u1pθ, T,MθqxT ě Vθ;

ÿ

TĎQ:|T |“t

xT “ 1;

p@T Ď Q : |T | “ tq xT ě 0;

The dual of the above LP is:

min U (2.6)

s.t. p@T Ď Q : |T | “ tq

U ě
ÿ

θ,MθĎHθ:|Mθ|“mθ

u1pθ, T,Mθqyθ,Mθ
;

p@θq
ÿ

MθĎHθ:|Mθ|“mθ

yθ,Mθ
“ ppθq;

p@θ,Mθ Ď Hθ : |Mθ| “ mθq yθ,Mθ
ě 0;

The variables of the dual LP yθ,Mθ
give a strategy for the test taker that maps

types to probabilities of memorizing subsets of questions: the probability of mem-

orizing Mθ conditional on having type θ is yθ,Mθ
{ppθq. U “ maxTĎQ:|T |“t UT is the

best-response utility for the tester, where UT “
ř

θ,MθĎHθ:|Mθ|“mθ
u1pθ, T,Mθqyθ,Mθ

is the utility of testing T . By linear programming duality, the two LPs have the

same optimal solution value (corresponding to the minimax theorem); strategies cor-

responding to optimal solutions of these LPs constitute an equilibrium of the game.

Linear programs can be solved in time polynomial in their size (Khachiyan, 1979).

However, while the size of the LPs above is polynomial in the size of the game matrix,
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it is nevertheless exponential in the size of the natural representation of our test

games. The tester’s pure strategy space is exponential in t (the number of questions

to test) and space of pure courses of action for a test taker of type θ is exponential in

mθ (the number of questions whose answers he can memorize). When t and maxθmθ

are constant, the LPs indeed give us a polynomial-time algorithm. But, can the

binary test game be solved in polynomial time when either the number of questions

to test, the number of answers to memorize, or both are not constant?

2.5.2 Constant Memory Size

In this subsection, we study the case where memory size (maxθmθ) is constant, but

test size t is not. We first define a decision variant of our problem:

Definition 10 (The Optimal Binary Test Strategy problem). Given a binary

test game G and a value u, the Optimal Binary Test Strategy problem is to

decide whether the tester has a strategy that gives her a utility of at least u (when

the test taker best-responds).

Proposition 11. When memory size (maxθmθ) is constant, Optimal Binary

Test Strategy is in NP.

Proof. When maxθmθ is constant, the number of constraints (not counting the non-

negativity constraints on the variables) in LP (2.5) is polynomial. Any LP has an

optimal solution with a number of nonzero variables that is at most the number

of constraints (not counting the nonnegativity constraints)—this follows, for exam-

ple, from the simplex algorithm. Hence, a subset of the variables of this LP of this

size can serve as a certificate: we can solve the LP restricted to these variables in

polynomial time, and check whether the optimal solution is at least u.

We now prove that the problem is in fact NP-hard, even when the test taker

cannot memorize any questions!
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Theorem 12. Even if the test taker cannot memorize any questions (mθ “ 0) and

|Hθ| “ 2 for all θ P Θ, Optimal Binary Test Strategy is NP-hard.

Proof. We reduce from the Vertex Cover problem, in which we are given a graph

pV,Eq and a number k, and are asked whether there exists a subset of k vertices such

that every edge is incident on at least one of these vertices. For any instance of this

problem, we construct an Optimal Binary Test Strategy instance as follows.

Let Q “ V . For each edge e “ ti, ju P E, add one type of test taker θe whose hard

question set Hθe “ e. Let ppθeq “ 1{|E|, vθe “ 1 and mθe “ 0 for all e P E. Finally,

let t “ k and u “ 0.

If there exists a vertex cover, consider the tester strategy of testing exactly these

questions. Then, every type will fail at least one question and hence the test, resulting

in a utility of 0 for the tester.

Conversely, if there exists a tester strategy that gives the tester a utility of 0,

then every type passes the test with probability 0 under this tester strategy. Thus,

consider any T Ď Q with |T | “ k that gets positive probability; every type must fail

this test. This means that T includes at least one endpoint of every edge, i.e., it is

a vertex cover.

2.5.3 Constant Test Size

In this section, we study the case where test size is constant, but memory size is not.

Proposition 13. When the test size (t) is constant, Optimal Binary Test Strat-

egy is in coNP.

Proof. When t is constant, the number of constraints (not counting the nonnegativity

constraints on the variables) in LP (2.6) is polynomial. As in the proof of Proposi-

tion 11, this implies that a subset of the variables of this LP of the requisite size can

serve as a certificate that u cannot be achieved: we can solve the LP restricted to
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these variables in polynomial time, and check whether the optimal solution is strictly

less than u. If so, then by weak duality, it is impossible for the tester to obtain u or

more (and moreover, by strong duality, if it is not possible for the tester to obtain u

or more, such a certificate must exist).

Theorem 14. Even if the test size t is 2 and there are only two types that can

memorize any answers, Optimal Binary Test Strategy is coNP-hard.

Proof. We reduce from the Independent Set problem, in which we are given a

graph pV,Eq and a number k, and are asked whether there exists a subset of k vertices

such that no two of these vertices have an edge between them. For any instance of

this problem, we construct an Optimal Binary Test Strategy instance that

has a “no” answer if and only if the Independent Set instance has a “yes” answer,

as follows. Let Q “ V . Construct |E| ` |V | ` 2 test taker types, as follows:

• For each edge e “ pi, jq P E, add one test taker type θe with vθe “ L (|Θ| “ L),

Hθe “ ti, ju, and mθe “ 0.

• For each vertex i, add one test taker type θi with vθi “ Lpdmax´dpiqq, Hθi “ tiu,

and mθi “ 0. Here dpiq is the degree of vertex i and dmax “ 1`maxi dpiq.

• Add a single test taker type θ˚ with vθ˚ “ Lαε,mθ˚ “ 2 and Hθ˚ “ V , where

α “
`

|V |
2

˘

´ |E| ´
`

k
2

˘

and ε ă 1.

• Finally, add a single test taker type θ˚˚ with vθ˚˚ “ Lε,Hθ˚˚ “ V , and mθ˚˚ “

k.

Let the test taker types occur with uniform probability p “ 1{L, let t “ 2, and let

u “ p2´ |V |qdmax ` |E| ´

`

V
2

˘

´ |E| ´ 1
`

V
2

˘

´ |E|
ε
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First, suppose there exists an independent set of size k. We will construct a

strategy for the test taker, that is, a feasible solution to LP (2.6), that results in a

utility of at most p2 ´ |V |qdmax ` |E| ´ ε ă u for the tester. Let type θ˚˚ choose

(memorize the answers to) the questions in the independent set (with probability 1).

Let type θ˚ choose a pair of questions that do not have an edge between them, and of

which at least one is outside the independent set (and choose such a pair uniformly

at random). The other types have memory size 0.

If, in response to this strategy, the tester chooses a pair of questions with an edge

between them (pi, jq P Eq), then the types that fail are θi, θj, θ
˚, θ˚˚, and all the θe

where e P E, e X ti, ju ‰ H. This results in a savings of 2dmax ´ dpiq ´ dpjq ` αε `

ε` dpiq ` dpjq ´ 1 “ 2dmax ` pα` 1qε´ 1 relative to passing everyone. If the tester

chooses i and j with pi, jq R E and at least one of i and j outside the independent

set, then the types that fail with probability 1 are θi, θj, θ
˚˚, and all the θe where

e P E, eX ti, ju ‰ H; type θ˚ fails with probability α´1
α

. This results in a savings of

2dmax´ dpiq´ dpjq` ε` dpiq` dpjq`
α´1
α
αε “ 2dmax`αε (which is greater than the

previous case). Finally, if the tester chooses i and j that are both in the independent

set, then the types that fail are θi, θj, θ
˚, and all the θe where e P E, eX ti, ju ‰ H.

This results in a savings of 2dmax ´ dpiq ´ dpjq ` αε ` dpiq ` dpjq “ 2dmax ` αε

(which is the same as the previous case). Because the utility to the tester of passing

everyone is ´|E|´ |V |dmax`2|E|´αε´ ε, a savings of 2dmax`αε results in a utility

of p2´|V |qdmax`|E|´ ε ă u for the tester. So the answer to the Optimal Binary

Test Strategy instance is “no.”

Conversely, suppose that no independent set of size k exists. Consider the tester

mixed strategy that chooses a pair of questions i, j with pi, jq R E uniformly at

random (there are
`

|V |
2

˘

´|E| such pairs). We will show that this strategy guarantees

the tester an expected utility of at least u. Again, we will reason in terms of the

savings to the tester relative to passing everyone. We first consider the savings from
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types θe with e P E and θi with i P V . For these types (which do not have a

choice to make), it is easier to reason about the savings resulting from testing a

specific pair of questions i, j with pi, jq R E with probability 1

p|V |2 q´|E|
. This savings

is dpiq`dpjq`2dmax´dpiq´dpjq

p|V |2 q´|E|
“ 2dmax

p|V |2 q´|E|
. Because there are

`

|V |
2

˘

´|E| such pairs, we have

a total savings of 2dmax. The best response for type θ˚ is to memorize any pair ti, ju

where pi, jq R E, resulting in a probability of
p|V |2 q´|E|´1

p|V |2 q´|E|
that this type fails, so the

total savings corresponding to this type is αε
p|V |2 q´|E|´1

p|V |2 q´|E|
“ αεp1 ´ 1

p|V |2 q´|E|
q Finally,

because by assumption, no independent set of size k exists, no matter which set of

k questions θ˚˚ memorizes, the probability that θ˚˚ fails is at least
p|V |2 q´|E|´p

k
2q`1

p|V |2 q´|E|
“

α`1

p|V |2 q´|E|
, so the total savings corresponding to this type is at least ε α`1

p|V |2 q´|E|
. Summing

the savings for θ˚ and θ˚˚, we get αε` ε

p|V |2 q´|E|
. Adding all these savings to the utility

to the tester of passing everyone, which is ´|E| ´ |V |dmax ` 2|E| ´ αε ´ ε, we get

that the tester’s utility is p2´ |V |qdmax ` |E| `
ε

p|V |2 q´|E|
´ ε “ p2´ |V |qdmax ` |E| ´

pV2q´|E|´1

pV2q´|E|
ε “ u. So the answer to the Optimal Binary Test Strategy instance

is “yes.”

2.5.4 Tests of Size One

Theorem 12 shows that when we do not bound the test size, our problem is hard

even if test takers cannot memorize anything. But, if we do not bound the memory

size, Theorem 14 only shows that our problem is hard if the tester can test two

questions simultaneously. This still leaves open whether an efficient algorithm exists

when the test size is restricted to 1. In this section, we show that this is in fact the

case. Our interest in this special case derives not only from it being left open by

our hardness results, but also from potentially important applications. For one, an
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interviewer often only has time to ask an applicant a single question. Moving away

from interpreting questions literally, a (for example) nuclear inspections team may

be able only to inspect a single site (within a particular time frame).

In this special case, LP (2.5) has polynomially many variables, but an exponential

number of constraints. A quick proof of the polynomial-time solvability of this case

is given by establishing that there is a polynomial-time separation oracle for finding

a violated constraint. This separation oracle is straightforward: simply select, for

every type θ, the mθ questions in Hθ that get the highest probability xq in the current

solution (breaking ties arbitrarily), and see whether the corresponding constraint is

violated. However, in this section, we develop more direct approaches that do not

require generating violated constraints and that give more insight into the structure

of the solution.

Linear Program

We first present a linear program that can be thought of as a polynomial-size version

of LP (2.6). Instead of variables yθ,Mθ
, this linear program has a variable zθ,q for

every individual q P Hθ. These variables correspond to the marginal probability that

θ memorizes q (in this case, conditional on θ being the type). In the case where

the tester tests one question, these marginal probabilities are all that matter. (This

is not true when the tester tests more than one question, because in that case, for

example, if the tester always tests two questions together, a test taker may be best

off memorizing the answers either to both questions or to neither question.) Let U0
q

be the utility that the tester obtains when she tests q and nobody memorizes q, i.e.,
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U0
q “

ř

θ:qRHθ
ppθqp´vθq.

min U (2.7)

s.t. p@q P Qq U ě U0
q ´

ÿ

θ:qPHθ

ppθqvθzθ,q

p@θ P Θq
ÿ

qPHθ

zθ,q ď mθ

p@θ P Θ, q P Hθq 0 ď zθ,q ď 1

Solving LP (2.7) gives us an equilibrium test taker strategy.3 An equilibrium

tester strategy can be read off from the corresponding solution to the dual of this

linear program.

A Network Flow Approach

We now show that LP (2.7) can also be solved using a network flow approach.

Specifically, given a value U for the objective, we can compute a feasible solution

that attains this objective value (if it exists), as follows. We construct a network

consisting of a directed graph pV,Eq and capacities ce on the edges, as follows (see

also Figure 2.1).

Definition 15 (Test network). Given an instance of the binary test game and a

value U , construct a network as follows. Let V “ tsu Y Θ Y Q Y ttu and E “

ptsu ˆ Θq Y p
Ť

θPΘtθu ˆ Hθq Y pQ ˆ ttuq. For each edge ps, θq, let its capacity be

cps,θq “ ppθqvθmθ. For each edge pθ, qq (with q P Hθ), let its capacity be cpθ,qq “ ppθqvθ.

Finally, for each edge pq, tq, let its capacity be cpq,tq “ maxp0, U0
q ´ Uq.

3 To be precise, we have to find a test taker strategy that has these marginal probabilities. This is
quite straightforward in this context: for example, one can, for each question in sequence, flip a coin
with the appropriate probability to determine whether to memorize it, and subsequently renormalize
the remaining questions’ probabilities to ensure that the (expected) number of memorized questions
stays the same. This strategy, however, has an exponential-size support and so the support cannot
be listed explicitly. Alternatively, we can find the mixed strategy explicitly using the Dulmage-
Halperin algorithm (Dulmage and Halperin, 1955; Chang et al., 2001) for finding the Birkhoff-von
Neumann decomposition (Birkhoff, 1946); similar techniques are used in the context of security
games (Korzhyk et al., 2010).
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Proposition 16. The test network has a feasible flow that saturates all the edges in

Qˆ ttu if and only if LP (2.7) has a feasible solution with value U .

Proof. If the test network has a feasible flow f that saturates all the edges in Q ˆ

ttu, then consider the solution to LP (2.7) where zθ,q “ fpθ,qq{cpθ,qq, so that clearly

0 ď zθ,q ď 1. Because the Q ˆ ttu edges are saturated, we have that for each

q P Q,
ř

θ:qPHθ
ppθqvθzθ,q “

ř

θ:qPHθ
fpθ,qq “ maxp0, U0

q ´ Uq ě U0
q ´ U , which implies

U ě U0
q ´

ř

θ:qPHθ
ppθqvθzθ,q. For each θ P Θ, because of the capacity constraint

on edge ps, θq, we have
ř

qPHθ
zθ,q “ p1{pppθqvθqq

ř

qPHθ
fpθ,qq ď p1{pppθqvθqqfps,θq ď

p1{pppθqvθqqppθqvθmθ “ mθ. Hence, we have a feasible solution to LP (2.7) with

objective value U .

Conversely, if we have a feasible solution to LP (2.7) with objective value U , then

set: (1) fpθ,qq “ 0 if U0
q ď U ; (2) otherwise, set fpθ,qq “

U0
q´U

ř

θ:qPHθ
ppθqvθzθ,q

zθ,qcpθ,qq. To

satisfy the flow constraints, this implies fps,θq “
ř

qPHθ
fpθ,qq and fpq,tq “

ř

θ:qPHθ
fpθ,qq.

We now check that the capacity constraints hold. By the first constraint in the

LP, we have
U0
q´U

ř

θ:qPHθ
ppθqvθzθ,q

ď 1 so fpθ,qq ď zθ,qcpθ,qq, and because zθ,q ď 1 we have

that the capacity constraints on the
Ť

θPΘtθu ˆ Hθ edges are satisfied. Then, we

have fps,θq “
ř

qPHθ
fpθ,qq ď

ř

qPHθ
zθ,qcpθ,qq “ ppθqvθ

ř

qPHθ
zθ,q ď ppθqvθmθ “ cps,θq

by the second constraint of the LP. Finally, for any q P Q, there are two cases:

(1) if U0
q ď U , then we have fpq,tq “

ř

θ:qPHθ
fpθ,qq “ 0; (2) if U0

q ą U , we have

fpq,tq “
ř

θ:qPHθ
fpθ,qq “

U0
q´U

ř

θ:qPHθ
ppθqvθzθ,q

ř

θ:qPHθ
zθ,qcpθ,qq “ U0

q ´ U . So the Q ˆ ttu

edges are exactly saturated.

We can do a binary search for the optimal value of U to the desired level of

precision.4 The proof of Proposition 16 shows us how to find the test taker’s strategy

4 If an exact solution is desired, we can use a similar construction to reduce to the minimax network
flow problem (Han, 1997), where the goal is to compute a maximum flow that minimizes maxePE1 fe
for some distinguished set of edges E1 Ď E. To do so, first (assuming w.l.o.g. U0

q1 ď U0
q2 ď U0

qn)
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Figure 2.1: The network that is used to solve LP (2.7).

corresponding to a particular flow.

A Direct Algorithm for Identifying the Tester’s Strategy

We now give a direct algorithm (Algorithm 1) that, given an equilibrium strategy for

the test taker, computes an equilibrium strategy for the tester. This also allows us to

prove that there always exists such a strategy where the tester uniformly randomizes

over a subset of the questions (rather than, for example, placing high probability

on a question that is hard for many types and low, but nonzero, probability on a

question that is hard for fewer types).

Algorithm 1 Input: A binary test game with t “ 1 and an optimal primal solution
pU, pzθ,qqq to LP (2.7).

1: T Ð tq | U0
q ´

ř

θ:qPHθ
ppθqvθzθ,q “ Uu

2: S Ð tθ :
ř

qPHθXT
zθ,q ă mθu

3: while S has an unmarked element do
4: θ Ð an unmarked element from S
5: for all q P Hθ X T and zθ,q ă 1 do
6: S Ð S Y tθ1 P Θ : q P Hθ1 ^ zθ1,q ą 0u
7: T Ð T ztqu
8: end for
9: mark θ

10: end while
11: return the uniform distribution over T

we use our algorithm above to find out in which interval rU0
qi , U

0
qi`1

s the optimal U lies. Then,

we modify the network by setting cpq,tq “ maxp0, U0
q ´ U0

qi`1
q and find a flow that saturates these

edges. We consider the residual graph consisting of the remaining capacities, and again adjust the
capacities cpq,tq from 0 to U0

qi`1
´ U0

qi whenever U0
q ě U0

qi ; finally, we can call a minimax network
flow solver on this network with E1 “ Q ˆ ttu. However, as we are not aware of any such solvers,
in our experiments we focus on the approach based on binary search.
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To prove the correctness of Algorithm 1, we first introduce the following two

lemmas.

Lemma 17. At every point in Algorithm 1, T is nonempty.

Proof. T is non-empty initially, because otherwise U would clearly be suboptimal.

Let T0 denote that initial T . Suppose that at some point, all questions in T0 are

deleted. We will show how to construct an alternative solution pz1θ,qq such that for

each q P T0, we have
ř

θPΘ:qPHθ
ppθqvθz

1
θ,q ą

ř

θPΘ:qPHθ
ppθqvθzθ,q. This would then

allow us to reduce U , contradicting its optimality.

We initialize z1θ,q “ zθ,q for all θ, q P T0 X Hθ, and z1θ,q “ 0 otherwise. Then, we

will adjust the z1θ,q for q P T0 in the same order in which these q were eliminated

from T . We maintain the property that, if q is the latest question for which we

have adjusted the z1θ,q, then for all θ P Sq (where Sq is the subset S in the algorithm

after eliminating q), we have
ř

qPHθ
z1θ,q ă mθ. This property holds initially by the

initialization of S. When we reach q P T0, because it was eliminated, there is a θ P S

such that z1θ,q ă 1. Let ε “ p1 ´ z1θ,qq{2. Then, let z1θ,q Ð z1θ,q ` ε and, for every

θ1 P Θ such that q P Hθ1 and z1θ1,q ą 0, let z1θ1,q Ð z1θ1,q ´minpz1θ1,q,
ε

2|Θ|
ppθqvθ
ppθ1qvθ1

q, thereby

maintaining the property. As a result,
ř

θ2PΘ:qPHθ2
ppθ2qvθ2z

1
θ2,q will have increased

by at least εppθqvθ´
ř

θ1PΘ ppθ
1qvθ1

ε
2|Θ|

ppθqvθ
ppθ1qvθ1

“ εppθqvθ´|Θ|
ε

2|Θ|
ppθqvθ ą 0. Hence, at

the end, for each q P T0, we have
ř

θPΘ:qPHθ
ppθqvθz

1
θ,q ą

ř

θPΘ:qPHθ
ppθqvθzθ,q.

Lemma 18. Let pzθ,qq be the solution to LP (2.7) and let T be the final subset that

Algorithm 1 returns. Then for each type θ, either
ř

qPHθXT
zθ,q “ mθ (θ memorizes

as much of T XHθ as possible) or @q P Hθ X T, zθ,q “ 1 (θ memorizes every question

in T XHθ with probability 1 and will certainly pass the test). Therefore all types of

test taker are best-responding.

Proof. We will show that the algorithm maintains the following properties after
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initialization of T and S. (1) Any type θ P Θ for which
ř

qPHθXT
zθ,q ă mθ is in

S. (2) All marked types θ satisfy @q P Hθ X T, zθ,q “ 1. From this, the lemma

follows, because at the end of the algorithm, the condition for the while loop must

be false, so every type must be either not in S, in which case the first condition in

the lemma holds, or marked, in which case the second condition holds.

Clearly (1) and (2) hold after initialization. For any θ, the only way in which
ř

qPHθXT
zθ,q can decrease is if some q P Hθ with zθ,q ą 0 is removed from T ; but in

that case, in the preceding line of the algorithm, θ will have been added to S. This

proves (1) is maintained. When some θ is marked, all q P Hθ such that zθ,q ă 1 have

just been removed from T . This proves (2) is maintained.

Theorem 19. Let pzθ,qq be the solution to LP (2.7) and pxqq the uniform distribution

over the set T returned by Algorithm 1. Then ppxqq, pzθ,qqq constitute an equilibrium.5

Proof. By Lemma 17, pxqq is a valid strategy. By the initialization of T , T can

ever only include questions that give the tester the maximum utility U . Finally,

Lemma 18 shows that all test taker types are best-responding.

2.6 Experiments

In this section, we describe experiments that we performed to see how different test

game algorithms scale. We also show how the optimal test strategy outperforms

simple test strategies, such as drawing questions uniformly at random. In order

to compare scored test algorithms with binary test algorithms, we assume that the

score of each question is sq “ 1 throughout this section. Hence, a binary test game

instance is translated to a scored one by setting sq “ 1 without changing any other

parameters.

5 By complementary slackness, this also means they constitute optimal primal and dual solutions
to our LPs.
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Figure 2.2: Runtime for solving for an optimal tester strategy in one-question tests.

2.6.1 Tests of Size 1: Scalability

We first restrict our attention to single-question test games, in which we can eval-

uate all our algorithms at once. We consider five different algorithms. We use

CPLEX (out-of-the-box) to solve (I) the general LP (2.5) for binary tests, (II) the

one-question marginal-probability-of-memorizing LP (2.7) for binary tests, and (III)

the scored test LP (2.1) with constraint generation. Also, we use the network-flow

approach from Definition 15 with binary search on U to a precision of 10´8 using

(IV) Edmonds-Karp (Edmonds and Karp, 1972) and (V) Push-Relabel (Goldberg

and Tarjan, 1988), in each case combined with Algorithm 1 to compute the tester’s

optimal strategy for binary tests.
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In particular, we use CPLEX 12.6.0.0 and the boost 1.46.1 C++ library for

Edmonds-Karp and Push-Relabel. Our machine has an Intel i7-2600 3.40GHz CPU

and 8GB memory.

For each experimental data point, we specify three parameters: the number of

questions n, the number of types L (|Θ| “ L), and the maximum memory size

mmax. We always set bmax, the maximum size of any Hθ, to 2mmax. Given those

parameters, a test game instance is randomly generated as follows: for each θ P Θ,

draw mθ uniformly from 1 to mmax; draw |Hθ| uniformly from mθ to bmax; generate Hθ

by drawing |Hθ| elements from Q uniformly; and draw wθ “ ppθqvθ uniformly from

r0, 1s (these two factors always appear together). For each data point, we generate 5

test game instances and compute the average running time for each algorithm. We

set a timeout of 5 seconds for each instance.

Figures 2.2(a), 2.2(b), and 2.2(c) show how the algorithms scale in n, L, and

mmax, respectively, holding the other parameters fixed. (Note the logarithmic scales

on Figure 2.2(c).)

None of the algorithms have trouble scaling in n alone. The scored test algorithm

has a spike at n “ 3000 because it takes more time when t becomes smaller compared

to n. In this case, t “ 1 (single-question tests) becomes relatively smaller as we grow

n. In fact, when we change to t “ 2 for that n “ 3000 instance, the running time

suddenly drops and the spike disappears. Later we will discuss this more in the

multi-question experiments.

Edmonds-Karp and the scored test algorithm do not scale very well in L and

mmax, and the general LP scales particularly poorly in mmax. However, the general

LP outperforms the scored test algorithm in L. This seems surprising as we argued

that scored tests are easier to solve. But when t “ 1, the general LP (2.5) is exactly

the same as the scored test LP (2.1). The only difference is that the scored test

algorithm uses constraint generation while the general LP feeds all constraints to
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CPLEX at once. When the number of constraints is not exponential, feeding all

constraints at once is faster. That is the case when we scale in n or L.

The marginal LP and particularly push-relabel always scale very well.

In fact, these experiments indicate increasing a single parameter by itself never

leads to truly hard instances. For n eventually many of the questions become irrel-

evant (not hard for any type). For L and mmax, eventually it becomes optimal to

randomize uniformly over all questions. Thus, to identify more challenging instances,

multiple parameters need to increase simultaneously, as we do in Figure 2.2(d) (note

again the logarithmic scales). Push-relabel performs best.

2.6.2 Tests with Multiple Questions: Scalability

When the binary test can contain more than one question, the only algorithm that

we have provided for binary tests is our general LP (2.5). We compare this with the

standard solver for Bayesian Stackelberg games, DOBSS Paruchuri et al. (2008), and

our scored test algorithm (using the same version of CPLEX). The machine we use

and the way we generate test game instances (other than the number of questions)

remain the same as in the previous subsection. (Note that the scored test algorithm

solves a different problem.)

Figure 2.3 shows that DOBSS scales quite poorly in all parameters, especially in

mmax and t. As might be expected when solving MIPs, the runtime varies dramat-

ically even for instances of the same size, as indicated by the many outliers in the

plots. Our general LP (2.5), on the other hand, scales much better in n, L. It does

still struggle when scaling mmax and t (though it outperforms DOBSS). This is ex-

pected because the size of the LP grows exponentially in those parameters. Finally,

as expected, the scored test algorithm scales well in all parameters. One interest-

ing phenomenon is that the scored test algorithm runs faster when t increases. We

believe that this is due to the constraint generation. As t grows, the number of
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Figure 2.3: Running time for solving for an optimal tester strategy in multi-
question tests. For brevity, the parameter mmax is denoted as m in the title of
each graph.

variables and the total number of constraints do not change. But for greater t, more

questions can be covered in a single test. Hence fewer constraints need to be added

to reach the solution.

2.6.3 Tester Utility

One may wonder whether computing a game-theoretically optimal strategy is worth

the effort; maybe a simple heuristic performs almost as well. To assess this, we

have compared our optimal test strategies to (1) the optimal strategy under the

assumption that test takers do not memorize anything, and (2) choosing t questions

uniformly at random from all questions. We generated all the test game instances
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Figure 2.4: The increase in tester utility that the optimal test strategy gives as
compared to the uniform test strategy. The first row is for binary tests and the
second row is for scored tests. Letting the optimal utility be u˚ and the uniform
test’s utility be u0, the number we show for the performance increase is u˚{u0 ´ 1.
For brevity, the parameter mmax is denoted as m in the title of each graph.

as before. (1) performed exceedingly poorly, many factors worse than the optimal

strategy. (2) performed decently and so we only present results comparing to (2).

As Figure 2.4 indicates, the performance increase drops when L and m increase,

and it increases when n and t increase. This is a natural consequence of the way

we generate the test game instances. The larger L and m are, the more equivalent

subsets of questions are likely to be as the hardness sets start to cover the questions

more uniformly; on the other hand, the opposite is true for n (for example, with

large n, some questions may not be hard for any type and so a waste to test) and

t (presumably because as t grows it becomes more important to pick questions that

expose weaknesses of different types).

All in all, the performance of the uniform strategy is quite decent. We suspect,

though, that the way we construct the test game instances, which assumes that each

question has the same probability to be hard for a test taker, favors the uniform

strategy. In reality, we expect there to be some correlation—that is, a question
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Table 2.1: Optimal Binary Test Strategy’s complexity (t,mmax are the test
size and max memory size respectively)

constant mmax non-constant mmax

t “ 0, 1 P P
constant t ě 2 P coNP-c
non-constant t NP-c coNP-h and NP-h

that is hard for one type is more likely to be hard for another type as well—and

presumably the uniform strategy is less effective in this context.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed two general classes of test games: scored tests and

binary tests. Our goal is to compute the optimal test strategies when confidentiality

might be lost. The optimal scored test strategies can be efficiently computed in

polynomial time while the optimal binary test strategies are generally harder to

compute. Table 2.1 summarizes our complexity results for binary tests.

Our work is only a small first step in the design of algorithms for game-theoretically

optimal design of tests. Future research could focus on identifying other tractable

cases. For example, in practice, one would expect the Hθ sets to exhibit struc-

ture that may be exploited algorithmically. From a practical perspective, it is also

important to develop methodology to obtain the statistical information about test

taker types that is needed as input to our algorithms. Perhaps even better than a

two-phase approach, in which we first estimate this information and then run our

algorithm, would be a true online-learning approach, where we update our testing

strategy as additional test takers take our tests.
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3

Catcher-Evader Games

Algorithms for computing game-theoretic solutions have long been of interest to

AI researchers. As observed in earlier chapters of this dissertation, applications of

these techniques to security have drawn particular attention. These applications in-

clude airport security (Pita et al., 2009a), the assignment of Federal Air Marshals to

flights (Tsai et al., 2009), scheduling Coast Guard patrols (An et al., 2012), scheduling

patrols on transit systems (Yin et al., 2012b), and the list goes on. Game-theoretic

techniques are natural in these domains because they involve parties with compet-

ing interests (though the games are usually not zero-sum), and the use of mixed

(randomized) strategies to avoid being predictable to one’s opponent is desirable.

These applications have typically used a Stackelberg model where one player (the

defender) commits to a mixed strategy first and the other (the attacker) then opti-

mally responds to this mixed strategy. Formally (see also the discussion in chapter 1),

the defender (player 1) chooses a mixed strategy σ˚1 P arg maxσ1 maxs2PBR2pσ1q u1pσ1, s2q,
1

where BR2
pσ1q is the set of best responses to σ1 for player 2 (i.e., the responses that

1 Generally, if the attacker is indifferent among multiple targets, the defender can slightly modify
her strategy to make any one of these uniquely optimal; this is why ties for the attacker are broken
in favor of the defender.
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maximize player 2’s utility). This is in contrast to the more standard solution con-

cept of Nash equilibrium, where both players play a mixed strategy in such a way that

each plays a best response to the other—that is, a pair pσ1, σ2q with σ1 P BR1
pσ2q

and σ2 P BR2
pσ1q. Arguably, the Stackelberg solution is well motivated in contexts

where the attacker can learn the defender’s strategy over time by repeated observa-

tion, whereas if this is not the case perhaps the Nash solution is better motivated.

It is known that under certain conditions in security games, Stackelberg strategies

are also Nash equilibrium strategies (Korzhyk et al., 2011b).

Initial work in these domains modeled uncertainty over attacker preferences using

the formalism of Bayesian games, assigning probabilities to different types of attack-

ers. This included the original work at the airport at Los Angeles (Paruchuri et al.,

2008). However, subsequent research, which started to focus on compact representa-

tions of security games, mostly did not consider Bayesian games. In this chapter, we

introduce a more general framework that can capture such Bayesian security games,

and study the computation of Stackelberg and Nash solutions in them (which in

such games generally do not coincide). Our framework can also model certain types

of test games in which a tester randomly chooses questions from a fixed database

of questions (Li and Conitzer, 2013) (see also chapter 2). We show that computing

a Stackelberg strategy is strongly NP-hard, but give an algorithm for computing

Nash equilibria that combines and expands on earlier techniques in both security

and test games. While we have been unable to show that our algorithm is guaran-

teed to require at most polynomially many iterations, it requires few iterations in

simulations.

More benefits of our framework are listed below:

1. Our notation for Catcher-Evader2 games, once one becomes familiar with it,

2 Note that these games are completely different from pursuit-evasion (or cops-and-robbers)
games (Parsons, 1978; Borie et al., 2009). Those games involve dynamically chasing another player
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greatly simplifies analysis of those games, especially as it concerns utilities. For

example, our notation expresses the utility delta of a target, which is often the

crucial quantity, directly as d, rather than as a difference (e.g., uci ´ u
u
i ).

2. Our additional parameters a, b, c allow richer utility functions that security

games did not capture previously. For example, targets may have different

costs to defend even if the attacker does not attack them. Previous security

game definitions always assumed no cost (or the same cost) if the attacker does

not attack.

3. It lets us swap the roles of defenders and attackers. Therefore, we can also

directly compute the attacker’s strategy as well as the defender’s strategy, an

example of which is computing the tester’s strategy in test games.

4. Its connection between security games and test games brings enormous conve-

nience for algorithm design. Previously, separate algorithms had to be designed

for them, but now we can design a single algorithm for both. Moreover, we

can potentially apply known algorithms for each of these game families to the

other. For example, the aforementioned Nash equilibria algorithm combines

techniques for security games (progressively increasing defender or catcher re-

sources) and test games (using network flow to reallocate attacker or evader

resources).

5. Besides security games and test games, it can also capture other interesting

scenarios where resources must be assigned to different targets by two compet-

ing parties. For example, two companies, an incumbent and an entrant, might

be allocating capital to different markets; the entrant may wish to evade the

on a graph. Our games, in contrast, occur in a single period, and concern the computation of an
optimal random assignment.
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incumbent and build up market share, while the incumbent wants to catch the

entrant to drive the latter out of business.

3.1 Notation

We model a Catcher-Evader game (CE game) as a game between one catcher and

multiple evaders. Since we assume that the evaders do not care about each other’s

actions, this is equivalent to a Bayesian game between a single-typed catcher and

an evader with multiple types. Also, as we will show in section 3.2.3, the roles of

catcher and evader can be swapped. Hence, our model also captures games between

one evader and multiple catchers.

We represent a CE game by pN,Ψ, r, `, a, b, c, dq, where N “ t0, 1, . . . , nu is the

set of players and Ψ is the set of sites (e.g., the targets in a security game or the

questions in a test game). We fix 0 P N to be the catcher (e.g., the defender in a

security game), and N` “ t1, 2, . . . , nu to be the set of evaders (e.g., the multiple

types of attackers in a security game). Player i P N has available a total resource

amount of ri P Rě0. For example, we might set ri “ 1 to indicate that i has only one

resource, or we might set ri “ 1{2 to indicate that, in a Bayesian game, a type i that

appears with probability 1{2 has only a single resource, and therefore the expected

number of resources that this type contributes is 1{2. This resource amount can be

split fractionally across the sites, for example, 1{3 could be assigned to one site and

2{3 to another. (This would typically correspond to assigning a single resource to

the former site with probability 1{3.) Player i can assign a resource amount of at

most `i,ψ P R to site ψ P Ψ. For example, we might set `i,ψ “ 1 to indicate that

i can assign at most a single resource to ψ, or we might set `i,ψ “ 1{2 to indicate

that, in a Bayesian game, a type i that appears with probability 1{2 can assign at

most a single resource to ψ if he appears, and therefore his marginal contribution of

probability mass to ψ is at most 1{2. Generally, ri ď
ř

ψPΨ `i,ψ so the player has to
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make a nontrivial decision about which site gets more of the resource amount and

which one gets less.

Finally, the utility is encoded by a, b, c, d as follows. Let x be the strategy profile

where xi,ψ is the resource amount that player i puts on site ψ. For convenience,

we denote xΣ,ψ “
řn
i“1 xi,ψ as the combined resource amount that all n evaders put

on site ψ. Then the utility is
ř

ψPΨ rpb0,ψ ` d0,ψxΣ,ψqx0,ψ ` a0,ψxΣ,ψ ` c0,ψs for the

catcher and
ř

ψPΨ rpbi,ψ ` di,ψx0,ψqxi,ψ ` ai,ψx0,ψ ` ci,ψs for evader i. Here, b is the

base utility for a player to put a resource at a site, and d is the utility change that

results from putting a resource at that site when the opponent puts a resource there

as well. Since c (constant utility) is not affected by any player’s strategy, we can

ignore it (or let c “ 0) without affecting our analysis of both Stackelberg strategies

and Nash equilibrium. Finally, a (for alternating utility) is the utility that a player

receives when the opponent puts a resource at that site; the former player cannot

affect this. Hence, for Nash equilibrium (but not for Stackelberg strategies), we can

simply drop a (or let a “ 0). We require
ř

ψPΨ xi,ψ “ ri for feasibility, as well as

d0 ą 0 and di ă 0 for i P N` so that the catcher wants to catch the evader while the

evader wants to evade.

For convenience, we define x´0,ψ “ xΣ,ψ and x´i,ψ “ x0,ψ for i P N`. Then, we

define µi,ψ “ pbi,ψ`di,ψ ¨x´i,ψq as the per-resource utility of player i on site ψ. That is,

it is the increase in utility she experiences from putting one more resource there. So,

player i’s utility gained from site ψ can be written as ui,ψpxq “ µi,ψxi,ψ ` ai,ψx´i,ψ `

ci,ψ. In a best-response strategy, player i should have a utility threshold θi such that

(1) for all ψ with µi,ψpxq ą θi, the player maximizes the resource amount it puts

there (xi,ψ “ `i,ψ), and (2) for all ψ with µi,ψpxq ă θi, the player puts no resource

amount there (xi,ψ “ 0). (There is no requirement for the case µi,ψpxq “ θi.) The

value of θi is not necessarily unique, so for definiteness, let θ0 “ maxψPΨ:x0,ψă`0,ψ µ0,ψ

and θi “ minψPΨ:xi,ψą0 µi,ψ for i P N`.
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Table 3.1: Symbols used for CE games.

Description
N Set of players t0, 1, . . . , nu
N` Evaders t1, 2, . . . , nu (0 is the catcher)
Ψ Set of sites (e.g., targets in security games)
ri Resource of player i
`i,ψ Resource limit player i can put on site ψ
ai,ψ Alternating utility of player i on site ψ
bi,ψ Base utility of player i on site ψ
ci,ψ Constant utility of player i on site ψ
di,ψ Utility change (delta) of player i on site ψ
xi,ψ Amount of resource i puts on ψ (strategy)
xΣ,ψ Sum of all evaders’ resource on ψ
x´i,ψ Amount of resource i’s opponent puts on ψ
µi,ψ Per-resource utility of i on ψ: bi,ψ ` di,ψx´i,ψ
ui,ψ Utility of i on ψ: µi,ψxi,ψ ` ai,ψx´i,ψ ` ci,ψ
θi Utility threshold of player i

Incidentally, note that if we do not require d0,ψ ą 0 and di,ψ ă 0 for i P N`, then

a, b, c, d can represent any utility function of the form
ř

ψPΨ fpxi,ψ, x´i,ψq where f is

a quadratic polynomial without factors x2
i,ψ or x2

´i,ψ.

In Table 3.1, we summarize all symbols for reference.

3.2 Reducing Games to CE Games

In this section, we show how the framework of CE games let us capture several game

families studied previously in the literature, namely security games and scored test

games.

3.2.1 Security Games

A general definition of security games was given by Kiekintveld et al. (2009). That

work considered only a single attacker resource; an attacker with multiple attacker

resources was considered by Korzhyk et al. (2011a). More generally still, we can

consider a Bayesian game in which there is uncertainty about the type of the at-
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tacker. (Some of the earliest work in this line of research concerned Bayesian

games (Paruchuri et al., 2008; Pita et al., 2009b), but the games were relatively

small and so the techniques did not exploit the structure of security games.) We now

define multi-resource Bayesian security games and show how to reduce them to CE

games. Note that in our definition, a resource is assigned to a single target.3

There is a defender and an attacker. The latter has unknown type i P t1, . . . , nu.

An attacker of type i occurs with probability pi. There are m targets t1, t2, . . . , tm.

An attacker of type i can attack ri distinct targets while the defender can defend

rd distinct targets. A player’s utility is the sum of its utility over all targets. If an

attacker of type i attacks an undefended target t, it obtains utility uui ptq (and the

defender obtains utility uudptq). If it attacks a defended (covered) target t, it obtains

utility uciptq (and the defender obtains utility ucdptq). Both players obtain utility 0

from t if t is unattacked.

Now, we can reduce this to the following CE game pN,Ψ, r1, a1, b1, c1 “ 0, d1q (see

Table 3.2 for an example of utility reduction):

N “ t0, 1, 2, . . . , nu,Ψ “ tt1, t2, . . . , tmu,

r10 “ rd, r
1
i “ piri pi P N

`
q,

`10,ψ “ 1, `1i,ψ “ pi pψ P Ψ, i P N`
q,

a10,ψ “ uudpψq, b
1
0,ψ “ 0, d10,ψ “ ucdpψq ´ u

u
dpψq,

a1i,ψ “ 0, b1i,ψ “ uui pψq, d
1
i,ψ “ ucipψq ´ u

u
i pψq pi P N

`
q

Note that in the original security game, r consists of natural numbers and a pure

strategy would put either 0 or 1 resources on each site. In the CE game, the strategy

profile xi,ψ corresponds to the marginal probability that player i puts a resource on ψ.

Because resources can only be assigned to single targets, we can always use Birkhoff-

3 Section 6 of Kiekintveld et al. (2009) also allowed resources to be assigned to schedules of
multiple targets, which quickly leads to NP-hardness (Korzhyk et al., 2010).
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Table 3.2: Example of how a security game’s utility specification for a target t is
converted to a CE game’s utility specification for a site ψ “ t. In this table, we let
uc0ptq “ ucdptq, u

u
0ptq “ uudptq for convenience.

Player Security Game CE Game
uciptq uui ptq ai,t bi,t ci,t di,t

Def (i “ 0) 1 -10 -10 0 0 11
Att 1 (i “ 1) 5 -5 0 5 0 -10
Att 2 (i “ 2) -9 10 0 10 0 -19

von Neumann decomposition (Birkhoff, 1946) to generate a valid mixed strategy of

the original security game with these marginals (see also (Korzhyk et al., 2010)).

3.2.2 Test Games

In chapter 2, we already showed that scored test games can be efficiently solved

in polynomial time by exploiting the zero-sum transformation. Here, we further

generalize the scored test games so that the zero-sum transformation may no longer

work. However, we can still reduce such games to CE games and solve them by CE

games’ algorithm.

To generalize scored test games, we introduce a weight wq for each question,

representing how important the tester thinks it is to find out whether the test taker

can solve q. This may or may not be equal to sq. (In chapter 2 where the zero-

sum transformation always holds, wq is equal to sq.) The tester’s utility is then

utipT,Miq “ vi
ř

qPTXHizMi
wq.

We reduce this generalized scored test game to the CE game pN,Ψ, r, a, b, c “ 0, dq
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where

N “ t0, 1, 2, . . . , nu,Ψ “ Q

r0 “ t, ri “ pivimi pi P N
`
q

`0,q “ 1, `i,q “ pivi pi P N
`, q P Q “ Ψq

a0,q “ 0, b0,q “ wq
ÿ

i:qPHi

pivi, d0,q “ ´wq

ai,q “ ´sq for q P Hi, ai,q “ 0 otherwise

bi,q “ 0 pi P N`
q

di,q “ sq{ri,q for q P Hi, di,q “ 0 otherwise

Similar to security games, the resulting strategy profile xi,q denotes the marginal

probability that a player puts q on the test / memorizes q; again, the Birkhoff-von

Neumann theorem allows us to obtain a strategy with these marginals.

3.2.3 Swapping Roles

The reduction from test games has one issue: the utilities change at rates d0 ă 0, di ą

0 pi P N`q but CE games require d0 ą 0, di ă 0 pi P N`q. In a sense, the tester is an

evader who wants to evade by asking questions that are not memorized by the test

taker; but as we have defined them, in CE games, player 0 is a catcher.

We handle this by redefining player 0’s resources to their opposites. That is, we

focus on which questions she does not test. Hence, the modified x10,q will be the

marginal probability that she does not test q (i.e., q R T ).

In general, we can swap roles between catchers and evaders (i.e., negate d) by
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Table 3.3: Example of a test game and role swapping.

(a) An example of test game players’ utility on a question q

test taker’s utility, tester’s utility don’t test q test q
don’t memorize q 0, 0 -5, 4

memorize q 0, 0 0, 0

(b) Swapping roles for the above example test game

Player ai,q bi,q ci,q di,q
test q:

x0,q “ 1

Tester (i “ 0) 0 4 0 -4
Test taker (i “ 1) -5 0 0 5

test q:

x0,q “ 0

Tester (i “ 0) -4 -4 4 4
Test taker (i “ 1) 5 5 -5 -5

rewriting CE game pN,Ψ, r, `, a, b, c, dq as CE game pN,Ψ, r1, `1, a1, b1, c1, d1q:

r10 “ ´r0 `
ÿ

ψPΨ

`0,ψ, r
1
i “ ri pi P N

`
q

`1i,ψ “ `i,ψ pi P Nq

a10,ψ “ a0,ψ ` d0,ψ`0,ψ, c
1
0,ψ “ c0,ψ ` b0,ψ`0,ψ

b10,ψ “ ´b0,ψ, d
1
0,ψ “ ´d0,ψ

a1i,ψ “ ´ai,ψ, d
1
i,ψ “ ´di,ψ

b1i,ψ “ bi,ψ ` di,ψ`0,ψ, c
1
i,ψ “ ci,ψ ` ai,ψ`0,ψ

The correctness of this transformation is the result of the following equations,

letting x10,ψ “ `0,ψ ´ x0,ψ (note x1i,ψ “ xi,ψ for i P N`):

“

pb10,ψ ` d
1
0,ψxΣ,ψqx

1
0,ψ ` a

1
0,ψxΣ,ψ ` c

1
0,ψ

‰

“ rpb0,ψ ` d0,ψxΣ,ψqx0,ψ ` a0,ψxΣ,ψ ` c0,ψs

“

pb1i,ψ ` d
1
i,ψx

1
0,ψqx

1
i,ψ ` a

1
i,ψx

1
0,ψ ` c

1
i,ψ

‰

“ rpbi,ψ ` di,ψx0,ψqxi,ψ ` ai,ψx0,ψ ` ci,ψs

Hence, the utilities are exactly the same as in the original game. As previously
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mentioned, c does not affect our game-theoretic analysis. However, it is essential for

establishing these equations so we can swap roles. Of course, after the transformation,

we can freely drop c1. Table 3.3 shows an example of a test game and how we swap

roles in it.

3.3 Complexity of Stackelberg Strategies

Theorem 20. If there is only one evader (n “ 1) who can put all resources on any

single site (@ψ P Ψ, `1,ψ ě r1), then catcher Stackelberg strategies can be computed

in polynomial time.

The proof uses a by now fairly standard technique.

Proof. There exists an optimal solution where the evader will assign all its resources

to the same best-response site ψ˚. For each such site ψ˚, we can write a linear

program that produces the optimal Stackelberg strategy under the constraint of ψ˚

being a best response; the best of these solutions overall will be the Stackelberg

strategy. (See also Conitzer and Sandholm (2006b); Korzhyk et al. (2010).)

In contrast, it has been shown that computing Stackelberg strategies in a multi-

resource security game (even with only a single type, i.e., non-Bayesian) is (weakly)

NP-hard (Korzhyk et al., 2011a). Hence, by our reduction of such security games to

CE games, even if the CE game has only one evader (n “ 1), it is (weakly) NP-hard

to compute Stackelberg strategies if we allow `1,ψ ă r1 (so the evader/attacker will

put resources on multiple sites).

Next, we show that even if `i,ψ ě ri for all i ě 1, it is strongly NP-hard to compute

Stackelberg strategies if we allow n ą 1. This corresponds to the case of a Bayesian

security game in which each attacker has only a single resource. Note that the

initial LAX airport paper (Paruchuri et al., 2008) assumed a Bayesian security game

with a single attacker resource. To our best knowledge, no hardness result has been
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given for computing Stackelberg strategies of such games. Also, unlike the known

weak NP-hardness result for multiple resources, this rules out pseudopolynomial-time

algorithms.

Theorem 21. Computing Stackelberg strategies in Bayesian security games is strongly

NP-hard even if each attacker type has only a single resource. Consequently, comput-

ing Stackelberg strategies in a Catcher-Evader game is strongly NP-hard (if n ą 1),

even if `i,ψ ě ri for all i P N`.

Proof. The reduction is from Satisfiability. In a Satisfiability instance, there are

n boolean variables and m clauses. Each clause includes a subset of the variables

and/or their negations. The problem is to decide whether there is an assignment of

true/false values to the variables such that each clause has at least one literal set to

true. We reduce a Satisfiability instance to a security game as follows.

There are 2n` 2 targets:

(a) 2n targets corresponding to the variables and their negations. We will call these

variable-targets. The defender gets a utility of 0 if any of these targets is attacked,

no matter if it is defended or not.

(b) One punishment-target. The defender gets ´8 utility if this target is attacked,

no matter if it is defended or not.

(c) One bonus-target. The defender gets a utility of 1 if this target is attacked, no

matter if it is defended or not.

The defender has n resources. The attacker types will be set up in such a way that

if the Satisfiability instance has a solution then the optimal defender strategy is to

defend the targets which correspond to the negative-valued literals with probability

1, and the defender gets a utility of u˚ as a result. (The value of u˚ will be defined
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below.) If the Satisfiability instance has no solution then the defender’s Stackelberg

utility is necessarily below u˚.

There are 3n`m attacker types:

(a) 2n attacker types whose job is to count how many of the variable-targets are

covered with probability 1 (counting-types). Each of these attacker types is in-

terested in one variable-target and the bonus-target. If the variable-target is

covered with probability 1 then the attacker (weakly) prefers the bonus-target

and the defender gets a utility of 1; otherwise, the attacker prefers the variable-

target and the defender gets a utility of 0.

(b) n attacker types which make sure that for literals xi and  xi, no more than one

corresponding target is covered with probability 1 (paired types). Each of these

attacker types is interested in one pair of variable-targets and in the punishment-

target. If both variable-targets are defended with positive probability then the

attacker chooses the punishment target, and the defender gets a utility of ´8.

Otherwise, the attacker (weakly) prefers the variable-target with 0 probability.

(c) m attacker types which check whether the clauses are satisfied (clause-types).

Each clause-type is interested in all targets corresponding to the variables in a

clause and in the punishment target. If all the targets in the clause are defended

with positive probability (meaning their values are all false) then the attacker

chooses the punishment target and the defender gets a utility of ´8. If there is

any target defended with probability 0 in the clause then the attacker (weakly)

prefers that target and the defender gets 0 (meaning the clause is satisfied).

The probability of each type is 1{p3n`mq. We claim that the defender’s optimal
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utility is u˚ “ n{p3n`mq if and only if the Satisfiability instance has a solution.

(satisfiable ñ u˚ is feasible) The defender can defend, with probability 1, the

targets that correspond to the literals set to false. All paired-types and clause-types

will attack variable-targets, from which the defender gets 0 utility. Exactly n of the

counting-types will attack the bonus target (each giving the defender a utility of

1) and the remaining n counting-types will attack variable-targets (each giving the

defender a utility of 0). Hence, the defender’s total utility will be n{p3n`mq.

(u˚ is feasibleñ satisfiable) Note that only the bonus-target gives the defender

positive utility, and only the counting-types are interested in the bonus-target. For

the defender to get n{p3n ` mq or more, there must be n or more counting-types

attacking the bonus target. That means there must be n or more variable-targets

defended with probability 1. Since the defender has only n resources, there must be

exactly n variable-targets defended with probability 1, and all the other targets must

be defended with probability 0. The paired-types enforce that no two of those targets

correspond to a variable and its negation. The clause-types enforce that each clause

has at least one target defended with probability 0. Hence, to get the Satisfiability

solution, we can set to true the variables corresponding to the targets defended with

probability 0.

3.4 Interchangeability of NE

We now move on to studying Nash equilibria. In general, a downside of the Nash

equilibrium concept is that Nash equilibria can fail interchangeability: if one player

plays according to one Nash equilibrium and the other according to another, the

result may not be a Nash equilibrium. However, it has been shown that interchange-

ability of Nash equilibria is guaranteed in security games and test games under certain

conditions (Korzhyk et al., 2011b,a; Li and Conitzer, 2013). We now show that this

also holds for CE games.
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Lemma 22. For each site ψ, either x0,ψ is the same for all NE or xΣ,ψ is the same

for all NE.

Proof. We first show that the lemma is equivalent to (A) there cannot be two NE x

and x1 and some ψ such that x0,ψ ‰ x10,ψ and xΣ,ψ ‰ x1Σ,ψ.

It is straightforward to see that the lemma implies (A). Now we prove that (A)

implies the lemma. Suppose that there exists a site ψ that makes the lemma false.

Then pick any NE x. There must be two NEs x1, x2 such that x0,ψ ‰ x10,ψ and

xΣ,ψ ‰ x2Σ,ψ. If xΣ,ψ ‰ x1Σ,ψ or x0,ψ ‰ x20,ψ, then (A) is false. If not, x1Σ,ψ “ xΣ,ψ ‰ x2Σ,ψ

and x20,ψ “ x0,ψ ‰ x10,ψ, then (A) is still false using x1 and x2. This completes the

proof.

We now define 4 possible cases that would contradict (A):

´´ : x10,ψ ă x0,ψ, x
1
Σ,ψ ă xΣ,ψ

´` : x10,ψ ă x0,ψ, x
1
Σ,ψ ą xΣ,ψ

`` : x10,ψ ą x0,ψ, x
1
Σ,ψ ą xΣ,ψ

`´ : x10,ψ ą x0,ψ, x
1
Σ,ψ ă xΣ,ψ

We prove that if any one of these 4 cases occurs, all 4 cases must all occur (on

some targets). This results in a contradiction, because the ´` case implies θ10 ą θ0

while the `´ case implies θ10 ă θ0. Hence none of the cases can occur, and our

theorem holds.

Case ´` implying case `` and case `´ implying case ´´ can be proved in

the same way as before Korzhyk et al. (2011a) because the catcher is not Bayesian.

Therefore, we focus on proving that case ´´ implies case ´`. (The proof of case

`` implying case `´ is symmetric.)

Assume that ψ1 is of case ´´. Let ∆xi,ψ “ x1i,ψ ´ xi,ψ pi P N
`q and ∆xΣ,ψ “

x1Σ,ψ´xΣ,ψ. Then ∆x0,ψ1 ă 0 and ∆xΣ,ψ1 ă 0. Let Ψ´ “ tψ | ∆x0,ψ ă 0,∆xΣ,ψ ď 0u.
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We have
ř

ψPΨ´ ∆xΣ,ψ “
řn
i“1

ř

ψPΨ´ ∆xi,ψ ă 0 (because of ψ1). Then
ř

ψPΨ´ ∆xi,ψ ă

0 must be true for some i. Let Ψ` “ ΨzΨ´. We have
ř

ψPΨ` ∆xi,ψ ą 0 because
ř

ψPΨ ∆xi,ψ “
ř

ψPΨ´ ∆xi,ψ`
ř

ψPΨ` ∆xi,ψ “ 0. Therefore, there exist some ψ´ P Ψ´

and ψ` P Ψ` such that ∆xi,ψ´ ă 0 and ∆xi,ψ` ą 0.

Note that ∆xi,ψ´ ă 0 implies θ1i ą θi (θ1i ě µ1i,ψ´ ą µi,ψ´ ě θi where the weak

inequalities come from ∆xi,ψ´ ă 0 and the strict inequality comes from ∆x0,ψ´ ă 0).

Then, we have µ1i,ψ` ě θ1i ą θi ě µi,ψ` , where the weak inequalities come from

∆xi,ψ` ą 0. From this it follows that x10,ψ` ă x0,ψ` . This then implies ∆xΣ,ψ` ą 0

(otherwise ψ` P Ψ´), which allows us to conclude that case ´` holds for ψ`.

Theorem 23. The Nash equilibria (NE) of a Catcher-Evader game are interchange-

able. That is, if x and x1 are two Nash equilibrium strategy profiles, then so is x2

where x20,ψ “ x0,ψ and x2i,ψ “ x1i,ψ pi P N
`q.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one given by Korzhyk et al. (2011a) for interchange-

ability in (non-Bayesian) security games with multiple attacker resources. Only the

proof of Lemma 4 in that paper needs to be modified to our Lemma 22. The remain-

ing reasoning is unchanged.

3.5 Computing Nash Equilibrium

The interchangeability established in the previous section provides good motivation

for computing a Nash equilibrium in this domain. In this section, we provide an

algorithm for doing so. The algorithm is significantly more involved than earlier

algorithms, notably requiring a min-cost-flow subroutine. This is perhaps surprising

as earlier algorithms—e.g., the one by Korzhyk et al. (2011a) for computing a Nash

equilibrium in non-Bayesian security games with multiple attacker resources—do not

need to do so. However, in the next subsection, we show it is possible to reduce the

problem of finding a minimum-cost fractional matching to our games, suggesting that
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this complexity is inherent in the problem. We have been unable to either give a

polynomial upper bound on the number of iterations of our algorithm (each iteration

takes polynomial time), or any class of instances that results in superpolynomially

many iterations. We only give an exponential upper bound. However, as we will

show, in simulations few iterations suffice.

3.5.1 Reducing from Min-Cost Matching

We show that computing an NE in CE games (even with single-resource evaders, i.e.,

@i P N`, `i,ψ ě ri) is as hard as computing minimum-cost fractional4 matchings—a

common type of flow problem—suggesting that we are unlikely to find a very efficient

(e.g., linear-time) algorithm. Some of the ideas in the reduction, in particular having

costs in the graphs corresponding to the logarithms of utility change rates d, will

also appear in the algorithm we present later.

Theorem 24. Computing a Nash equilibrium of a CE game is as hard as computing a

minimum-cost fractional matching of a weighted bipartite graph. Specifically, if there

is a Nash equilibrium finding algorithm that runs in T pIq time, where I is the input

size of the CE game, then we can solve the matching problem in T pOpI 1qq time, where

I 1 is the input size of the bipartite graph. Therefore, computing a Nash equilibrium

is not possible in linear time unless there is a linear algorithm for matching.

Proof. We reduce the matching instance to a CE game whose NE can be straight-

forwardly translated back to an optimal solution to the matching instance. The

reduction takes linear time, resulting in the bound in the theorem.

Let the matching instance be on a bipartite graph with vertices U “ t1, . . . , nu

and V . Each vertex v has a capacity κv, with
ř

uPU κu “
ř

vPV κv. Each edge pu, vq

has a capacity κpu, vq and a cost wpu, vq. Our goal is to match all the vertex capacity

4 Of course, network flow problems have an integrality property—but not if the input is fractional,
as we allow here.
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at minimum cost. Equivalently, this is a flow problem where
ř

uPU κu flow must be

pushed across the bipartite graph at minimum cost.

We construct a CE game pN,Ψ, r, a, b, c “ 0, dq where N “ t0, 1, 2, . . . , nu (so

N` “ U), Ψ “ V , r0 “ 1 and ru “ κu for all u P U , `0,v “ 1 and `u,v “ κpu, vq for all

u P U and v P V , bi,v “ 0 for all i P N, v P V , d0,v “ 1{κv and du,v “ ´e
wpu,vq for all

u P U and v P V .

First, we note that the game has a feasible strategy for the evaders if and only

if the matching problem has a feasible solution. This is because a feasible strategy

xu,v corresponds exactly to a feasible matching solution.

Second, x0,v ą 0 must hold for all v. Otherwise, because bu,v “ 0 and du,v ă 0,

all evaders will strictly prefer targets with x0,v “ 0; but then the catcher would not

be best-responding, because b0,v “ 0 and d0,v ą 0.

Finally, we show that the NE x must constitute an optimal solution to the match-

ing problem. That is, if we let

W “
ÿ

uPU,vPV

xu,vwpu, vq

then W is the minimum cost in the matching problem. Suppose not; then, when

interpreting xu,v as a flow, in the residual graph of that flow, a negative cycle ex-

ists. Let that cycle be u1 Ñ v1 Ñ u2 Ñ v2 Ñ . . . Ñ um Ñ vm Ñ u1 with
ř

1ďkďmpwpuk, vkq ´ wpuk`1, vkqq ă 0, xuk,vk ă κpuk, vkq, and xuk`1,vk ą 0 for all

1 ď k ď m (letting um`1 “ u1). Recall that θu is the per-resource utility threshold

for evader u. So, µuk,vk “ x0,vkduk,vk ď θuk and µuk`1,vk “ x0,vkduk`1,vk ě θuk`1
.

Equivalently,

x0,vk |duk`1,vk | ď |θuk`1
| and |θuk | ď x0,vk |duk,vk | because du,v ă 0. It then follows that

m
ź

k“1

x0,vk |duk`1,vk | ¨ |θuk | ď
m
ź

k“1

x0,vk |duk,vk | ¨ |θuk`1
|
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which implies
śm

k“1 |duk`1,vk | ď
śm

k“1 |duk,vk | because x0,v ą 0 for all v and thus |θu| ą

0 for all u P U . Taking the logarithm on both sides, we obtain
ř

1ďkďmpwpuk, vkq ´

wpuk`1, vkqq ě 0, contradicting the negative cycle assumption
ř

1ďkďmpwpuk, vkq ´

wpuk`1, vkqq ă 0.

3.5.2 Algorithm

We now present our algorithm. The algorithm works by initializing the catcher’s

resource amount to 0 and gradually increasing it to r0, maintaining the equilibrium

throughout. The same high-level approach was used by Korzhyk et al. (2011a) for

the case of a single attacker type (evader) with multiple resources, obtaining an

efficient algorithm there. However, the case with multiple evaders is significantly

more involved. The (polynomial-time) algorithm given by Korzhyk et al. (2011a)

did not require anything like a network-flow subroutine, whereas the reduction in

Subsection 3.5.1 suggests that this is necessary when we have multiple evaders. Our

algorithm also incorporates ideas used in the context of test games (Li and Conitzer,

2013), specifically the binary search and max-flow techniques used there.

We first introduce some notation. Let Bi “ tψ | µi,ψ “ θiu be the boundary sites

of player i. Let B`i “ tψ P Bi ^ xi,ψ ą 0u be evader i pi P N`q’s positive boundary

sites, whose resource amount can be reduced. Let B̂0 “ tψ P B0 ^ x0,ψ ă `0,ψu be

the catcher’s open boundary sites, to which more resources could be assigned. Let

the active edges be A “ tpi, ψq | i P N`, ψ P Ψ, ψ P Biu.

The main algorithm is Algorithm 2. After initializing, the algorithm repeatedly

calls Algorithm 3, which ensures that no negative cycle remains in the residual graph

corresponding to the evaders’ strategy profile; given that no negative cycle remains,

Algorithm 4 then attempts to increase x0,ψ for all ψ; finally, if Algorithm 4 failed

to achieve any strict increase, then Algorithm 5 will either allow the next run of

Algorithm 4 to strictly increase the catcher’s allocated resource amount, or change
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the open boundary sites B̂0 (which provably cannot happen too often).

Algorithm 2 Compute a Nash equilibrium of a given CE game pN,Ψ, r, b, dq (a, c
are ignored as discussed earlier).

1: xi,ψ Ð 0 p@i P N,ψ P Ψq Ź Initialize
2: for i P N` do
Ź Construct an initial NE with 0 resources for the catcher, by simply assigning

evader i’s resources to the sites with maximum bi,ψ. (Recall that µi,ψ “ bi,ψ `
di,ψx´i,ψ and θi “ maxψ:xi,ψă`i,ψ µi,ψ, and currently x´i,ψ “ x0,ψ “ 0.)

3: for ψ P Ψ where µi,ψ “ θi do
4: xi,ψ Ð minp`i,ψ, ri ´

ř

ψPΨ xi,ψq
5: end for
6: end for
7: while

ř

ψPΨ x0,ψ ă r0 do Ź Iteratively increase x0,ψ

8: Run Algorithm 3 (min-cost-flow)
9: Run Algorithm 4 to weakly increase x0,ψ for all ψ

10: Run Algorithm 5 (max-flow) if Algorithm 4 failed
11: end while

Algorithm 3 Given CE game pN,Ψ, r, b, dq and an NE x, reallocate the evaders’
resources xi,ψ across active edges A using min-cost flow. This procedure ensures
that no negative cycle exists among active edges in the residual graph of x. NE is
maintained as we only reallocate across A.

Ź Construct graph pV,Eq with cost w and capacity κ
Ź σ and τ are the source and sink of our flow problem

1: V Ð tσu YN` YΨY tτu
2: E Ð tσu ˆN` Y AYΨˆ tτu
3: Initialize w Ð 0, κÐ 0
4: wpi, ψq Ð logp´di,ψq p@pi, ψq P Aq
5: κpi, ψq Ð `i,ψ p@pi, ψq P Aq
6: κpσ, iq “

ř

ψ:µi,ψ“θi
xi,ψ p@i P N

`q

7: κpψ, τq “
ř

i:µi,ψ“θi
xi,ψ p@ψ P Ψq

Ź Reallocate according to the min-cost flow
8: f Ð min-cost σ-τ flow in the graph constructed above
9: xi,ψ Ð fpi, ψq p@pi, ψq P Aq

10: return the reallocated x
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Algorithm 4 We are given a CE game pN,Ψ, r, b, dq, and an NE x where no negative
cycles exist among active edges A in the residual graph. This procedure either strictly
increases some of the x0,ψ (maintaining NE), or fails.

Ź All the graph computations below are based on the residual graph of the

min-cost flow in Algorithm 3.
1: ψ˚ Ð None
2: for ψ P B̂0 do
3: Compute single-source shortest paths from ψ
4: Let distpvq be the shortest distance from ψ to v
5: Ψreachable Ð tψ | distpψq ă 8u

6: Ψunincreasable Ð ΨzB̂0

7: if Ψreachable XΨunincreasable “ H then
8: ψ˚ Ð ψ Ź dist is shortest path from ψ˚

9: break Ź Increase x0,ψ starting from ψ˚

10: end if
11: end for
12: if ψ˚ “ None then
13: return failure
14: end if

Ź Increase x0,ψ at rate γψ
15: γψ Ð e´distpψq p@ψ P Ψq

Ź Decrease threshold θi at rate γi
16: γi Ð e´distpiq p@i P N`q

17: ∆ “ pr0 ´
ř

ψPΨ x0,ψq{
ř

ψPΨ γψ
18: for ψ P Ψ do Ź Reduce max feasible increase ∆
19: if γψ ą 0 then
20: ∆ Ð minp∆, p`0,ψ ´ x0,ψq{γψq
21: end if

Ź Consider how much we can increase before an inactive edge should become

active
22: for i P N` where µi,ψ ‰ θi do
23: ∆1 Ð pµi,ψ ´ θiq{pγψ ˆ p´di,ψq ´ γiq
24: if ∆1 ą 0 then
25: ∆ Ð minp∆,∆1q

26: end if
27: end for
28: end for
29: x0,ψ Ð x0,ψ `∆ ¨ γψ p@ψ P Ψq
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Algorithm 5 Given CE game pN,Ψ, r, b, dq and an NE x resulting from a failed run
of Algorithm 4, we reallocate evader resources among active edges A using max flow.
This strictly decreases θ0.

1: ∆̄ Ð minψPΨ:θ0ąµ0,ψ θ0 ´ µ0,ψ

2: for each value of ∆ in a binary search for the max ∆ P r0, ∆̄s such that G (below)
has a max flow saturating all edges from source σ do

3: GÐ min-cost flow’s residual graph in Algorithm 3
4: Remove the edges connected to σ or τ in G
5: for ψ P Ψ do
6: if ψ P B̂0 then
7: Add edge pσ, ψq to G
8: Capacity κpσ, ψq Ð ∆{d0,ψ

9: else
10: Add edge pψ, τq to G
11: if µ0,ψ ě θ0 then
12: Capacity κpψ, τq Ð 8

13: else
14: κpψ, τq Ð pθ0 ´∆´ µ0,ψq{d0,ψ

15: end if
16: end if
17: end for

Ź Determine whether the max flow on G saturates all edges from σ to see

how to proceed with the binary search
18: Run max flow on G
19: end for
20: f Ð max σ-τ flow of G for max feasible ∆

Ź If fpψ, iq ą 0, then fpi, ψq “ ´fpψ, iq
21: xi,ψ Ð xi,ψ ` fpi, ψq p@pi, ψq P Aq

Lemma 25. Algorithm 3 maintains Nash equilibrium without changing µi,ψ or θi for

any i P N` and ψ P Ψ. As a result, the active edges A are also unchanged.

Proof. Algorithm 3 only reallocates xi,ψ among A, hence the evaders necessarily

continue to best respond. Both the original flow and the min-cost flow are required

to saturate all edges pψ, τq. Hence xΣ,ψ is unchanged for all ψ P Ψ and the catcher

necessarily continues to best respond. Each evader i’s µi,ψ is clearly unchanged as

x0,ψ is untouched by Algorithm 3. By the definition of θi “ minψ:xi,ψą0 µi,ψ, the set of

positive boundary sites B`i must be non-empty, which means
ř

ψPBi
xi,ψ ą 0. So no

matter how we reallocate, some ψ P Bi must remain positive. Hence, θi is unchanged

because the µi,ψ are unchanged.
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Lemma 26. In Algorithm 4, the evaders’ thresholds θi pi P N
`q decrease at rate γi.

That is, the algorithm decreases θi by ∆ ¨ γi.

Proof. Thoughout this proof, we require i P N`. We also denote by µ0, θ0, A0, B0
i , B

`0
i

the values of µ, θ, A,Bi, B
`
i before increasing x0,ψ.

Because by definition, θi “ minψ:xi,ψą0 µi,ψ, clearly θi is unaffected by sites ψ

for which µ0
i,ψ ă θ0

i , because xi,ψ “ 0 by the best-response property. For ψ where

µ0
i,ψ ą θ0

i , it will not affect θi for small enough ∆ ď minψ:µ0i,ψąθ
0
i
pµ0

i,ψ ´ θ
0
i q{γψ.

Therefore, for small enough ∆, the threshold θi is only affected by sites ψ where

µ0
i,ψ “ θ0

i , or equivalently pi, ψq P A0. Thus, for small enough ∆: θi “ minψPB`0
i
µ0
i,ψ`

∆ ¨ γψ ¨ di,ψ “ θ0
i ` ∆ ¨ minψPB`0

i
γψ ¨ di,ψ “ θ0

i ` ∆ ¨ minψPB`0
i
e´distpψq ¨ p´ewpi,ψqq “

θ0
i ´∆ ¨maxψPB`0

i
e´distpψq`wpi,ψq “ θ0

i ´∆ ¨ e
´min

ψPB`0
i

distpψq´wpi,ψq
Note that ψ P B`0

i

means that a backward edge pψ, iq exists in the residual graph with weight ´wpi, ψq.

Those are the only edges that lead to i, hence distpiq “ minψPB`0
i
distpψq ´ wpi, ψq.

Therefore, θi “ θ0
i ´∆ ¨ e´distpiq “ θ0

i ´∆ ¨ γi for small enough ∆. All that remains

to show is that ∆ is in fact small enough. This is so because line 25 of Algorithm 4

ensures that we stop decreasing before any ψ R B`0
i can affect θi. Hence the lemma

holds.

Lemma 27. After Algorithm 3, if Algorithm 4 successfully increases x0,ψ, it main-

tains Nash equilibrium.

Proof. The catcher’s strategy remains a best response because Algorithm 4 does not

change any evader’s strategy and the catcher only increases x0,ψ for which µ0,ψ “ θ0.

Thus we only have to check whether each evader’s strategy remains a best response.

By Lemma 26 and the notation µ0, θ0, A0 defined in its proof, evaders are best-
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responding if and only if:

p@i P N`, ψ P Ψ : xi,ψ ą 0q

µi,ψ “ µ0
i,ψ `∆ ¨ γψ ¨ di,ψ ě θi “ θ0

i ´∆ ¨ γi

p@i P N`, ψ P Ψ : xi,ψ ă `i,ψq

µi,ψ “ µ0
i,ψ `∆ ¨ γψ ¨ di,ψ ď θi “ θ0

i ´∆ ¨ γi

For pi, ψq R A0, line 25 of Algorithm 4 maintains the conditions above. Now

consider pi, ψq P A0. There, we have µ0
i,ψ “ θ0

i , so we only need to check

p@i P N`, ψ P Ψ : xi,ψ ą 0q ∆ ¨ γψ ¨ di,ψ ě ´∆ ¨ γi

p@i P N`, ψ P Ψ : xi,ψ ă `i,ψq ∆ ¨ γψ ¨ di,ψ ď ´∆ ¨ γi

If xi,ψ ą 0, a backward edge pψ, iq with weight ´wpi, ψq exists in the residual

graph. Hence distpiq ď distpψq´wpi, ψq, which implies ´e´pdistpψq´wpi,ψqq ě ´e´distpiq.

That is, γψdi,ψ ě ´γi, and therefore ∆ ¨ γψ ¨ di,ψ ě ´∆ ¨ γi because ∆ ě 0.

If xi,ψ ă `i,ψ, a forward edge pi, ψq with weight wpi, ψq exists in the residual graph.

Hence distpψq ď distpiq `wpi, ψq, which implies ´e´pdistpψq´wpi,ψqq ď ´e´distpiq. That

is. γψdi,ψ ď ´γi, and therefore ∆ ¨ γψ ¨ di,ψ ď ´∆ ¨ γi because ∆ ě 0, completing the

proof.

Lemma 28. If Algorithm 4 fails, then Algorithm 5 strictly decreases θ0 while main-

taining Nash equilibrium.

Proof. If Algorithm 4 fails, then for each ψ P B̂0, there must be another site ψ1 P

Ψreachable X Ψunincreasable. That is, for each site ψ P B̂0 to which the catcher could

increase resource assignment, there is a path in the residual graph that goes from ψ to

some site ψ1 P Ψunincreasable to which the catcher cannot increase resource assignment.

That site ψ1 is, in contrast, a good site for evaders: if they put more resources

there, the catcher cannot penalize them (because the catcher cannot increase its
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resources there). Formally, there are two cases for ψ1: 1) x0,ψ1 “ `0,ψ1 ; 2) x0,ψ1 ă θ0.

In the former case, evaders can increase their resource assignment there as much as

possible because the catcher has hit the limit of what it can assign there. In the

latter case, evaders can increase until µ0,ψ1 meets θ0.

Therefore, for each ψ P B̂0, evaders can move a positive amount of resource from

that site ψ to some ψ1 R B0 using the corresponding residual graph path. The evaders

continue to best-respond because the residual graph only includes active edges A.

The catcher’s best-response condition is maintained by decreasing µ0,ψ by the same

positive amount ∆ (the number found by the binary search in Algorithm 5) for each

ψ P B̂0 (saturating all edges leaving σ), and not letting µ0,ψ pψ P B̂0q decrease below

µ0,ψ1 pψ
1 R B̂0q (line 14 of Algorithm 5). Because µ0,ψ has strictly decreased for each

ψ P B̂0 and has not become lower than any µ0,ψ1 pψ
1 R B̂0q, θ0 must have strictly

decreased (by ∆).

Lemma 29. After Algorithm 5, either a new site ψ that previously had µ0,ψ ă θ0

now has µ0,ψ “ θ0, or the next run of Algorithm 4 will be successful.

Proof. Suppose that the next run of Algorithm 4 fails. Then for each ψ P B̂0, a path

exists in the residual graph (after the run of Algorithm 5) from ψ to some ψ1 R B̂0, as

argued in the proof of Lemma 28. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that none

of the edges entering τ were saturated during the run of Algorithm 5 (for the value

of ∆ resulting from the binary search), i.e., p@ψ1 R B̂0q, fpψ, τq ă κpψ, τq. Then,

in Algorithm 5, we could have increased ∆ further, resulting in a contradiction.

Therefore, there exists at least one ψ1 R B̂0 for which the run of Algorithm 5 made

it the case that fpψ1, τq “ κpψ1, τq. For that ψ1, the total amount of evader resource

xΣ,ψ1 was increased by κpψ1, τq “ pθ0
0 ´∆´ µ0

0,ψ1q{d0,ψ1 (where superscript 0 denotes

the value prior to the run of Algorithm 5). It follows that µ0,ψ “ µ0
0,ψ`θ

0
0´∆´µ0

0,ψ “

θ0
0 ´∆ “ θ0, while µ0

0,ψ ă θ0
0.
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Lemma 30. Each site ψ enters B̂0 at most once; hence, B̂0 changes at most 2|Ψ|

times.

Proof. Only Algorithm 5 can change µ0,ψ or θ0. That algorithm ensures that µ0,ψ

decreases at the same rate for all ψ P B̂0, and stops decreasing if a new ψ1 µ0,ψ1 ă θ0

enters B̂0. So a site ψ can only leave B̂0 by being saturated (x0,ψ “ `0,ψ). Since

we never decrease x0,ψ during the algorithm, saturated sites ψ can never enter B̂0

again.

Lemma 31. Algorithm 4 runs successfully at most 2|Ψ| ¨ 3n|Ψ| times.

Proof. By Lemma 30, we only have to argue that there are at most 3n|Ψ| succssful

runs before B̂0 changes. Now we assume that B̂0 remains unchanged and check how

many runs there can be.

We classify an edge pi, ψq where i P N`, ψ P Ψ into 3 cases: either (1) superior

µi,ψ ą θi (above threshold), or (2) inferior µi,ψ ă θi (below threshold), or (3) active

µi,ψ “ θi (on threshold).

Let φ be a vector of length n|Ψ| where each element φe P t1, 2, 3u denotes edge

e’s case number. We will show that φ changes after each successful run, and it will

not repeat if B̂0 remains unchanged. Hence the lemma holds.

We first show that for a fixed φ, Algorithm 5 always returns the same x (assuming

that B̂0 remains unchanged).

Recall that in Algorithm 5, we proved that if the final flow saturates any edge

pψ1, τq that enters sink τ , then ψ1 will newly enter B̂0. Hence if B̂0 remains unchanged,

we can ignore the capacity of those edges entering τ . Also, with B̂0 fixed, the set of

edges leaving source σ and their capacities are fixed. Therefore, the resulting x of

Algorithm 5 is solely determined by the edges between N` and Ψ, which is fixed by

φ.5

5 The residual graph might be different for the same φ, depending on what the min-cost flow is,
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We then conclude that if there were two Algorithm 4 runs that have the same

resulting φ, then between those two runs, there must be no Algorithm 5 run that has

positive ∆ which strictly decreases θ0. Otherwise, we would have two Algorithm 5

runs (after those two Algorithm 4 runs) with the same φ, where the latter run has

strictly smaller θ0 (note that θ0 never increases), contradicting that the returning x

of Algorithm 5 is completely determiend by φ.

Therefore, if there were two Algorithm 4 that result in the same φ, all Algorithm 5

between those two runs must do nothing (∆ “ 0). Hence, xΣ,ψ is unchanged between

those two runs for all ψ, because only Algorithm 5 can change xΣ,ψ.

Now consider graph G1 which extends graph G in the Algorithm 3 by assuming

that all edges are active (A “ N` ˆΨ). That is, for each edge leaving source σ, its

capacity is κpσ, iq “ ri; for each edge entering sink τ , its capacity is κpψ, τq “ xΣ,ψ;

the weight and capacity of edge pi, ψq is wpi, ψq “ logp´di,ψq, κpi, ψq “ `pi, ψq for all

i P N`, ψ P Ψ.

Then we consider the original set of active edges A and make G2 by revising

the following edges in G1: for each edge e “ pi, ψq that is not active, set its weight

wpi, ψq “ 8 if the e is inferior, and wpi, ψq “ ´8 if e is superior.

Clearly, running min-cost flow on G2 would result the same x as running Algo-

rithm 3 because we fix non-active edges’ flow by setting their weights to 8 of ´8.

Moreover, for the same flow, the shortest path in the residual graph of G2 is exactly

the same as the residual graph of G. Hence when we talk about flow or distance,

they could refer to either G or G2. But when we talk about the total cost of the flow,

we are referring to G1, as G2 has infinity cost edges and G only has active edges.

That is, the cost of a flow x is
ř

iPN`,ψPΨ` xi,ψ logp´di,ψq

Each time that Algorithm 4 runs successfully but the whole Algorithm 2 continues

(r0 is not used up), some constraint of line 23 in Algorithm 4 must be tight, which

but x is the additional max-flow applied to the min-cost flow, so what really determines x is φ.
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means that a new edge pi, ψq must be entering active edge set A (otherwise we will

either continue increase x0,ψ or change B̂0). For that newly active edge, if xi,ψ “ 0,

then distpψq ą distpiq`wpi, ψq must be true (recall that dist is the shortest distance

from ψ˚ in the residual graph) because: µi,ψ’s decrease rate γψp´di,ψq must be slower

than θi’s decrease rate γi. Similarly, if xi,ψ “ `i,ψ, then distpiq ą distpψq ´ wpi, ψq

must be true. Hence by adding pi, ψq, either dist has to decrease or a negative cycle

exists which leads to the decrease of flow cost (w.r.t. G1).

Also note that dist and flow cost is completely deterimined by φ if xΣ,ψ is fixed

for all ψ P Ψ. Hence φ cannot repeat since each φ change has either to either decrease

flow cost, or maintain the flow cost and decrease dist. This completes our proof.

Theorem 32. Algorithm 2 computes a Nash equilibrium of the given CE game in

2|Ψ| ` 4|Ψ|3n|Ψ| iterations.

Proof. Because of Lemmas 25, 27, and 28, Nash equilibrium is always maintained.

So we only need to prove that the algorithm stops after at most 2|Ψ| ` 4|Ψ|3n|Ψ|

iterations. We have at most 2|Ψ|3n|Ψ| iterations where Algorithm 4 runs successfully,

by Lemma 31. Each failed iteration must either be followed by a successful iteration,

or B̂0 is changed (by Lemma 29). Lemma 30 ensures that B̂0 can be changed at most

2|Ψ| times. So overall there can be at most 2ˆ 2|Ψ|3n|Ψ| ` 2|Ψ| iterations.

3.5.3 Experiments

Although Theorem 32 only gives an exponential bound on the number of iterations,

the number of iterations in Algorithm 2 grows much more slowly—about linearly—

in our experiments, as shown in Figure 3.2(c). In our experiments, parameters r, b,

and d are generated uniformly at random from t1, . . . , 10u (or t´10, . . . ,´1u). Each

instance of size n has n evaders and n sites; for each n we solved 20 instances.

The running time per iteration is provably polynomial and it grows about cubi-

cally as Figure 3.2(b) shows. That is consistent with how the network flow subroutine
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Figure 3.1: Performance of Algorithm 2, and the size of the normal form, for
randomly generated CE games.
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(which is used in each of our iterations) typically scales.

An alternative approach to solving for these Nash equilibria would be to con-

struct the normal form of the game and use a standard NE-finding algorithm. This

approach, however, is doomed regardless of the precise choice of algorithm, because

the size of the normal form blows up exponentially, as shown in Figure 3.2(d).

Note that we implemented our algorithm completely in Python (including the

min-cost network flow subroutine). Hence there is room to further improve the

performance by using C/C++, and/or some optimized network flow libraries.
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3.6 Future Research

The obvious direction for future research is resolving whether our algorithm in fact

provably runs in polynomial time—and, if not, whether there is another algorithm

that does. The algorithm’s success in simulations gives us hope that the answer to at

least one of these two questions is positive, but we have not been able to decisively

answer them. There are several indications that the question is inherently difficult

to answer. The earlier algorithm for multiple attacker resources in the non-Bayesian

case and the proof of the polynomial bound on its runtime (Korzhyk et al., 2011a)

were already quite involved, and we showed that the Bayesian case requires us to

deal with additional challenging issues (section 3.5.1). Still, we believe that the

importance of solving Bayesian security games would justify the devotion of further

effort to resolving this question, as well as to extending these techniques to related

problems.
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4

Cooperative Game Solution Concepts that
Maximize Stability under Noise

Computational cooperative game theory (see the overview by Chalkiadakis et al. (2011))

is emerging as an important toolbox in the coordination of coalitions in multiagent

systems. Much of cooperative game theory focuses on stability: no subset of agents

should have an incentive to break off and work on its own. Solutions satisfying this

criterion, straightforwardly interpreted, constitute the core, which is the standard

stability-oriented solution concept. While it is a useful analytical tool, the core is

likely to fall short in real multiagent settings, as it does not distinguish between so-

lutions that are just barely stable and ones that are stable by a comfortable margin.

This is particularly troublesome when the numbers used to compute the solution

are just noisy estimates of the true values of coalitions. Existing solution concepts

such as the least core and the nucleolus appear to provide some relief, as they in

some sense give the solutions that are the “most” stable. But what is the right sense

of “most” stable, particularly when we are worried about the fact that our input

numbers are no more than noisy estimates? And does the right sense lead us to the
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least core, the nucleolus, or something else? These are the questions we set out to

answer in this chapter.

Our contribution is to lay out a framework to address these issues and obtain some

first results. Specifically, we show that noise models can be designed that justify

the least core, the nucleolus, and their multiplicative versions as the most stable

solution(s). We do not claim to thereby establish definitively that these concepts are

the only ones that can reasonably be said to maximize stability in noisy environments.

One may find aspects of the noise model unappealing and modify the noise model

accordingly, which may lead either to an altogether new concept, or to a better

justification of an existing concept. The first question to answer, though, is whether

existing solution concepts can be justified in this manner at all, and what types of

noise model are needed for this. This is the aim of this chapter.1

4.1 Definitions

In section 1.4, we introduced the definitions of three solution concepts: the core,

the least core, and the nucleolus. In an intuitive sense, when the core is nonempty,

the least core can be seen as an attempt to make the solution more robust, and the

nucleolus as an attempt to make it even more robust. But from the perspective of

cooperative games without any uncertainty, it is hard to make this intuition precise,

because it implies 0% chance of a deviation from any solution in the core, and 100%

chance of a deviation from any solution outside of the core. Because our goal is

to formally justify these and related notions, we will need to define cooperative

games with uncertainty. Following that, we then discuss our framework for taking a

cooperative game without uncertainty and considering “noisy” versions of it.

1 The approach is analogous to that used to justify voting rules as maximum likelihood estimators
of the “correct” outcome, which we will discuss in the related research section.
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4.1.1 Cooperative Games with Uncertainty

To model cooperative games with uncertainty, a natural approach is to specify that

there is a random state of the world ω P Ω that affects the values of coalitions (see,

e.g., Ieong and Shoham (2008)). Let P be the probability measure that assigns a

probability PpAq P r0, 1s to each measurable2 event A Ď Ω.

Holding pΩ,Pq fixed, a cooperative game with uncertainty is specified by a pair

pN, V q where N is the set of agents as before, and V : 2N ˆ Ω Ñ R is a stochastic

characteristic function. That is, V pS, ωq is the value of subset S in realized world

ω. (We use V instead of v now to indicate that each V pSq is a random variable

whose value depends on ω.) In most of our paper, we will not make the state space

Ω explicit but rather work directly with distributions of the random variables V pSq.

Every cooperative game without uncertainty can be modeled as a cooperative

game with uncertainty where |Ω| “ 1. Conversely, given a cooperative game with

uncertainty pN, V q, one can derive an estimated cooperative game without uncer-

tainty pN, vq by letting (for example) vpSq “ ErV pSqs.

Payment vectors X : N ˆ Ω Ñ R can now in principle also become random.

(Again, for S Ď N , let XpS, ωq “
ř

iPS Xpi, ωq denote the total payment to S.)

However, this chapter mostly focuses on cases where both X and the grand coali-

tion value V pNq are deterministic: Xpi, ω1q “ Xpi, ω2q “ xpiq and V pN,ω1q “

V pN,ω2q “ vpNq for any i P N and ω1, ω2 P Ω. These assumptions are natural,

for example, in the context where there is a well-established group of agents with a

clear, cleanly worked out, and well-rehearsed plan of how to proceed (so that there

is effectively no uncertainty about the grand coalition’s value), but it is much less

2 The set of measurable events is typically 2Ω when Ω is finite, as is generally the case in the
computer science literature. However, restricting to finite Ω would pose some constraints on the
distributions (e.g., only discrete distributions). To avoid that, we allow Ω to be infinite and even
uncountable, in which case the set of measurable events might not necessarily be 2Ω (e.g., Borel
sets might be enough). The point of all this is merely that we want to be able to use continuous
distributions.
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clear how subsets of agents would do if they would break off and “go into the wild”

on their own (see the examples in the following subsection). Even if the subset has

a good idea of how well it would do, or will have a good idea of this when it is time

to decide whether to deviate, this information will generally not be available for the

purpose of specifying payments (to the party specifying the payments, at the time

at which they need to be specified).

4.1.2 Ex-post Stability

In this chapter, we focus on ex-post stability (Ieong and Shoham, 2008), i.e., stability

when the realized world ω is revealed. Given a payment rule X and a game pN, V q,

let X ě V denote the set of stable worlds tω | @S Ď N, XpS, ωq ě V pS, ωqu.

Our objective is then finding X (usually, a deterministic payment vector x) that

maximizes PpX ě V q, the probability of ex-post stability. There are at least two

interpretations of this objective.

The first one is motivated by games where the state of the world is learned over

time after the contract (payment rule X) has been established. For example, consider

an enterprise that hires a team of new employees for a new project under contract X

(typically, this would be a deterministic contract x). At the point of establishing the

contract, the team members may not know each other, and as a result do not know

the value V pSq that each subcoalition would generate in any single month. Over

many months of cooperation, however, they will get to know each other well enough

to accurately assess this value, and at that point they may decide to stay in the big

enterprise (the grand coalition being stable) or a subteam may resign to open a new

company.

The other interpretation concerns games where the different (subsets of) agents

simply have different perceptions of their values, and the randomness derives from

uncertainty about how agents perceive their values. In this case, V pSq represents
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the value that coalition S perceives itself as being able to obtain on its own. Let us

suppose that there is no uncertainty about V pNq “ vpNq and that we must have

a deterministic payment vector x (as we do in most of this chapter). From the

perspective of the party tasked with determining x, V pSq is a random variable, over

which it has a subjective distribution. Then, if it turns out that xpSq ă V pSq, S will

deviate (regardless of whether S’s perception of its own value was in fact correct).

In this context, it is natural for the party tasked with determining the payment rule

to try to maximize Ppx ě V q, the probability that no coalition will deviate, with

respect to its own subjective probability distribution. This appears to match well

with the fact that in the real world, we will probably never be completely sure about

what is going on in the minds of a particular coalition and, hence, about whether it

will decide to deviate.

4.1.3 Noise

We assume that a point estimate pN, vq (a game without uncertainty) is known at the

point where we determine payments. The true game differs from this point estimate

by random noise D, where D “ v ´ V , or equivalently, V “ v ´D. Hence, the true

game is a game with uncertainty, which is obtained by subtracting the noise from

the estimate.

Given the point estimate pN, vq, we can use traditional solution concepts for

games without uncertainty (e.g., the least core or the nucleolus) to compute a solution

x. In this chapter, we study whether there is a distribution of the noise such that

this solution x is optimal for the true game pN, V q in terms of ex-post stability.

More precisely, what conditions on the distribution of D guarantee that x maximizes

Ppx ě V q among all possible solutions x?

We make the following assumptions on the distribution of D throughout this

chapter (except where otherwise specified).
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Assumption 1. As mentioned and justified in the previous two subsections, we

assume DpNq “ 0, so that the grand coalition’s value V pNq “ vpNq is fixed. Hence,

we can determine whether a deterministic payoff vector x is feasible.

Assumption 2. For any H Ĺ S1, S2 Ĺ N , the random variables DpS1q and

DpS2q follow the same distribution F . This simplifies our specification to only one

distribution F , rather than 2n ´ 2 distributions FS. (Of course, the fact that we

can justify the least core and the nucleolus even under this restriction makes the

result stronger rather than weaker, because it immediately implies that they can

be justified in the unrestricted case too, whereas the opposite is not necesarily the

case.) One may well argue that this assumption is unrealistic, as one would expect a

subset with higher estimated value vpSq to also have higher expected absolute noise

Er|DpSq|s. We will revisit this in the section on multiplicative noise.

It bears emphasizing that the second assumption does not imply that DpS1q and

DpS2q are identical—they are just identically distributed. Neither does this assump-

tion say that DpS1q and DpS2q are independent. On the other hand, identical /

i.i.d. random variables DpS1q, DpS2q constitute two special cases that satisfy this

assumption. We will use them to generate the least core and the nucleolus, respec-

tively.

4.2 Related Research

There are various previous axiomatizations of cooperative game-theoretic solution

concepts (Peleg, 1985; Potters, 1991; Snijders, 1995; Orshan, 1993; Sudhölter, 1997).

The axioms (such as the reduced game property) are often quite complicated, ar-

guably more complicated than the definition of the solution concept itself. In this

chapter, rather than characterizing the concepts axiomatically, we characterize them

as solving an optimization problem. Similar approaches have been used in social

choice to characterize voting rules, notably the distance rationalizability frame-
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work Meskanen and Nurmi (2008); Elkind et al. (2009a) and the maximum like-

lihood framework (Young, 1988, 1995; Drissi-Bakhkhat and Truchon, 2004; Conitzer

and Sandholm, 2005; Xia and Conitzer, 2011; Pivato, 2013). Our work particularly

resembles the latter line of work due to its focus on noisy observations of an unob-

served truth.

Stochastic cooperative games were first introduced and studied in the 1970s (Charnes

and Granot, 1976, 1977). In those papers, the payment is made in two stages to han-

dle the uncertainty about the grand coalition’s value V pNq. In most of this chapter,

we assume that V pNq is deterministic, so that payments can be determined im-

mediately. Another major difference from our work is that those papers concern

maximizing the stability of each coalition separately, while we maximize the prob-

ability that all coalitions are simultaneously stable. Hence, for example, whether

V pS1q and V pS2q are independent or not affects our result but not theirs.

Although we predominantly focus on deterministic payments, our notation X

does allow random payments. Suijs et al. (1999) and Suijs and Borm (1999), for

computational reasons, the authors restricted the payment vectors into the form of a

pair of vectors pd, rq, where d is the deterministic share vector and r the relative share

vector. This was further simplified into one demand vector d by Chalkiadakis and

Boutilier (2004) and Chalkiadakis et al. (2007), so that Xpiq “ V pNqdpiq{
ř

iPN dpiq.

In this chapter, we will briefly mention that the multiplicative least core, a concept

that we introduce later, can be characterized as corresponding to optimal d when

only V pNq is uncertain.

The multiplicative least core is similar to the weak least core (Shapley and Shubik,

1966; Bejan and Gómez, 2009; Meir et al., 2011) in the sense that larger coalitions

are allowed to have larger excess. The difference is that the multiplicative least core

compares the excess to vpSq, while the weak least core compares it to |S|. We argue

that, at least in some cases, the former makes more sense. For example, a single-
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agent coalition with a value of 1 billion may easily accept an excess of 100 and not

deviate, while a single-agent (or even multiagent) coalition with a value of 100 and an

excess of 100 would feel strongly inclined to deviate, thereby doubling its payment.

Finally, our notation is compatible with the partition and type models that have

been predominantly used in previous work on cooperative games with uncertainty.

Agent world partitions (see, e.g., Ieong and Shoham (2008)) and agent types (see,

e.g., Myerson (2007) and Chalkiadakis and Boutilier (2007)) both represent the pri-

vate information that agents possess (in addition to the common prior). World

partitions can be naturally specified in our notation using Ω. For agent types, we

can let the world set Ω be Θ1ˆΘ2ˆ . . .ˆΘn, where Θi is the set of possible types of

agent i—a standard trick. In general, since we allow Ω to be infinite and uncountable,

our notation allows us to represent richer private information (an arbitrary σ-field is

allowed, rather than just partitions). However, we focus on stability ex post rather

than ex interim (or ex ante, as studied by Bachrach et al. (2012)), so agents’ private

information does not play any significant role here.

4.3 Characterizing the Least Core

In this section, we show that under certain assumptions on the noise D, payments

are optimal if and only if they are in the least core. The key assumption is that

the noise is identical for all coalitions (e.g., if one coalition’s realized value is 10

above its estimate, the same will be true for all other coalitions). The proof is quite

straightforward, which arguably indicates that the solution concept is justified by our

approach in a natural manner. On the other hand, one may well take issue with the

key assumption—for example, we would expect coalitions with large values to also

experience larger noise. We will revisit this in the section on multiplicative noise,

leading to our definition of the multiplicative least core. This illustrates how our

approach can do more than justify an existing solution concept; it can also naturally
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lead us to an improvement of it.

Theorem 33. When the noise of any two subsets H Ĺ S1, S2 Ĺ N is identical

(DpS1q “ DpS2q), and its distribution has full support (the cumulative density func-

tion (CDF) is strictly increasing everywhere—e.g., a normal distribution), then a

payment x maximizes stability (Ppx ě V q “ Ppx ě v ´Dq) if and only if it is in the

least core. (Moreover, even when the distribution does not have full support, any x

in the least core maximizes stability.)

Proof. (“If” direction.) Let x˚ be an element in the least core. If x˚ were not

optimal, then there must be another x such that Ppx ě v ´ Dq ą Ppx˚ ě v ´ Dq.

That requires at least one world ω P Ω in which x˚pS 1q ă vpS 1q ´DpS 1, ωq for some

H Ĺ S 1 Ĺ N while xpSq ě vpSq ´DpS, ωq holds for all H Ĺ S Ĺ N . Because DpSq

is identical for all S, let DpS, ωq “ ε. Then x is in the ε-core while x˚ is not in it.

This violates the definition of the least core.

(“Only if” direction.) Let εpxq denote maxHĹSĹN vpSq ´ xpSq. Then Ppx ě

v ´ Dq “ PpD ě εpxqq. Since D has full support, x must minimize ε to maximize

the stability.

4.4 Characterizing the Nucleolus

In this section, we consider whether it is possible to characterize the nucleolus with

assumptions on the noise D. It turns out that we can, if we move to a richer model

where we consider what happens in the limit for a sequence of noise distributions.

Naturally, one may be somewhat dissatisfied with this, preferring instead to charac-

terize the concept with a single distribution. Unfortunately, as we will show, this is

impossible (under i.i.d. noise), necessitating the move to a richer model. In a sense,

the result involving a sequence of distributions shows that we can come arbitrarily

close to justifying the nucleolus with a single distribution, but due to its lexicographic
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nature we will always be slightly off.

The assumption that we made on the noise to characterize the least core is on the

extreme end where the DpSq are perfectly correlated (identical). In this section, we

go to the other extreme where the DpSq are independent. Hence, the 2n´ 2 random

variables DpSq are i.i.d. (due to our Assumption 2). To make the notation more

compact, let F pδq “ PpDpSq ě δq. This results in the following lemma.

Lemma 34. Let ξpSq “ vpSq ´ xpSq be the excess of coalition S Ă N . Let ~δ “

pδ1, δ2, . . . , δ2n´2q denote the excess vector (sorted from large to small). If the 2n ´ 2

random variables tDpSq|H Ĺ S Ĺ Nu are i.i.d. with PpDpSq ě δq “ F pδq, then the

probability of stability is

Ppx ě v ´Dq “
ź

HĹSĹN

PpDpSq ě ξpSqq “
2n´2
ź

i“1

F pδiq

Proof. Subset S’s stability xpSq ě V pSq is equivalent to vpSq´V pSq ě vpSq´xpSq,

and thus equivalent to DpSq ě ξpSq. Hence, the probability of S’s stability is

F pξpSqq. The lemma follows because the tDpSqu are independent.

Does the nucleolus necessarily maximize the expression in Lemma 34? No. For

example, consider the game where N “ ta, bu, vpNq “ 2, and vptauq “ vptbuq “

vpHq “ 0. The nucleolus gives xpaq “ xpbq “ 1, resulting in excess vector ~δ “

p´1,´1q. Alternatively, we could set x1paq “ 2, x1pbq “ 0 to obtain excess vector

~δ1 “ p0,´2q. Now suppose DpSq follows a distribution with F p´2q “ 1, F p´1q “ 0.7

and F p0q “ 0.5. Then, ~δ1 has a higher probability of stability, namely F p0qF p´2q “

0.5 ą F p´1q2 “ 0.49. But this only proves that one particular distribution F will not

work to characterize the nucleolus. What about others? Unfortunately, the following

proposition proves that no reasonable distribution will work.
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Proposition 35. For any fixed distribution F , if there exists a point q P R such that

F 1pqq ‰ 0 (so that the probability density function (PDF) is defined and nonzero at

q), then there exists a 3-player cooperative game whose nucleolus does not maximize

stability. Hence, no fixed noise distribution with nonzero derivative at some point

can guarantee the nucleolus’ optimality.

Proof. We know F 1pqq “ ρ ă 0 (F is non-increasing). Find a large number M " |q|

such that |F p´Mq ´ F p´M ´ εq| is opεq (meaning that this difference goes to zero

faster than ε itself as ε shrinks; note that if such an M did not exist, we could con-

clude that F is unbounded, but in fact F P r0, 1s). We then construct a 3-player

game pN “ ta, b, cu, vq with the following characteristic function v, nucleolus x˚, and

excess ξ˚ for x˚. We show that the following alternative payment x (with corre-

sponding excess ξ) has higher probability of stability than x˚.

v x˚ ξ˚ x ξ
abc 3M 3M 0 3M 0
ab 2M ` q 2M q 2M ` ε q ´ ε
ac 2M ` q 2M q 2M ` ε q ´ ε
bc 2M ` q 2M q 2M ´ 2ε q ` 2ε
a M ` q M q M ` 2ε q ´ 2ε
b 0 M ´M M ´ ε ´M ` ε
c 0 M ´M M ´ ε ´M ` ε

The probability of x˚ being stable is F p´Mq2F pqq4, which is smaller than the prob-

ability of x being stable:

F p´M ` εq2F pq ´ εq2F pq ´ 2εqF pq ` 2εq

“rF p´Mq ` opεqs2rF pqq ´ ρε` opεqs2ˆ

rF pqq ´ 2ρε` opεqsrF pqq ` 2ρε` opεqs

“F p´Mq2F pqq4 ` F p´Mq2F pqq3p´4ρε` 2ρεq ` opεq
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It follows that our characterization of the nucleolus will not be as clean as the one

we obtained for the least core. The intuition for the way in which we characterize

the nucleolus is as follows. The nucleolus corresponds to worrying more about large

excesses than about small excesses, but to still worry about small excesses as a

secondary objective. To some extent, it turns out we can achieve this by choosing

a noise distribution where decreasing a large excess has a much greater impact on

the probability of stability than decreasing a small excess. But this will at best

result in an approximation of the nucleolus, because the (exact) nucleolus would

require the former impact to be infinitely greater, which is impossible if decreasing a

small excess is still to have some impact (which is also necessary for the nucleolus).

Nevertheless, we can create a sequence of noise distributions that correspond to ever

better approximations, so that any other payment vector becomes less stable than

the nucleolus after some point in the sequence. We can additionally require that the

distributions in this sequence become ever more concentrated around our original

estimate of the value function. Thus, in a sense the nucleolus corresponds to what

we do in the limit as we become more and more confident in our estimate. The

following definition makes this precise.

Definition 36. Let tFcu be a sequence of distributions indexed by c P t0, 1, 2, . . .u

(the confidence). Let Dc be drawn according to Fc. We require that the larger con-

fidence c is, the less noisy Fc is: for any c1 ă c2 and ε ą 0, we have PpDc1pSq ą

εq ě PpDc2pSq ą εq and PpDc1pSq ă ´εq ě PpDc2pSq ă ´εq. We say a pay-

ment x˚ is strictly better than x under confidence (with respect to tFcu) if there

exists some confidence threshold C above which x˚ is always strictly better than x:

p@c ě Cq, Ppx˚ ě v ´Dcq ą Ppx ě v ´Dcq. We say x˚ is uniquely optimal under

confidence (with respect to tFcu) if for any other payment x ‰ x˚, x˚ is strictly better

than x under confidence.
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In words, a payment x˚ is uniquely optimal under confidence if for any other

payment x, x˚ is strictly more stable than x as long as we are confident enough

about our estimate of the value function (but how much confidence is enough may

depend on x). What conditions do we need on tFcu for the nucleolus to be uniquely

optimal? The following lemma gives a sufficient condition.

Lemma 37. If tFcu satisfies that for any δ P R, ε ą 0, and k ě 1, there exists a

threshold C such that for all c ě C, we have Fcpδq
k ą Fcpδ` εq, then the nucleolus is

uniquely optimal under confidence with respect to tFcu. The condition above is also

denoted as limcÑ8 Fcpδq
k ą Fcpδ ` εq for convenience.

Proof. Let x˚ be the nucleolus, with excess vector ~δ˚ “ pδ˚1 , δ
˚
2 , . . .q. Consider another

payment vector x ‰ x˚ with excess vector ~δ “ pδ1, δ2, . . .q, which must be strictly

greater than ~δ˚ in the lexicographic order (by uniqueness of the nucleolus). Let i be

the largest index (possibly 0) such that for all j ď i, δj “ δ˚j . Let k be the number of

excesses to the right of this δi (so that k equals the length of the excess vector minus

i). Because of Lemma 34 and the fact that the excess vector is in nonincreasing order,

the probability of x˚ being stable is bounded below as follows: Ppx˚ ě v ´ Dcq ě

p
śi

j“1 Fcpδ
˚
j qq ˆ Fcpδ

˚
i`1q

k. Meanwhile, because Fc ď 1, the probability of x being

stable is bounded above as follows: Ppx ě v ´ Dcq ď p
śi

j“1 Fcpδjqq ˆ Fcpδi`1q “

p
śi

j“1 Fcpδ
˚
j qq ˆ Fcpδi`1q. Since δi`1 ą δ˚i`1, let δ˚i`1 “ δ and δi`1 “ δ ` ε. Then, by

the condition in the statement of the lemma, we can choose a threshold C such that

for all c ě C, Fcpδ
˚
i`1q

k ą Fcpδi`1q, hence Ppx˚ ě v ´Dcq ą P px ě v ´Dcq.

While the precondition in Lemma 37 is useful, it is difficult to interpret in terms of

becoming ever more confident. The next two definitions do say something about how

quickly we need to become more confident, and together they imply the precondition

of Lemma 37.
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Definition 38 (Overestimate Condition). We say tFcu satisfies the overestimate

condition if for any δ ě 0, ε ą 0, and k ě 1, there exists a threshold C such that for

all c ě C, Fcpδq
k ą Fcpδ ` εq.

We call this the overestimate condition because for nonnegative δ, Fcpδq denotes

the probability that we overestimate (vpSq ě V pSq) and the error vpSq ´ V pSq is at

least δ. The overestimate condition then indicates that when we are very confident

(@c ě C), this probability diminishes to 0 extremely fast as δ increases: Fcpδ ` εq is

so much closer to 0 than Fcpδq that even Fcpδq
k is not as close to 0 as Fcpδ ` εq is.

Definition 39 (Underestimate Condition). Let Gcpδq “ 1 ´ Fcpδq. We say tFcu

satisfies the underestimate condition if for any δ ă 0, ε ą 0, and k ě 1, there exists

a threshold C such that for all c ě C, kGcpδ ´ εq ă Gcpδq.

Here, for δ ă 0, Gcpδq “ 1 ´ Fcpδq “ PpDcpSq “ vpSq ´ V pSq ď δq is the

probability that we underestimate (V pSq ą vpSq) and the error V pSq ´ vpSq is

greater than |δ|, which is why we call it the underestimate condition. Like the

overestimate condition, it indicates that when we are very confident, the probability

Gcpδq diminishes to 0 very fast as δ decreases: Gcpδ ´ εq is so much closer to 0 than

Gcpδq that even kGcpδ ´ εq is still closer to 0 than Gcpδq is.3

Lemma 40. If tFcu satisfies the overestimate condition and the underestimate con-

dition, then it also satisfies the condition limcÑ8 Fcpδq
k ą Fcpδ` εq from Lemma 37.

Proof. For δ ě 0, the condition limcÑ8 Fcpδq
k ą Fcpδ ` εq immediately follows from

the overestimate condition. It remains to show that the underestimate condition

implies that limcÑ8 Fcpδq
k ą Fcpδ`εq for δ ă 0. Since Fc is monotone, it is sufficient

to prove that the underestimate condition implies limcÑ8 Fcpδq
k ą Fnpδ`εq for δ ă 0

3 Note that the overestimate condition requires a faster diminishing speed than the underestimate
condition: in the former, even exponentiation by k does not change the order, whereas in the latter,
only multiplication by k does not change the order.
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and ε ă ´δ (as this will immediately imply the same for larger ε). Let δ1 “ δ` ε ă 0.

By the underestimate condition, there exists a C such that for all c ě C, we have

kGcpδ
1 ´ εq ă Gcpδ

1q. Then for all c ě C, Fcpδq
k “ Fcpδ

1 ´ εqk “ p1´Gcpδ
1 ´ εqqk ą

1 ´ kGcpδ
1 ´ εq ą 1 ´ Gcpδ

1q “ F pδ ` εq, where the first inequality follows from

Bernoulli’s inequality.

Combining all of the preceding lemmas, we obtain the following theorem about

the nucleolus.

Theorem 41. When the noise tDpSqu is drawn i.i.d. across coalitions H Ĺ S Ĺ N ,

the nucleolus is uniquely optimal under confidence for any sequence of distributions

tFcu that satisfies both the overestimate and underestimate conditions.

Such sequences indeed exist:

Proposition 42. For tFcpδq “ expp´ecδqu, both the overestimate and underestimate

conditions are satisfied.

Proof. (Overestimate condition.) For any δ ě 0, ε ą 0 and k ě 1, let C “

rplog kq{εs` 1. For all c ě C,

pFcpδqq
k

Fcpδ ` εq
“

expp´kecδq

expp´ecpδ`εqq
“ expppecε ´ kqecδq ą 1

so Fcpδq
k ą Fcpδ ` εq for all c ě C.

(Underestimate condition.) For any real number x ą 0, by Taylor’s theorem (with

the Lagrange form remainder)4 we can bound e´x above and below by 1´x ď e´x ď

1´ x` x2{2. Therefore Fcpδq “ expp´ecδq is bounded above and below by 1´ ecδ ď

Fcpδq ď 1 ´ ecδ ` e2cδ{2, which implies ecδ ´ e2cδ{2 ď Gcpδq ď ecδ. Hence to obtain

kGcpδ´ εq ă Gcpδq, it is sufficient to show kecpδ´εq ă ecδ ´ e2cδ{2, which is equivalent

4 e´x “ 1 ´ x ` R2pxq where R2pxq “ e´ξLx2{2 ě 0. e´x “ 1 ´ x ` x2{2 ` R3pxq where
R3pxq “ ´e

´ξLx3{6 ď 0.
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Figure 4.1: The CDF (1´F ) and PDF (´F 1) of distributions in tFcpδq “ PpDpSq ě
δq “ expp´ecδqu which satisfies both the overestimate condition and the underesti-
mate condition.

to ke´cεecδ ă p1´ecδ{2qecδ, which in turn is equivalent to ke´cε ă p1´ecδ{2q because

ecδ ą 0. Note that for δ ă 0, ε ą 0 and k ě 1, we have limcÑ8 ke
´cε “ 0 while

limcÑ8p1 ´ ecδ{2q “ 1. Hence we can find a threshold C such that for all c ě C,

ke´cε ă 1{2 ă p1´ ecδ{2q, and therefore kGcpδ ´ εq ă Gcpδq.

The CDF (1 ´ F ) and PDFs (´F 1) corresponding to distributions in Propo-

sition 42 are plotted in Figure 4.1. Sequences where the probability of large noise

decreases significantly more slowly, such as texpp´ceδqu, will not suffice, even though

in this sequence the probability of larger noise becomes arbitrarily smaller than that

of smaller noise.

4.4.1 Partial Nucleolus

So far, we have used noise models to justify existing solution concepts. One benefit of

doing so is that we can now investigate whether these noise models are reasonable (in

all circumstances), adjust them when they are not, and perhaps obtain new solution
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concepts as a result.

For example: in some cases, we might expect that there is only overestimate error

(the noise is nonnegative).5 For example, DpSq “ vpSq ´ V pSq ě 0 may correspond

to an unknown cost that S has to pay if S deviates (so the value that S truly has

after deviating is V pSq “ vpSq´DpSq). We introduce the following solution concept:

Definition 43 (Partial Nucleolus). Given payment vector x, the nonnegative excess

vector consists of the following 2n´2 numbers in non-increasing order: maxp0, vpSq´

xpSqqHĹSĹN . The partial nucleolus is the set of x that lexicographically minimize the

nonnegative excess vector.

We can characterize the partial nucleolus as consisting exactly of the optimal

payment vectors for certain sequences of distributions. The (omitted) proof is similar

to that given for the nucleolus above.

Theorem 44. When the noise tDpSqu is drawn i.i.d. across coalitions H Ĺ S Ĺ N ,

the partial nucleolus is optimal (with all payment vectors in the partial nucleolus

performing equally well, and strictly better than any other payment vector) under

confidence with respect to any sequence of distributions tFcu that satisfies the over-

estimate condition and Fcp0q “ 1 (for nonnegativity of the noise).

4.5 Multiplicative Noise

In the noise models considered so far, DpSq follows the same distribution F for all

H Ĺ S Ĺ N . One may argue that this is an unreasonable aspect of these models.

For example, it seems unreasonable to say that the probability that revenue turns

out $1B higher than expected is the same for Google and Yahoo (because Google’s

revenue is much bigger), but it seems reasonable to to say that the probability that

5 This would not be consistent with the estimate corresponding to the expected value, but this is
anyway not necessary for any of our results.
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revenue turns out 2% higher than expected is the same for both. To address this,

we now introduce multiplicative noise, which makes the noise distribution the same

in relative terms.

Throughout this section, we assume that v and V are nonnegative. We then

use a standard trick using logarithms (which will map these nonnegative numbers

to the full set of real numbers) to adapt our results in the additive model to the

multiplicative model.

Previously, our noise D “ v ´ V was defined in an additive manner. Now, we

define the multiplicative noise Dˆ to be logpv{V q “ log v´ log V . The multiplicative

noise Dˆ remains unchanged if v and V are both multiplied by the same amount ρ:

Dˆ “ logpρvq ´ logpρV q “ log v ´ log V . When Dˆ “ 0, v “ V ; as Dˆ moves away

from 0, v moves further away from V ; and when DˆpSq follows the same distribution

F for all S, the expected absolute value of (additive) noise Ep|v´V |q “ vEp|1´e´Dˆ |q

grows in proportion with v.

A minor problem for Dˆ is that logpv{V q is not well defined when either v or V

is 0. In this chapter, we will be interested in generative models in which we draw

a real (but finite) DˆpSq for each coalition S (so 0 ă eD
ˆpSq ă 8). Therefore,

vpSq “ 0 ô V pSq “ 0, resulting in logpv{V q “ logp0{0q. This means that when

vpSq “ V pSq “ 0, we will not be able to recover what exact amount of noise DˆpSq

was drawn, but this will not matter for stability because V pSq “ 0 for any DˆpSq.

We now define the multiplicative excess. The multiplicative excess represents by

how great a factor a coalition could make itself better (or worse) off by deviating.

One could argue that this is intuitively a better measure of how likely a coalition

is to deviate: a coalition that is currently receiving 1 billion will not feel greatly

incentivized to deviate to obtain an additional 100, but one that is currently receiving

100 is likely to deviate if doing so means doubling its payoff. Moreover, it lines up

nicely with the notion of multiplicative noise: a coalition will have no incentive to
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deviate iff its multiplicative noise is at least its multiplicative excess.

Definition 45 (Multiplicative Excess). The multiplicative excess of coalition S is

defined as ξˆpSq “ log vpSq ´ log xpSq. When vpSq “ 0, we define ξˆpSq “ ´8

(indicating complete stability). When vpSq ą 0 and xpSq “ 0, we define ξˆ “ `8

(indicating complete instability).

Based on this, we can define the multiplicative least core.

Definition 46 (Multiplicative Least Core). Let the multiplicative ε-core be tx|xpNq “

vpNq and ξˆpSq ď ε for all H Ĺ S Ĺ Nu (`8 and ´8 may appear as we defined

for the multiplicative excess). The multiplicative least core is the nonempty multi-

plicative ε-core with the minimum ε (which can be positive or nonpositive, depending

on whether the core is empty or not).

We then obtain the following analogue of Theorem 33.

Theorem 47. When the multiplicative noise of any two subsets H Ĺ S1, S2 Ĺ N

is identical (DˆpS1q “ DˆpS2q), and its distribution has full support (the CDF is

strictly increasing everywhere—e.g., a normal distribution), then a payment x max-

imizes stability (Ppx ě V q “ Ppx ě v{eD
ˆ

q) if and only if it is in the multiplicative

least core. (Moreover, even if the distribution does not have full support, any x in

the multiplicative least core maximizes stability.)

Proof. (“If” direction.) Let x˚ be an element in the multiplicative least core. If

x˚ were not optimal, then there must be another x such that Ppx ě v{eD
ˆ

q ą

Ppx˚ ě v{eD
ˆ

q. That requires that there exists at least one world ω P Ω in which

x˚pS 1q ă vpS 1q{eD
ˆpS1,ωq for some S 1 Ĺ N while xpSq ě vpSq{eD

ˆpS,ωq holds for all

S Ĺ N . Because DˆpSq is identical for all S, let DˆpS, ωq “ ε. Then x is in the

multiplicative ε-core while x˚ is not in it. This violates the definition of the least

core.
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(“Only if” direction.) Let F be a distribution whose CDF strictly increases

everywhere on R. Let εpxq denote maxHĹSĹN ξ
ˆpSq. Then Ppx ě v{eD

ˆ

q “ PpDˆ ě

εpxqq. Since F ’s CDF is strictly increasing (and F p´8q “ 1, F p`8q “ 0 when ε

becomes 8), x must minimize ε to maximize the stability.

We can also define the multiplicative nucleolus and obtain a result analogous to

Theorem 41.

Definition 48 (Multiplicative Nucleolus). The multiplicative excess vector of a pay-

ment x consists of the following 2n´2 numbers in nonincreasing order: pξˆpSqqHĹSĹN .

The multiplicative nucleolus consists of the payment vectors x that lexicographically

minimize the excess vector.

Theorem 49. When the multiplicative noise tDˆpSqu is drawn i.i.d. across coali-

tions H Ĺ S Ĺ N , the multiplicative nucleolus is optimal (with all payment vectors

in the multiplicative nucleolus performing equally well, and strictly better than any

other payment vector) under confidence with respect to any sequence of distributions

tFcu for the multiplicative noise that satisfies both the overestimate condition and the

underestimate condition.6

Proof. Suppose that a payment vector x has multiplicative excess vector

~δ “ pδ1, δ2, . . . , δ2n´2q and the multiplicative noise DˆpSq is drawn i.i.d. with distri-

bution F pδq “ PpDˆpSq ě δq. Since subset S’s stability xpSq ě V pSq is equivalent

to DˆpSq ě ξˆpSq, the probability of S’s stability is F pξˆpSqq. We then have the

following equation similar to the one in Lemma 34.

Ppx ě V q “
2n´2
ź

i“1

F pδiq

6 Even though the conditions are identical to those for the additive nucleolus, they are now applied
to the distribution of the multiplicative noise, not the distribution of the additive noise. Thus, the
set of distributions over true value V satisfying the conditions is different. This is why we obtain a
different solution concept.
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The remainder of the proof is identical to the corresponding proof for the additive

nucleolus; it follows below.

From Lemma 40, we have limcÑ8 Fcpδq
k ą Fcpδ` εq. Let x˚ be an element in the

multiplicative nucleolus, with multiplicative excess vector ~δ˚ “ pδ˚1 , δ
˚
2 , . . .q. Consider

another payment vector with lexicographically larger excess vector ~δ “ pδ1, δ2, . . .q.

Let i be the largest index (possibly 0) such that for all j ď i, δj “ δ˚j . Let k be the

number of excesses to the right of this δi (so that k equals the length of the excess

vector minus i). Because the excess vector is in nonincreasing order, the probability of

x˚ being stable is bounded below as follows: Ppx˚ ě V q ě p
śi

j“1 Fcpδ
˚
j qqˆFcpδ

˚
i`1q

k.

Meanwhile, because Fc ď 1, the probability of x being stable is bounded above as

follows: Ppx ě V q ď p
śi

j“1 Fcpδjqq ˆ Fcpδi`1q “ p
śi

j“1 Fcpδ
˚
j qq ˆ Fcpδi`1q. Since

δi`1 ą δ˚i`1, let δ˚i`1 “ δ and δi`1 “ δ ` ε. Then, by the condition limcÑ8 Fcpδq
k ą

Fcpδ ` εq, we can choose a threshold C such that for all c ě C, Fcpδ
˚
i`1q

k ą Fcpδi`1q,

hence Ppx˚ ě V q ą P px ě V q.

Using similar techniques as for the regular nucleolus, it can be shown that the

multiplicative nucleolus is unique as long as there exist n coalitions S with vpSq ą 0

that are linearly independent.7

Theorem 50. The multiplicative nucleolus is unique as long as there exist n coali-

tions S with vpSq ą 0 that are linearly independent.

Proof. We will prove that if two payment vectors x, y both lexicographically min-

imize the multiplicative excess vector ~δ, then for every subset H Ĺ S Ĺ N , their

multiplicative excess must be equal: ξˆx pSq “ ξˆy pSq. Since for any S with vpSq ą 0,

xpSq can be uniquely determined from ξˆpSq (even if ξˆpSq “ `8), x and y must be

equal if there are n subsets H Ĺ S Ĺ N with vpSq ą 0 that are linearly independent.

7 vpSq “ 0 is equivalent to S being “forbidden” in the remark following the proof of Theorem 2
in Schmeidler (1969).
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We prove that ξˆx pSq “ ξˆy pSq for all S by contradiction. Suppose that x, y have

the same multiplicative excess vector ~δ but for some S, their multiplicative excesses

are different. Let S˚ be such a coalition with the maximum excess δS˚ (across both

excess vectors):

S˚ P arg maxHĹSĹN :ξˆx pSq‰ξ
ˆ
y pSq

maxpξˆx pSq, ξ
ˆ
y pSqq

δS˚ “ maxpξˆx pS
˚
q, ξˆy pS

˚
qq

Let #px, δq denote the number of subsets that have multiplicative excess δ under

payment vector x: #px, δq “ |tH Ĺ S Ĺ N | ξˆx pSq “ δu|. Then, let us consider

payment vector z “ px`yq{2; we will argue that it leads to a lexicographically lower

excess vector. δS˚ is the maximum multiplicative excess on any coalition where ξˆx

and ξˆy disagree, so for any other S with ξˆx pSq ą δS˚ or ξˆy pSq ą δS˚ , we must have

ξˆx pSq “ ξˆy pSq, and thus xpSq “ ypSq or vpSq “ 0. Hence for those S, we have

ξˆz pSq “ ξˆx pSq “ ξˆy pSq. It follows that for all δ ą δS˚ , we have #pz, δq “ #px, δq “

#py, δq. For the remaining subsets S, they all satisfy maxpξˆx pSq, ξ
ˆ
y pSqq ď δS˚ .

Hence #pz, δS˚q “ |tH Ĺ S Ĺ N | ξˆx pSq “ ξˆy pSq “ δS˚u|. Yet there is one subset S˚

such that ξˆx pS
˚q ‰ ξˆy pS

˚q. Without loss of generality, let δS˚ “ ξˆx pS
˚q ą ξˆy pS

˚q.

Then #pz, δS˚q “ |tH Ĺ S Ĺ N | ξˆx pSq “ ξˆy pSq “ δS˚u| ă |tH Ĺ S Ĺ N | ξˆx pSq “

ξˆy pSq “ δS˚u| ` 1 ď #px, δS˚q, contradicting that x lexicographically minimizes the

multiplicative excess vector.

Very similarly, we can also obtain a multiplicative version of the partial nucleolus.

4.6 Random Grand Coalition Value

We now discuss a different setting in which the multiplicative least core is optimal. To

introduce this setting, we note that multiplying all subcoalition values vpSq (S Ĺ N)

by a factor ρ “ 1{eD
ˆ

(V pSq “ ρvpSq) is, in some sense, equivalent to multiplying

(only) the grand coalition’s value vpNq by the factor’s inverse (V pNq “ vpNq{ρ). In
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the latter scenario, (only) the grand coalition’s value is not known at the outset; in

such cases, it is natural to restrict attention to payment rules that give each agent a

fixed share of the eventually realized value V pNq.

For example, suppose that a group of friends who know each other (so V pSq is

deterministic) decide to begin a risky startup. The average revenue that the startup

can generate each month V pNq is a random variable for them. Before startup, a

share payment contract x (agent i gets V pNq ˆ xpiq{xpNq each month) has to be

specified. After months of operating the startup, they eventually learn what V pNq

exactly is (V pN,ωq), and they can decide to continue with this startup (the grand

coalition being stable) or not.

In this case, the multiplicative least core will also consist exactly of the optimal

share rules. (This directly follows from Theorem 47.)

Theorem 51. When only the grand coalition’s value has noise (for any H Ĺ S Ĺ N ,

PpV pSq “ vpSqq “ 1), and the CDF of that noise is strictly increasing everywhere on

R (e.g., a normal distribution), then x is the share rule (Xpiq “ V pNq ¨ xpiq{xpNq)

that maximizes stability if and only if x is in the multiplicative least core (after

normalizing xpNq to vpNq). (Moreover, even if the CDF is not strictly increasing,

any x in the multiplicative least core maximizes stability.)

In fact, one way to compute the multiplicative least core is binary searching

the maximum ρ such that the modified game pN, v1q where v1pNq “ vpNq{ρ and

v1pSq “ vpSq for all S Ĺ N has a non-empty core. The core of that modified

game pN, v1q will correspond to the multiplicative least core (with some normalizing).

Hence for any cooperative game representation schemes in which vpNq can be easily

modified, the computational complexity of computing the multiplicative least core

is almost no harder than that of the core. This is an exclusive property that the

multiplicative least core has while the additive least core does not.
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4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we justified the least core and the nucleolus by proving that they

maximize the probability of ex-post stability under particular noise models. In words,

the least core is uniquely optimal when the noise of each coalition is perfectly cor-

related, and the nucleolus is uniquely optimal when the noise is independent and

additionally, we are very confident that the noise is small—intuitively, the probabil-

ity of larger noise is infinitesimal compared to the probability of smaller noise. This

appears to nicely reflect the intuitive sense in which these solutions are “more” stable

than the core. Moreover, by modifying the noise models in ways that make them

arguably more realistic, we obtained several new solution concepts. For example,

when there is only uncertainty about a nonnegative cost that a coalition experiences

from deviating, the partial nucleolus is optimal; when the noise DpSq of a coalition’s

value scales proportionately with its estimated value vpSq (and the multiplicative

noises tDˆpSqu are identically distributed), the multiplicative least core and nucleo-

lus become optimal.
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5

Complexity of Stability-based Solution Concepts in
Multi-issue and MC-net Cooperative Games

In the previous chapter, we discussed that several solution concepts, such as the

least core and the nucleolus, are the most stable payment schemes under particular

noise models. We now turn our attention to their computational complexities, which

heavily depend on how a cooperative game pN, vq is represented.

The straightforward way to represent a cooperative game with n agents requires

listing 2n numbers vpSq, one for each coalition S Ď N . This is generally not feasible.

Usually, however, there is structure in the game that allows us to represent it com-

pactly. A variety of compact representation schemes have been proposed, including

weighted voting games (Chalkiadakis et al., 2011, Chapter 4), flow games (Kalai and

Zemel, 1982), graph games (Deng and Papadimitriou, 1994), matching games (Deng

et al., 1999), coalition synergy group games (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2006a), and

skill/resource games (Bachrach and Rosenschein, 2008), among others. In this chap-

ter, we focus on representations whose compactness relies on the insight that the

characteristic function v is often a sum of multiple functions—that is, v “
ř

t vt
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for multiple issues t—where each vt can be represented compactly. For example, if

for each individual issue t, many (for example, all but a constant number of) are

dummy agents (where i is a dummy agent for vt if vtpSYtiuq “ vtpSq for all S), then

we can explicitly specify the value of the function vt for each subset of non-dummy

agents (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2004). Alternatively, Marginal Contribution nets

(MC-nets) (Ieong and Shoham, 2005) specify, for each issue, a logical pattern such

that some constant value is obtained if the coalition satisfies the pattern, and zero

otherwise. Both of these representation schemes are fully expressive; necessarily,

some games will require exponential space to specify, but many interesting families

of games (e.g., graph games) can be specified compactly.

MC-nets in particular have received a significant amount of attention in recent

years. Which games can be specified compactly using them depends on which log-

ical operators are allowed in the patterns. The original paper (Ieong and Shoham,

2005) focused on the case where only conjunctions and negations (and no brackets)

are allowed. More recently, it was extended to also allow disjunctions and brack-

ets (Elkind et al., 2009b). Inspired by these papers, our main objective in this

chapter is to systematically characterize how the complexity of solving cooperative

games represented as MC-nets depends on what constraints are imposed on patterns

– specifically, which logical operators are allowed and whether negative values are

allowed.

5.1 Related Research

Deng and Papadimitriou (1994) proved that the Core-Emptiness problem (see

Definition 53) is NP-complete in graph games where agents are vertices and a coali-

tion’s value is the sum of all edges’ weights in the subgraph induced by that coali-

tion. As has been previously pointed out (Ieong and Shoham, 2005; Greco et al.,

2011a), MC-nets can encode graph games efficiently, so the problem is also hard for
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MC-nets. However, a natural and extremely common constraint on the character-

istic function is for it to be superadditive, that is, for S X S 1 “ H, we must have

vpSYS 1q ě vpSq` vpS 1q. The intuition is that one course of action for any coalition

is simply to further divide into two subcoalitions and take the sum of their values,

so the (maximum) value the coalition can achieve must be at least this sum. Graph

games are superadditive if and only if there are no negative edges, and if there are

no negative edges the graph game must be convex and its core nonempty. So, if

a superadditivity constraint is added, the Core-Emptiness problem is trivial for

graph games, and its complexity is not clear for MC-nets.

Conitzer and Sandholm (2006a) introduced a compact representation scheme that

fundamentally relied on the game being superadditive. They proved that the Core-

Emptiness problem is coNP-complete under their representation. However, they

proved that this hardness was strictly due to the hardness of computing the value

of the grand coalition (vpNq) under their representation, because once that value

is given, the Core-Emptiness problem can be solved in polynomial time. Hence

this result cannot imply hardness for MC-nets, where vpNq is easy to compute.

In other work (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2004), Conitzer and Sandholm consider the

multi-issue representation described above (a constant number of non-dummy agents

per issue) and proved that the harder Not-In-Core problem (see Definition 54) is

NP-complete even with a superadditivity constraint. However, they did not settle

the complexity of the Core-Emptiness problem under these conditions. In this

chapter, we prove that the Core-Emptiness problem is in fact NP-complete under

a multi-issue representation (with a constant number of non-dummy agents for all

but one issue), even when requiring superadditivity. We show that this also implies

hardness for several, but not all, variants of MC-nets. The proof is quite involved; we

will give some intuition for why this might be necessary at the end of Section 5.2.2.

Note that our work is not the first to prove NP-hardness for the Core-Emptiness
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problem in cooperative games that are superadditive. Greco et al. (2011b) proved

such hardness for games that are specified using “polynomial-time worth functions”.

But their result does not seem to apply to MC-nets and multi-issue games, as their

representation scheme is significantly more powerful. Specifically, in their hardness

proof, the coalition value switches to some value once the coalition size exceeds |N |{2,

and we do not see how this can be expressed using MC-nets with only limited logical

operators or using multi-issue games with small issues. On the other hand, our result

implies their hardness result, as SILT games—the family of games for which we prove

hardness—are polynomial-time worth function games. To the best of our knowledge,

no hardness results are known for Core-Emptiness under MC-nets or multi-issue

representations. Previous results left open the possibility that these problems were

polynomial-time solvable under such representation schemes.

Although the core is a computationally challenging solution concept in many

cases, some positive results are known. For example, the Not-In-Core problem is

in P for MC-nets if the treewidth of the corresponding agent graph is bounded (Ieong

and Shoham, 2005). This problem is also in P for graph (or hyper-graph) games if all

the edges (or hyperedges) have non-negative values (Deng and Papadimitriou, 1994).

Those games correspond to MC-nets with only ^ operators and non-negative pat-

tern values. In fact, Deng and Papadimitriou (1994) gave an efficient network flow

algorithm that can solve a harder problem: Most-Violated-Coalition (see Defi-

nition 55).1 A similar network flow algorithm can be found in Lawler (1976, p. 125).

(The provisioning problem there is identical to the Most-Violated-Coalition

problem.) Those algorithms can further be used to compute an element of the least

core, and, under certain conditions (Faigle et al., 2001), the nucleolus, efficiently.

The nucleolus is a very attractive solution concept; among other properties, it is

1 They do not explicitly state that their algorithm can solve this problem, but it does. Specifically,
the maximum violation is vpAq (or equivalently vpNq “ xpNq in their paper’s notation) minus the
value of the maximum flow/minimum cut.
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unique and it lies within the core whenever the core is nonempty.

As becomes apparent from the above discussion, the three problems Core-

Emptiness, Not-In-Core, and Most-Violated-Coalition are closely related

to each other and to stability-based solution concepts like the core, the least core

and the nucleolus. This makes it natural to study them all together, as we do in the

rest of this chapter.

5.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we define the computational problems that we study, and review some

basic results. We will not yet discuss how games are represented; the definitions of the

computational problems are valid for any representation scheme (though of course

their complexity depends on which scheme is used).

5.2.1 Problem Definitions

Given agents N , we first formally define the core:

Definition 52 (Core). Let x : N Ñ R denote a payment vector and let xpSq “
ř

aPS xpaq be the total payment to coalition S Ď N . The core is the set of payment

vectors with xpNq “ vpNq that pay every coalition at least its value, i.e., tx | xpNq “

vpNq ^ p@S Ď NqxpSq ě vpSqu.

We will study the following related decision problems:

Definition 53. In the Core-Emptiness problem, we are given a cooperative game.

The instance has a yes answer if and only if the core of that game is empty.

Definition 54. In the Not-In-Core problem, we are given a cooperative game and

a payment vector x (xpNq “ vpNq). The instance has a yes answer if and only if x

is not in the core of that game (that is, there exists a blocking coalition H Ĺ S Ĺ N

such that vpSq ą xpSq).
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Definition 55. In the Most-Violated-Coalition problem, we are given a co-

operative game, a payment vector x (xpNq “ vpNq), and a violation goal γ P R.

The instance has a yes answer if and only if there exists H Ĺ S Ĺ N such that

vpSq ´ xpSq ą γ.

In Definitions 54 and 55, when the answer is yes, we might also like to find a

coalition that proves that this is the case. Hence, the reader might prefer a definition

of the computational problem that is more constructive. Fortunately, in both cases,

we can use an algorithm for the decision problem to actually construct the coalition

in question, shown as Algorithm 6.2 In the case of Definition 55, we may also wish

to find the maximum γ with answer yes; searching for this γ up to an arbitrarily

good approximation is straightforward by binary search.

Algorithm 6 Given an algorithm that decides whether a coalition S with vpSq ´
xpSq ą 0 (or vpSq ´ xpSq ą γ) exists, and a game for which the answer is yes,
construct a coalition with that property.

for all a P N do
increase xpaq and vpNq by M “ pmaxS vpSqq ´ γ
run the algorithm for the decision variant again;
if the answer is no then

restore xpaq, vpNq to their original values
end if

end for
Output the coalition C “ ta P N : xpaq ăMu.

5.2.2 Basic Results

What could be a certificate for the core being empty? The well-known Bondareva-

Shapley theorem (Bondareva, 1963; Shapley, 1967) provides the answer.

2 The algorithm is correct for the following reasons. If the decision algorithm returns yes after
xpaq is increased by M , there must be a subset S with a R S that can prove the yes answer; hence
we can safely exclude a by not restoring xpaq. If the decision algorithm returns no after xpaq is
increased by M (but before that the answer is yes), all S that can prove the yes answer (without
using what has already been excluded) must include a; therefore we restore xpaq (so the answer
remains to be yes) and put that a into C.
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Theorem 56 (Bondareva-Shapley Theorem). For any cooperative game with non-

negative values (vpSq ě 0 for all S Ď N), the core is empty if and only if there exists

a weight function w : 2NztHu Ñ r0, 1s such that

ÿ

HĂSĎN

wpSqvpSq ą vpNq (5.1)

p@a P Nq
ÿ

HĂSĎN :aPS

wpSq ď 1 (5.2)

Proof Review. The following linear program concerns the problem of finding the

minimum total payment to stabilize the game:

min :
ÿ

aPN

xpaq

subject to : p@H Ă S Ď Nq
ÿ

aPS

xpaq ě vpSq

p@aq xpaq ě 0

The core is empty if and only the optimal objective value is strictly greater than

vpNq. The dual of this linear program is

max :
ÿ

HĂSĎN

wpSqvpSq

subject to : p@a P Nq
ÿ

S:aPS

wpSq ď 1

p@H Ă S Ď Nq wpSq ě 0

By strong duality, the dual’s optimal objective value is equal to the primal’s.

Hence the core is empty if and only if there exists a function w that satisfies the

conditions in the theorem. (Note that the dual constraints immediately imply wpSq ď

1.)

The following lemma is also well-known (see, e.g., Malizia et al. (2007); Gilles

(2010)).
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Lemma 57. If the value of any coalition vpSq can be computed in polynomial time,

then the Core-Emptiness, Not-In-Core, and Most-Violated-Coalition prob-

lems are in NP.

Proof. For the problems Most-Violated-Coalition and Not-In-Core, a subset

(coalition) S Ď N with sufficiently high vpSq´ xpSq suffices as a certificate (because

vpSq and xpSq can be computed in polynomial time). For the Core-Emptiness

problem, consider the linear feasibility problem corresponding to the conditions in

Theorem 56. It has exponentially many variables but only |N | “ n constraints.

Hence, there must be a solution w with at most n non-zero wpSq variables. The

set of these nonzero variables suffices as a certificate (because the linear feasibility

problem with all the remaining variables removed has polynomial size and can thus

be solved in polynomial time).

An efficient algorithm for one of the problems sometimes leads to one for another.

The Not-In-Core problem is the special case of the Most-Violated-Coalition

problem where γ “ 0. Meanwhile, if Not-In-Core is in P, then so is Core-

Emptiness, because the former is the separation oracle problem for the latter (see

also the discussion in Ieong and Shoham (2005)). Summarizing in a proposition:

Proposition 58. The Core-Emptiness, Not-In-Core and Most-Violated-

Coalition problems have nondecreasing complexity. That is, if a problem is in P,

so are the problems on its left; if a problem is NP-hard, so are the problems on its

right.3

Hence, the most difficult hardness results to obtain are those for Core-Emptiness.

Moreover, it appears even more difficult to prove that this problem is hard if we

require the game to be superadditive, for the following reason. We recall that a

3 The hardness direction requires a Turing (Cook) reduction.
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natural certificate for Core-Emptiness consists of the right values for wpSq in the

Bondareva-Shapley theorem (or at least a specification of which ones are positive).

It is natural to attempt reductions to Core-Emptiness where, if the answer is yes,

there exists a subset S such that setting wpSq “ 1 and wpNzSq “ 1 (and every-

thing else to 0) is a certificate. Indeed, this is the case for the proof by Deng and

Papadimitriou (1994). However, this approach cannot work in superadditive games,

because there we would obtain
ř

S wpSqvpSq “ vpSq ` vpNzSq ď vpNq. More gen-

erally, any reduction where, if the answer is yes, there is a certificate where all the

wpSq take value either 0 or 1—and this would seem to be the natural approach if

we rely on reductions that involve finding a subset or partition of the agents with

some property—cannot work if the game is superadditive; we fundamentally need to

consider fractional values for the wpSq, as we do in what follows.

5.3 Small-Issues-Large-Team Games

We recall that one family of games that can be represented compactly consists of

those games whose characteristic functions are the sum of multiple individual issues,

each of which concerns only a constant number of agents (Conitzer and Sandholm,

2004). In this section, we consider a slightly more general class of games that, in

addition to the small issues, allow a single issue that has nonzero value only for

the grand coalition. This value may represent various efficiencies that could result

from having all agents in the same coalition. We call these games Small-Issues-

Large-Team (SILT) games. Besides being of interest in their own right, these games

will help us prove hardness results for MC-nets. Specifically, we show that Core-

Emptiness is NP-hard in SILT games, even under the constraint of superadditivity

(which also implies monotonicity because all the values are nonnegative). We then

(in Section 5.4.1) show that some (though not all) important subclasses of MC-nets

can compactly represent all SILT games, thereby proving hardness for them as well.
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Definition 59 (SILT Game). A SILT game is defined by a triplet pN, T, gNq where N

is the set of agents, T is the set of small issues, and gN is the marginal contribution

of the grand coalition. A small issue t P T is described by pvt, Ctq: a relevant agent

set Ct Ď N (where |Ct| is bounded by a constant) and a characteristic function

vt : 2Ct Ñ R. vt is extended to the domain 2N by letting vtpSq “ vtpS X Ctq.

Furthermore there is the single large issue whose characteristic function g : 2N Ñ R

is given by gpNq “ gN and gp¨q is zero everywhere else. The game’s characteristic

function overall v : 2N Ñ R is given by vpSq “ gpSq `
ř

tPT vtpS X Ctq.

Next, we give a reduction to SILT games from the NP-complete Vertex-Cover

problem, in which we are given a graph G and a number k and are asked whether

there exists a subset of at most k vertices such that every edge includes a vertex in

the subset.

Definition 60 (Vertex-Cover SILT Game). Let pG, kq be a Vertex-Cover in-

stance, where G “ pV,Eq and |V | “ n. We define the corresponding Vertex-

Cover SILT game pN, T, gNq as follows. The agent set is N “ A0 Y V where

A0 “ ta0, a1, . . . , a4u is a set of 5 auxiliary agents. The set of issues is T “ V Y E.

A vertex issue i P V Ď T concerns only agents in Ci “ A0 Y tiu and an edge issue

e “ ti, ju P E Ď T concerns only agents in Ce “ A0 Y ti, ju.

For a coalition S and a vertex issue i P V , vipSq “
1

npn`1q
if i^rpa1^a2^pp a3^

 a4q _  a0qq _ pa3 ^ a4 ^ pp a1 ^  a2q _  a0qqs and vipSq “ 0 otherwise. Here,

a positive literal z in the boolean expression means that agent z P S, and a negative

literal  z means z R S. Similarly, for a coalition S and an edge issue e “ ti, ju,

vepSq “ 1 if pi_ jq ^ a0 ^ ppa1 ^ a3q _ pa2 ^ a4qq and vepSq “ 0 otherwise.

Intuitively, if we arrange the 5 auxiliary agents as in Figure 5.1, a vertex issue

i contributes non-zero value if and only if (1) i P S, (2) no diagonal ta1, a0, a3u or

ta2, a0, a4u is completely included in S, and (3) either the left column ta1, a2u or the
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Figure 5.1: How auxiliary agents in Definition 60 determine whether an issue
contributes non-zero value or not.

One of the diagonals (red)

is required for edge issue

contributions.
One of the columns (blue)

is required for vertex issue

contributions. Meanwhile,

a diagonal (red) excludes

vertex issue contributions.

right column ta3, a4u (or both) is completely included in S. An edge issue e “ ti, ju

contributes non-zero value if and only if (1) ti, ju intersects with S and (2) either

diagonal ta1, a0, a3u or diagonal ta2, a0, a4u (or both) is included in S.

Finally, the grand coalition’s marginal contribution is gN “
n´k

npn`1q
ˆ 2n`1

2n`2
.

Lemma 61. The Vertex-Cover instance pG, kq has yes as its answer if and only

if its corresponding Vertex-Cover SILT game in Definition 60 has an empty core.

Proof. First, we show that the existence of a vertex cover of size at most k implies

that the core is empty. We can handle this direction quite easily thanks to the

Bondareva-Shapley Theorem. Let S Ď V be a vertex cover of size at most k. We

construct the following weight function w : 2N Ñ r0, 1s:

wpta0, a1, a3u Y Sq “ wpta0, a2, a4u Y Sq “ 1{2

wpta1, a2u Y pV zSqq “ wpta3, a4u Y pV zSqq “ 1{2

and w “ 0 everywhere else. It is straightforward to check that for all a P N ,
ř

SĎN :aPS wpSq ď 1. We have vpta0, a1, a3u Y Sq “ vpta0, a2, a4u Y Sq “ |E|: these

coalitions will get all of the edge contributions (because S is a vertex cover), none of

the vertex contributions (because they contain a diagonal), and they will not get gN .

Also, we have vpta1, a2u Y pV zSqq “ vpta3, a4u Y pV zSqq ě
n´k

npn`1q
: these coalitions

will get none of the edge contributions (because they do not contain a0), at least n´k

of the vertex contributions (specifically, the contributions for all vertices i P V zS),
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and they will not get gN . Finally, we have vpNq “ |E| ` n´k
npn`1q

ˆ 2n`1
2n`2

, because

the grand coalition will get all of the edge contributions and gN , but none of the

vertex contributions. Hence, we can conclude that
ř

SĎN wpSqvpSq ě |E| `
n´k

npn`1q
ą

|E| ` n´k
npn`1q

ˆ 2n`1
2n`2

“ vpNq. It follows that the conditions of the Bondareva-Shapley

theorem are satisfied and the core is empty.

Next, we show that emptiness of the core implies that a vertex cover of size at

most k exists; this is the more difficult direction. For the sake of contradiction, let

us assume that the core is empty and every vertex cover has size at least k` 1. The

emptiness of the core implies the existence of a weight function w : 2N Ñ r0, 1s with

the conditions specified in Theorem 56. Without loss of generality, we can assume

wpNq “ 0. (If wpNq ą 0, then we can construct the modified weight function w1

with w1pNq “ 0 and w1pSq “ wpSq{p1 ´ wpNqq when S ‰ N . Then, for any a P N ,
ř

SĎN :aPS w
1pSq “ 1{p1 ´ wpNqq

ř

SĹN :aPS wpSq ď p1{p1 ´ wpNqqqp1 ´ wpNqq “

1, where the inequality is due to the fact that w satisfies Inequality 5.2. More-

over,
ř

SĎN w
1pSqvpSq “ 1{p1 ´ wpNqq

ř

SĹN wpSqvpSq ą p1{p1 ´ wpNqqqpvpNq ´

wpNqvpNqq “ vpNq, where the inequality is due to the fact that w satisfies Inequal-

ity 5.1.) So we can restrict our attention to coalitions S Ĺ N .

Now, we categorize all subsets S Ĺ N into two families, namely SE “ tS Ĺ

N | vpSq ě 1u and SV “ 2NzpSE Y tNuq. Because all vertex issues combined

contribute strictly less than 1 and the grand coalition marginal contribution will not

occur as we consider only coalitions S Ĺ N , it follows that SE is exactly the family

of subsets S that obtain at least one contribution of 1 from an edge issue. Hence,

SV is the family of subsets S that only derive value from vertex issues. We can then

rewrite Inequality 5.1 as
ÿ

SPSE

wpSqvpSq `
ÿ

SPSV

wpSqvpSq ą vpNq (5.3)

Let S˚E “ tS P SE | vpSq ě |E|u consist of the coalitions that correspond to vertex
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covers, and let p “
ř

SPS˚E
wpSq and q “

ř

SPSEzS˚E
wpSq. Because a0 P

Ş

SPSE S and

Inequality 5.2 holds, we have p` q “
ř

SPSE wpSq ď
ř

SĎN :a0PS
wpSq ď 1. Therefore,

q ď 1 ´ p. Additionally, because for all S P SE, vpSq is an integer no greater than

|E| (the presence of a0 precludes vertex issue contributions), we derive

ÿ

SPSE

wpSqvpSq “
ÿ

SPS˚E

wpSqvpSq `
ÿ

SPSEzS˚E

wpSqvpSq

ď p|E| ` qp|E| ´ 1q

ď p|E| ` p1´ pqp|E| ´ 1q “ |E| ´ 1` p (5.4)

This corresponds to the first term in the left-hand side of Inequality 5.3. For the

second term, since for S P SV , each vertex can contribute at most 1
npn`1q

, we obtain

ÿ

SPSV

wpSqvpSq ď
ÿ

SPSV

wpSq|S X V | ˆ
1

npn` 1q

“
1

npn` 1q

ÿ

vPV

ÿ

SPSV :
vPS

wpSq (5.5)

ď
1

npn` 1q

ÿ

vPV

1 “
1

n` 1
(5.6)

where the last inequality is due to Inequality 5.2.

Combining Inequalities 5.4 and 5.6 with Inequality 5.3, we obtain |E| ´ 1 `

p ` 1
n`1

ě
ř

SPSE wpSqvpSq `
ř

SPSV wpSqvpSq ą vpNq ą |E| , where vpNq ą |E|

because the grand coalition N obtains all edge issue contributions plus a positive

grand coalition marginal contribution. From this it follows that p ą n
n`1

.

We now recall that for every S P S˚E, S X V must be a vertex cover in G. By the

assumption we made to derive a contradiction, every vertex cover has size at least
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k ` 1, so for all S P S˚E, |S X V | ě k ` 1. This implies

ÿ

vPV

ÿ

SPS˚E :
vPS

wpSq “
ÿ

SPS˚E

wpSq|S X V |

ě
ÿ

SPS˚E

wpSqpk ` 1q “ pk ` 1qp ą
npk ` 1q

n` 1
(5.7)

Again, using Inequality 5.2, we obtain

n ě
ÿ

vPV

ÿ

SĹN :
vPS

wpSq ě
ÿ

vPV

¨

˚

˚

˝

ÿ

SPS˚E :
vPS

wpSq `
ÿ

SPSV :
vPS

wpSq

˛

‹

‹

‚

which is at least npk`1q
n`1

`
ř

vPV

ř

SPSV :
vPS

wpSq by Inequality 5.7. Hence,

ÿ

vPV

ÿ

SPSV :
vPS

wpSq ď n´
npk ` 1q

n` 1
(5.8)

Combining Inequality 5.8 with Inequality 5.5 we get

ÿ

SPSV

wpSqvpSq ď
1

npn` 1q

ˆ

n´
npk ` 1q

n` 1

˙

“
1

n` 1
´

k ` 1

pn` 1q2
“

n´ k

pn` 1q2
(5.9)

Finally, using Inequality 5.9 and 5.4 together with p ď 1, we get
ř

SPSE wpSqvpSq`

ř

SPSV wpSqvpSq ď |E| ´ 1` p` n´k
pn`1q2

ď |E| ` n´k
pn`1q2

ď |E| ` n´k
npn`1q

ˆ 2n`1
2n`2

“ vpNq,

which contradicts Inequality 5.3.

So far, we have said nothing about superadditivity. It can be checked that the

Vertex-Cover SILT game is superadditive when the graphG has no isolated vertex

(which of course we can assume without affecting the hardness of Vertex-Cover).

However, some of the individual issues are not superadditive—in fact, they are not
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even monotone. Specifically, the value of a vertex issue may decrease to 0 if a0 is

added. We would like the hardness result to hold even under the stronger condition

that every issue is required to be superadditive (and therefore, given that all values

are nonnegative, also monotone). We next show that we can rearrange the issues in

Vertex-Cover SILT games so that the game remains the same but each issue is

superadditive.

Lemma 62. If graph G has no isolated vertex, then the corresponding Vertex-

Cover SILT game can be rewritten as an equivalent SILT game each of whose

individual issues is superadditive, monotone and nonnegative. This also implies that

the whole game is superadditive, monotone and nonnegative.

Proof. Recall that the original issue set is T “ E Y V . We now construct a new set

of issues T 1 “ E all of which are superadditive, monotone and nonnegative. We leave

gA unchanged and prove the equivalence of T and T 1 (the overall value function is

the same).

For each new issue e “ ti, ju P E “ T 1, let its relevant agent set be Ce “

A0 Y ti, ju. Let dpiq denote the degree of vertex i in G. Let VCondition “ rpa1 ^

a2 ^ pp a3 ^ a4q _ a0qq _ pa3 ^ a4 ^ pp a1 ^ a2q _ a0qqs, i.e., the condition on

auxiliary agents to allow vertex issue contributions in the original Vertex-Cover

SILT game. Similarly, let ECondition “ a0^ppa1^a3q_pa2^a4qq, i.e., the condition

to allow edge issue contributions. We recall that VCondition and ECondition cannot

hold simultaneously. For a coalition S Ď N , the new issue’s contribution is v1epSq “ 1

if pi _ jq ^ ECondition, v1epSq “
1{dpiq`1{dpjq

npn`1q
if i ^ j ^ VCondition, v1epSq “

1{dpiq
npn`1q

if i ^  j ^ VCondition, and v1epSq “
1{dpjq
npn`1q

if  i ^ j ^ VCondition. Otherwise,

v1epSq “ 0. To see why this is equivalent to the original game, note that we have

amortized vertex i’s issue contribution 1
npn`1q

over all of its adjacent edges, each

with a partial contribution 1{dpiq
npn`1q

. Because there is no isolated vertex, T and T 1 are
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equivalent.

It remains to prove superadditivity for each issue e’s value function v1e (which will

imply monotonicity of v1e as well by nonnegativity, and will imply superadditivity

and monotonicity for the whole game too, because it is the sum of these issues and

the grand coalition contribution which is also superadditive). Consider two disjoint

coalitions B,C Ď Ce where B X C “ H. We prove v1epB Y Cq ě v1epBq ` v1epCq by

considering three cases. Without loss of generality, assume v1epBq ě v1epCq.

(1) If v1epBq “ 0 (and therefore v1epCq “ 0), by nonnegativity v1epB Y Cq ě 0 “

v1epBq ` v
1
epCq.

(2) If v1epBq “ 1, then ECondition must be true for both B and B Y C, while

VCondition and ECondition must be both false for C (because B contains an entire

diagonal and B X C “ H, C can contain neither a0 nor one of the columns). So

v1epB Y Cq “ 1 and v1epCq “ 0, and we have v1epB Y Cq “ 1 ě v1epBq ` v
1
epCq “ 1.

(3) Finally, if 0 ă v1epBq ă 1, VCondition must be true for B. If VCondition is

also true for B Y C, then v1epB Y Cq ě v1epBq ` v1epCq because (1) C cannot make

ECondition true as it does not include a diagonal, and (2) the amortized vertex

contributions that result from B and C correspond to disjoint sets of vertices. On

the other hand, if VCondition is false for BYC, then BYC includes a diagonal and

hence its ECondition is true. Thus v1epB Y Cq “ 1 ě v1epBq ` v1epCq (because B and

C can only have vertex contributions from disjoint sets of vertices).

From Lemma 61, Lemma 62, and the fact that Vertex-Cover is NP-hard

(even when restricted to instances without isolated vertices), we obtain the following

theorem.

Theorem 63. The Core-Emptiness problem is NP-hard for SILT games, even

when the value function for every issue is superadditive, monotone, and nonnegative

(and hence the game’s overall value function is also superadditive, monotone, and
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nonnegative).

5.4 Marginal Contribution Nets

A Marginal Contribution Net (MC-net) (Ieong and Shoham, 2005) represents a coop-

erative game using a set of patterns P ; furthermore, each pattern P P P is associated

with a value vP . A pattern P is a boolean expression whose truth value depends on

the coalition S Ď N . Its variables correspond to the agents; a will be shorthand for

a being in the coalition. Denote by P pSq the truth value of P on coalition S. The

value of coalition S is then vpSq “
ř

PPP:P pSq“true vP . For example, we may have one

pattern pa1 ^ a2q with value 1 and another pattern pa2q with value 2. This implies

vpta1uq “ 1` 0 “ 1 and vpta1, a2uq “ 0` 2 “ 2.

We consider a variety of subclasses of MC-nets, which are defined by whether they

allow the use of: (1) negative pattern values, (2) the ^ operator, (3) the _ operator,

and (4) the  operator. By enumerating all possible combinations of these four

attributes, we define 16 subclasses of MC-nets, as shown in Table 5.1. (A possible

fifth attribute is whether brackets are allowed; fortunately, as we discuss in Remark 1,

that attribute is irrelavant to the computational complexity of our problems, except

in one case.)

To enumerate the subclasses, we write four binary indicators consecutively (cor-

responding to the four attributes), and interpret the result as a binary number. For

example, Class 0 (0000 in binary) MC-nets have all indicators equal to 0, which

means this subclass allows neither negative pattern values nor the use of any of the

operators ^, _, and  . Hence, in Class 0, each pattern is either empty (true) or

consists of one agent a only. Class 13 (1101 in binary) MC-nets can have negative

pattern values as well as ^ and  operators, but not _ operators. These are the

original MC-nets introduced by Ieong and Shoham (2005). The complexity results
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Table 5.1: Complexity results for MC-nets. The four binary indicators correspond to
whether (1) negative values, (2) ^ operators, (3) _ operators, and (4)  operators are
allowed. For entries with NP-c˚, we only proved NP-hardness when we are allowed
to specify the grand coalition value directly. For entries with P:, the result changes
to NP-c if brackets are allowed.

Class ´ ^ _  
Core-

Emptiness
Not-In-
Core

Most-
Violated-
Coalition

0 0 0 0 0 P P P
1 0 0 0 1 P P P
2 0 0 1 0 P P NP-c
3 0 0 1 1 P: P: NP-c
4 0 1 0 0 P P P
5 0 1 0 1 NP-c NP-c NP-c
6 0 1 1 0 NP-c NP-c NP-c
7 0 1 1 1 NP-c NP-c NP-c
8 1 0 0 0 P P P
9 1 0 0 1 P P P

10 1 0 1 0 NP-c˚ NP-c NP-c
11 1 0 1 1 NP-c NP-c NP-c
12 1 1 0 0 NP-c NP-c NP-c
13 1 1 0 1 NP-c NP-c NP-c
14 1 1 1 0 NP-c NP-c NP-c
15 1 1 1 1 NP-c NP-c NP-c

obtained in this section are summarized in Table 5.1.

5.4.1 Classes Where All Problems Are Unambiguously Hard

In this subsection, we will prove the following theorem, which shows that all three

problems are NP-complete for a number of subclasses of MC-nets. It is based on

several lemmas that will be stated and proved afterwards. There are two other

subclasses for which we will prove in later subsections that all problems are hard if

we make some further assumptions, namely the ability to specify the grand coalition’s

value in one case (Section 5.4.2), and the ability to use brackets in the other case

(Remark 1). All of these results are by reduction from SILT games. For other classes,

the Core-Emptiness problem is in P, and so SILT games cannot be reduced to them
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(unless P=NP).

Theorem 64. All three problems, Core-Emptiness, Not-In-Core, and Most-

Violated-Coalition are NP-complete for Class 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15

MC-nets.4

Proof. From Lemma 65, it will follow that Core-Emptiness is NP-hard for Class

5 MC-nets. This hardness extends to Class 7 MC-nets, which are more expressive.

From Lemma 66, it will follow that Core-Emptiness is NP-hard for Class 12 MC-

nets, which extends to Class 13, 14, and 15 MC-nets. From Lemma 67 and Lemma 68

respectively, it will follow that Core-Emptiness is NP-hard for Class 11 and 6 MC-

nets, respectively. By Proposition 58 this also implies NP-hardness for the other two

problems. Finally, by Lemma 57, all problems are in NP.

Lemma 65 (Class 5 MC-nets). Any SILT game with nonnegative issues can be

represented in polynomial size by an MC-net that uses neither negative pattern values

nor the _ operator (but it may use the ^ and  operators).

Proof. First, construct a pattern
Ź

aPA a with value gA to represent the grand coali-

tion marginal contribution. Then, for each issue t with relevant agent set Ct, we add

2|Ct| (which is a constant number) patterns, as follows. For each subset S Ď Ct, we

add the pattern PS “
Ź

aPS a^
Ź

aRS  a with value vtpSq.

Lemma 66 (Class 12 MC-nets). Any SILT game can be represented in polynomial

size by an MC-net that uses neither the _ operator nor the  operator (but it may

use the ^ operator and negative pattern values).

4 Again, our general reduction from Core-Emptiness to Not-In-Core and Most-Violated-
Coalition is a Turing reduction. If it is desired to avoid Turing reductions, it can be noted
that Conitzer and Sandholm (2004) already showed that Not-In-Core is NP-hard for SILT games,
even when the grand coalition’s marginal contribution is zero (and hence so is Most-Violated-
Coalition).
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Proof. Again, we construct a pattern
Ź

aPA a with value gA. For each issue t with

relevant agent set Ct, we add 2|Ct| patterns, as follows. For each subset S Ď Ct,

in order of nondecreasing size, we add the pattern PS “
Ź

aPS a. We determine its

value as follows. We know that for the coalition S, this pattern will apply; also, we

have already specified the values for all the other patterns that will apply, because

these involve coalitions that are subsets of S. Let vpartial
t pSq denote the sum of the

values of these previously specified patterns. Then, set the value of the new pattern

to vtpSq ´ vpartial
t pSq, thereby guaranteeing that S obtains the correct value. (In

fact, the value for the pattern PS will turn out to be
ř

S1ĎSp´1q|S|´|S
1|vtpS

1q. See,

e.g., Chateauneuf and Jaffray (1989).)

Lemma 67 (Class 11 MC-nets). Any SILT game can be represented in polynomial

size by an MC-net that does not use the ^ operator (but it may use the _ and  

operators as well as negative pattern values).

Proof. By Lemma 66, we can represent any SILT game in polynomial size by an

MC-net that uses only the ^ operator (and possibly negative values). Let the set

of patterns of that MC-net be P . In what follows, we construct a new MC-net with

pattern set P 1 that has only _, operators (and possibly negative values), and show

that P and P 1 result in the same value for each coalition.

For the jth pattern Pj “ z1 ^ z2 ^ . . .^ zm P P with value vj, we add a pattern

P 1j “  z1_ z2_. . ._ zm with value v1j “ ´vj to P 1. P 1j evaluates to true if and only

if Pj evaluates to false. Finally, we add one additional dummy pattern P 10 “ a_ a

for some arbitrary a P N (or, equivalently, simply P 10 “ true), with value vpNq, i.e.,

the value of the grand coalition (not just its marginal contribution). The dummy

pattern always contributes value vpNq to any coalition S. Now we check that for any

coalition S, its value v1pSq under the new patterns P 1 is equal to its value vpSq under

the old patterns P . Let J “ tj | Pj is true for Su and J 1 “ tj | P 1j is true for Su.
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Then vpSq “
ř

jPJ vj “
ř|P|
j“1 vj ´

ř

jRJ vj “ vpNq ´
ř

jRJ vj “
ř

jPJ 1 v
1
j “ v1pSq.

Lemma 68 (Class 6 MC-nets). Any SILT game with nonnegative and monotone

issues can be represented in polynomial size by an MC-net that uses neither negative

pattern values nor the  operator (but it may use the ^ and _ operators).

Proof. For any such SILT game, we construct an MC-net with patterns P “
Ť

tPT PtY

tPgu, where Pg “
Ź

aPN a with value gN represents the grand coalition’s marginal

contribution. Pt is a set of patterns for issue t that only concerns agents in Ct.

All that remains to be done is to show how to construct Pt and to prove its

equivalence to issue t. Let tS1,S2, . . . ,Smu be a partition of 2Ct based on vt. That is,

there exists a strictly increasing sequence of values v1 ă v2 ă . . . ă vm such that for

all S P Si, vtpSq “ vi. Define S`i “
Ťm
j“i Sj. We then construct Pt “ tP1, P2, . . . , Pmu

where Pi “
Ž

SPS`i

Ź

aPS a has value vi ´ vi´1, defining v0 “ 0. (We note that this

expression does not require brackets because ^ has higher priority than _.)

Since v1 ě 0 (due to nonnegativity) and by construction vi ă vi`1, all pattern

values vi´vi´1 are nonnegative. For any subset S Ď Ct, there exists some i such that

S P Si. For any j ď i, S will satisfy Pj because S P Si Ď S`j . We next show that for

any j ą i, S does not satisfy Pj. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that S does

satisfy some Pj with j ą i. Then, there exists S 1 P S`j such that S 1 Ď S. However,

because i ă j, it follows that vtpSq ă vtpS
1q. This contradicts the monotonicity of

issue t. Hence, S P Si satisfies Pj if and only if j ď i. Therefore, S’s value under

pattern Pt equals
ři
j“1 v

j ´ vj´1 “ vi “ vtpSq.

5.4.2 MC-nets with Only OR Operators

If only the _ operator is available, it is impossible for MC-nets to compactly represent

the grand coalition’s marginal contribution gN . For example, suppose vpSq “ 0 for

any S ‰ N and vpNq “ gN “ 1. The _-only MC-net (with possibly negative
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pattern values) to specify this game uses 2n ´ 1 patterns: for each nonempty subset

H ‰ S Ď N , construct a pattern
Ž

aPS a with value p´1q|S|´1 (Uckelman et al.,

2009). Hence, we cannot hope to compactly represent SILT games with this subclass

of MC-nets; we need to add some additional representational power to do so. The

minimal additional representational power that will do the trick is to simply allow

the direct specification of the value of grand coalition, so this is what we do here.

At the end of the paper, we discuss the open problem of determining the complexity

of Core-Emptiness for SILT games without a marginal contribution for the grand

coalition (i.e., games consisting only of small issues). If this problem is still NP-hard,

then we could drop the additional power in this subsection, because we do not need it

to represent the small issues. In fact, Conitzer and Sandholm (2004) already showed

that Not-In-Core is NP-hard for such games (and hence so is Most-Violated-

Coalition). So for these problems we do not need the additional power. This

results in the following theorem:

Theorem 69. Not-In-Core and Most-Violated-Coalition are NP-complete

for Class 10 MC-nets. Core-Emptiness is also NP-complete for Class 10 MC-nets

if they are given the additional power to specify the value of the grand coalition.

The theorem is implied by the following lemma.

Lemma 70 (Class 10 MC-nets). Any SILT game can be represented in polynomial

size by an MC-net that uses neither the ^ operator nor the  operator (but it may

use the _ operator and negative pattern values, as well as the additional power to

specify the value of the grand coalition in case gN ‰ 0).

Proof. For each issue t with relevant agent set Ct, we add a set Pt of 2|Ct| patterns,

as follows. First, we add the empty pattern PH “ true, with value vtpHq (which

in most circumstances would be 0). For each subset S Ď Ct (S ‰ H), in order
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of nondecreasing size, we add the pattern PS “
Ž

aPS a to Pt. We determine its

value as follows. Our goal is to ensure that if we apply Pt to Ct, as well as to CtzS,

this results in two values whose difference is exactly dtpSq “ vtpCtq ´ vtpCtzSq. (dt

is also known as the dual of vt Gilles (2010).) Ct will satisfy every pattern; the

only patterns that are not satisfied by CtzS concern only agents in S. One such

pattern is
Ž

aPS a, whose value we are seeking to specify now; for all the other such

patterns, we have already specified their values. Let dpartial
t pSq denote the sum of

the values of these previously specified patterns. Then, set the value of the new

pattern to dtpSq ´ dpartial
t pSq, thereby guaranteeing that the difference in values is

correct. (In fact, when vtpHq “ 0, the value for the pattern PS will turn out to be
ř

S1ĎSp´1q|S|´|S
1|`1vtpCtzS

1q, by an inclusion-exclusion principle.)

With these patterns, we obtain a value function v1t. By construction, for any H ‰

S Ď Ct, we have v1tpCtq ´ v1tpCtzSq “ vtpCtq ´ vtpCtzSq. Moreover, v1tpHq “ vtpHq.

Therefore, v1tpCtq “ v1tpCtzCtq`vtpCtq´vtpCtzCtq “ v1tpHq`vtpCtq´vtpHq “ vtpCtq.

Hence, also for all S Ĺ Ct, v
1
tpSq “ v1tpCtzpCtzSqq “ vtpCtzpCtzSqq`v

1
tpCtq´vtpCtq “

vtpSq. Hence, the patterns correctly represent the issue.

Finally, if gN ‰ 0, we can use the ability to specify the grand coalition value to

represent this.

5.4.3 Classes with Some Easy Problems

Note that there is no superadditivity constraint in what follows.

Lemma 71. The Most-Violated-Coalition problem is in P for MC-nets with-

out the _ and ^ operators (but possibly using the  operator and negative pattern

values).

Proof. Let A “ ta1, a2, . . . , anu. Besides (possibly) the empty pattern, there are at

most 2n distinct patterns, namely a1, a2, . . . , an and  a1, a2, . . . , an. Let their
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respective values be b1, b2, . . . , bn and c1, c2, . . . , cn (possibly 0). The most violated

coalition is S “ tai | bi ´ ci ´ xi ą 0u, which can be computed in linear time.

Therefore, by Proposition 58, we conclude:

Theorem 72. All three problems, Core-Emptiness, Not-In-Core and Most-

Violated-Coalition, are in P for Class 0, 1, 8 and 9 MC-nets.

We now consider MC-nets that use neither ^ nor negative values (but _ and  

may occur). We show that this necessarily results in subadditive games. (A game is

subadditive if S1 X S2 “ H implies that vpS1 Y S2q ď vpS1q ` vpS2q.) From that, we

prove that their Not-In-Core and Core-Emptiness problems are easy. However,

the Most-Violated-Coalition problem is still hard.

Lemma 73. MC-nets that use neither ^ nor negative values are subadditive.

Proof. First consider an MC-net with just a single pattern, so that every coalition has

value vP or 0. Let the pattern be P “ _aPS`P
a_aPS´P

 a. Then, subadditivity could

only be violated if there are some S1, S2 with S1 X S2 “ H, vpS1q “ 0, vpS2q “ 0,

but vpS1 Y S2q “ vP . But this means either (1) that there exists a P pS1 Y S2q X S
`
P ,

in which case either a P S1 X S`P or a P S2 X S`P , contradicting that vpS1q “ 0 and

vpS2q “ 0; or (2) that there exists a P S´P zpS1 Y S2q, in which case also a P S´P zS1,

contradicting that vpS1q “ 0. Hence, subadditivity holds if there is only a single

pattern. If there are multiple patterns, the resulting game is the sum of single-

pattern games, which is also subadditive.

Lemma 74. If a game is subadditive and the value of each singleton coalition vptauq

can be computed in polynomial time, then the Not-In-Core problem is in P.

Proof. We will show that it is sufficient to check only singleton subsets tau. If for

some a P A, vptauq ą xpaq, x is not in the core. Otherwise, if xpaq ě vpaq for all
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a P A, then x must be in the core because by subadditivity, vpSq ď
ř

aPS vptauq ď
ř

aPS xpaq “ xpSq.

Lemma 75. The Most-Violated-Coalition problem is NP-hard for MC-nets

with neither the ^ operator nor negative values (but possibly using the _ and  

operators).

Proof. We reduce from an arbitrary Hitting-Set instance, in which we are given

m subsets H1, H2, . . . , Hm Ď N with N “ t1, . . . , nu and a number k ď n, and are

asked whether there is a subset H Ď N with |H| ď k such that for all 1 ď i ď m,

H X Hi ‰ H. We construct an MC-net with n ` 1 agents (a0, a1, . . . , an) and

m patterns P1 to Pm, where Pi “
Ž

jPHi
aj has value 1, and consider payment

vector x with xpa0q “ m ´ n{pn ` 1q and for 1 ď j ď n, xpajq “ 1{pn ` 1q.

Note that a0 is a dummy agent whose purpose is to ensure xpNq “ vpNq. We

ask whether a coalition S exists such that vpSq ´ xpSq ą m ´ pk ` 1{2q{pn ` 1q.

If a hitting set H of size at most k exists, then the coalition SH “ taj|j P Hu

has vpSHq “ m and xpSHq ď k{pn ` 1q ă pk ` 1{2q{pn ` 1q, so the answer to our

Most-Violated-Coalition is yes. Conversely, if a coalition S with vpSq´xpSq ą

m ´ pk ` 1{2q{pn ` 1q exists, then it must satisfy all patterns, because otherwise

vpSq ´ xpSq ď m ´ 1 ă m ´ pk ` 1{2q{pn ` 1q, and we must have |S| ď k, because

otherwise vpSq ´ xpSq ď m ´ pk ` 1q{pn ` 1q ă m ´ pk ` 1{2q{pn ` 1q. Therefore

HS “ tj|aj P Su is a hitting set of size at most k.

Theorem 76. For Class 2 and 3 MC-nets, the Core-Emptiness and Not-In-

Core problems are in P while the Most-Violated-Coalition problem is NP-

complete.

Proof. By Lemma 73, these MC-nets are subadditive, so by Lemma 74 and Proposi-

tion 58, Core-Emptiness and Not-In-Core are in P. On the other hand, Most-

Violated-Coalition is NP-complete by Lemma 57 and 75.
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Finally, class 4 MC-nets, in which neither _,  , nor negative pattern values are

used, are equivalent to hypergraph games with only nonnegative edge values, which

were studied in Deng and Papadimitriou (1994) and proved to be easy (see also

Section 5.1).

Theorem 77. Core-Emptiness, Not-In-Core, and Most-Violated-Coalition

are in P for Class 4 MC-nets.

Proof. We will prove that the Most-Violated-Coalition problem is in P for

Class 4 MC-nets; therefore all our problems are in P by Proposition 58. We convert

a Class 4 MC-net to a hypergraph game as follows. For each agent a P N , construct

a vertex, and for each pattern P “
Ź

aPS a P P , construct a hyperedge S whose value

is equal to vP . Every coalition has exactly the same value in both games, because it

satisfies a pattern if and only if it includes the corresponding hyperedge. The max

flow algorithm mentioned at the end of Section 5.1 in Deng and Papadimitriou (1994)

(as well as in (Lawler, 1976, p. 125)) would return the most violated coalition.

Remark 1. So far, we have not considered the possibility of using brackets in the

patterns of MC-nets; here we do so. Because this will only make them harder to solve,

all NP-completeness results still hold. Therefore, let us consider the subfamilies of

MC-nets for which some problems are in P.

For MC-nets without connectives (Class 0, 1, 8, 9), MC-nets with only ^ op-

erators (Class 4), and MC-nets with only _ operators (Class 2), brackets make no

difference to the patterns. For MC-nets with both _ and  operators (Class 3),

adding brackets allows them to simulate P1 ^ P2 by  p P1 _ P2q. Hence they can

encode Class 7 MC-nets, implying NP-completeness for all three problems.
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5.5 Conclusion

We settled the complexity of the Core-Emptiness, Not-In-Core, and Most-

Violated-Coalition problems in several subclasses of MC-nets, defined by which

logical operators and whether negative pattern values are allowed (see Table 5.1).

(Efficient algorithms for the Most-Violated-Coalition problem also allow ef-

ficient computation of the least core and, under certain conditions, the nucleo-

lus (Faigle et al., 2001).) To obtain these results, we introduced SILT games, which

may be of interest in their own right, and proved hardness for them even under the

constraint that each of their issues is superadditive. We showed certain subclasses

of MC-nets can efficiently represent those hard SILT games. (We suspect that many

other representation schemes that are not necessarily subclasses of MC-nets would

be able to efficiently represent these SILT games, and hence our hardness results

apply to such schemes as well.) For other subclasses of MC-nets, we directly proved

results.

Different from previous hardness results, all our hardness results based on SILT

games hold even with superadditivity, an extremely common constraint for coopera-

tive games. Achieving this for the Core-Emptiness problem necessarily (as argued

at the end of Section 5.2.2) requires an involved reduction.

Our results leave open whether the hardness we proved for SILT games would

continue to hold even when the marginal contribution of the grand coalition is zero

(so that the game consists only of small issues (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2004)). If

this is so, it would give us an even more powerful result that would allow us to prove

hardness for even more representation schemes. As just one example, we would

cleanly obtain hardness for Class 10 MC-nets, rather than just for the extension of

this subclass that additionally allows specifying vpNq.
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6

Conclusion and Future Research

In this dissertation, we studied two classes of allocation problems considering both

game theoretic and computational aspects. The results and directions for future

research are summarized as follows.

1. Allocating resources to catch evaders. In chapter 2, we defined two classes

of test games: scored tests and binary tests. They modeled scenarios such as

TOEFL iBT, course final exams, and driver’s license tests. In those games,

the tester wants to catch the test taker who has not mastered the material by

picking several questions from a pool, and testing whether the test taker can

correctly answer them. Different from traditional assumptions, we took the

loss of confidentiality as a fact so both the question pool (including the correct

answers) and the strategy of how the questions are picked are public. This

is, arguably, already the case for many tests because of the Internet: one can

easily (and anonymously) post or view the potential questions and answers, as

well as the test frequency of each question, online.

The loss of confidentiality made it natural for us to model those tests as Stack-
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elberg games, where the leader (the tester) first commits to a strategy, and

then the followers (test takers) best respond. We proved that such Stackelberg

games can be transformed into zero-sum games. (This transformation only

works if the test taker is the leader.) Using that transformation, we showed

that the set of optimal Stackelberg strategies coincides with the set of Nash

equilibria. So, the optimal test strategy in our model would also work for a

simultaneous-move model (without Stackelberg leadership).

That transformation also allowed us to use the maximin LP to more efficiently

compute the optimal test strategies. For scored tests, we showed how to com-

pute the optimal strategy in polynomial time using a separation oracle. For

binary tests, however, despite the transformation and the maximin LP, we still

proved many (co)NP-hardness results (see Table 2.1). Nevertheless, there is

still a special case in binary tests that is efficiently computable. That is the

1-question binary test, where we gave not only a polynomial size LP, but also

a network-flow algorithm to directly compute the optimal strategy.

We then proposed Catcher-Evader games (CE games) in chapter 3. CE games

allowed us to represent both scored test games and Bayesian security games

with a single framework. This framework simplified our analysis of those games,

enabled richer utility functions, and allowed us to swap the roles of catchers

and evaders. Most importantly, the connection between security games and

test games brings enormous convenience for algorithm design. Previously, sep-

arate algorithms had to be designed for them, but now we can design a single

algorithm for both. Moreover, we can potentially apply known algorithms for

each of these game families to the other.

For example, by combining techniques from both security games and test

games, we designed an algorithm for computing Nash equilibrium of CE games.
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Like a previous algorithm for a more restricted class of security games (Korzhyk

et al., 2011a), it iteratively increases the catcher’s resource; like our own al-

gorithm for test games (chapter 2), it uses binary search and max flow to

reallocate the evaders’ resources. The unique part of our algorithm is a min-

cost flow subroutine, which is involved but necessary due to a reduction from

best matching problems to CE games (see section 3.2).

We showed that the run time of this algorithm is quite low, apparently poly-

nomial, in experiments. However, despite our tremendous effort, we were only

able to prove an exponential run time bound; meanwhile, we also failed to find

a family of instances that incurs exponential run time. Therefore, the com-

plexity of computing a Nash equilibrium in CE games is still open. On the

other hand, we proved that computing an optimal Stackelberg strategy in a

CE game is NP-hard. We also proved that the Nash equilibria of a CE game

are interchangeable.

In the future, it might be interesting to see how these game-theoretically opti-

mal allocations and their algorithms perform in real-world applications. Cur-

rently, our experiments are all based on simulations. Another obvious direction

for future research is to resolve whether our algorithm for computing Nash equi-

libria of CE games has a polynomial run time bound or not.

2. Allocating payments to stabilize teams. In the second part of this disser-

tation, we turned our attention to several stability-based solution concepts for

cooperative games, such as the core, the least core, and the nucleolus. These

are, simply speaking, ways of allocating payments such that any subgroup of

the team would be better off to stay with the team rather than to deviate and

work on their own.

In chapter 4, we proposed a noise framework that justified the least core and
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the nucleolus as the most ex-post stable payments under particular assumptions

about how noise is generated. In words, the least core is uniquely optimal

when the noise of each coalition is perfectly correlated, and the nucleolus is

uniquely optimal when the noise is independent and additionally, we are very

confident that the noise is small—intuitively, the probability of larger noise is

infinitesimal compared to that of smaller noise.

Our framework can also be used to generate new solution concepts by revising

the noise models to be (arguably) more realistic. For example, the noise might

be nonnegative in some settings. In that case, we showed that the partial

nucleolus (Definition 43) is the optimal solution concept. Someone might also

expect the noise to be correlated with the value of a coalition: the larger its

value is, the greater its noise is. We showed that the multiplicative least core

and nucleolus are optimal under such assumptions. We also showed that the

multiplicative least core is uniquely optimal when there is only uncertainty

about the grand coalition’s value.

In chapter 5, we studied the computational complexity of Core-Emptiness,

Not-In-Core, and Most-Violated-Coalition (Definitions 53, 54, and 55). These

problems are closely related to the computation of stability-based solution con-

cepts such as the least core and the nucleolus.

One challenge that we faced is how to deal with the superadditivity constraint

which is extremely common and natural for cooperative games. We showed that

a simple reduction that much previous work relied on is impossible under this

constraint. Hence, we gave a quite involved reduction to prove NP-hardness.

To achieve it, we introduced Small-Issues-Large-Team (SILT) games. Many

popular representation schemes can efficiently encode SILT games so our hard-

ness results apply to them as well. For example, we proved the hardness for
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many classes of MC-nets (see Table 5.1).

Our results left open whether the hardness we proved for Small-Issues-Large-

Team games would continue to hold when there are just small issues and no

large team issue. That is, the marginal contribution of the grand coalition is

zero. If this is so, we could reduce even more representation schemes from such

games; thus more hardness results could be proved.
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